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Foreword

FOREWORD

m

-E, the

Class of Nineteen Ten, are the

ful Bachelors of

first

crop of young and hope-

Art from Holy Cross who have seen a Class Book

each year since Freshman, for the original volume of the Purple
Patcher was published the year

we

We

entered.

have tried

take advantage of our longer experience in editing this fourth volume.

us hope that our effort shows

Some

conservative souls

appears this year.

itself in

may

for the

Nor can

object to the

new garb

To them we say we consider

this

Let

the result.

the

in

which the Patcher

new design more

and the new binding more durable than the design and binding
volumes.

artistic

of previous

be construed as a reflection on any preceding

class,

same nineteen-ten man designed both the new cover and the

Other details we have varied but slightly, in accordance with custom.
"write-ups" have been

made

to

old.

The

as entertaining as the outraged feelings of our

classmates and the cold judgment of our censor would permit.

Somehow

only the more interesting sentences were "blue-penciled" by the student.
Therefore, in reading this book bear in

our advantages, and above

all

remember

mind our

that all

difficulties, as well as

work on

this

book

is

done

over and above the regular duties of an already strenuous Senior year.

The

Editors.

KEV. THOMAS

E.

MURPHY,

S.

J,

President of Holy Cross College

REV. JOSEPH H. HANN,

S. J.

Vice-President of Holy Cross College

REV. JAMES

A. MULLEN, S.J.
Prefect of Studies

REV. FERNAND A. ROUSSEAU, S. J.
Prefect of Discipline and Professor of Geology to Senior
I
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OUR PROFESSORS
^ ^l^IIILE

students here on the Hill of Pleasant Springs,

J

jJ

ri£,

jl

ff?

-# "^

of the waters of a

pure running stream

we have

fluence of the latter

upon

The

us.

life of

is

hound

to exert a

the ideal teacher

is

tasted

We

<4i

the in-

r§?

deep and lasting impres-

N?

knowledge.

;

characteristically exemplified

j

beneath the same roof and

2

T

at

^

mingle

r$>

influence of this relationship can hardly be overestimated.

f§?

striking contrast

*%?

great secular colleges and universities' where communication between profes-

t

Holy Cross.

Here faculty and student body

freely, not

sor and pupil

live

The

^

brought into

r$>

the reservedness of teachers in the

ff?

only in the lecture-hall, but in forum and on

when compared with

It is

field.

T

confined entirely to the class-room.

is

^

have

of

formed friendships with one another and with professors

*W
sion

|

of St.

^

*i>

Ignatius have been impressed especially with the grandeur and nobility of

(fa

r$>

their lives.

*&

swered the

^

We who

have spent these years under the tutelage of the followers

Sacrificing home, wealth
call of loftier things.

their teaching be felt in the world

T

thus reflecting,

^,

experience and influence

tfo

gentle

rf>

journey down the vista of years.

memory

1

hough

of

and worldly

prestige, they have an-

rf?

It is for us, therefore, to let the influence of

^

through the medium of their graduates

faintly, perhaps, the reputation of

men whose

training,

j
"2

The

^

our respected professors will always linger with us as we

r$>

make them eminently

fitted to instruct pupils.

f§!>

fy/ioso?^

REV. JAMES

L.

SMITH.

S.

J.

Professor to Senior in Cosmology, Psychology, Natural Theology and Ethics

"HEMLOCK Killed Sod rifties:
tviTt,

*f>»L«<fief

r

'of CL0SS (3>»eH

REV. THOMAS F. McLOUOHLIN, S.J.
Professor to Senior in History of Philosophy

REV. JOSEPH M. KEN A ID,

S.

J.

Professor to Senior in Advanced French

REV. ROBERT SWICKERATH,

S.J.

Professor to Senior in Pedagogy

KEV. GEORGE

L.

COYLE,

S. J.

Professor to Senior in Organic Chemistry
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KEV. FREDERICK STRERATH,
Professor to Senior in Religion

S. J.

•.£100

Reward!

•

PKTKK

,J.

MoLOIIGHLIN,

L.

I,.

M.

Professor to Senior in Jurisprudence

REV. CHARLES
On March

12th of our Senior year

it

C.

JONES,

was our sad duty

S. J.

to assist at the funeral of

our one-

time Professor of Elocution, the Rev. C. C. Jones, S. J. His death came as a surprise to all.
Though ailing somewhat for a week or more, yet he was of robust constitution, and no doubt
whatever was entertained of his speedy recovery- Death came to him, however, on the night of

Thursday, March 10, and with his passing Holy Cross lost one whose long years of service had
made a link between the deeds of the present and the past.
Seventeen years he spent at Holy Cross in' the performance of various duties, but he will
be best remembered as a teacher of elocution and director of main- successful college plays. During his long residence at the College he
kindly greeting on their return to their

made for himself a host
Alma Mater. Interested

of

friends

who

will

miss

his

everything that pertained to
Holy Cross, he was especially observant of her progress in athletics, and we found no small deHe was a familiar figure at all our
light in disputing with him his opinions on this subject.
games, and not a few have remarked his absence from his accustomed place during the season
in

His manner was simple and kindly, and in his own unobtrusive way encouraged by his charity man)- a drooping spirit. As a monument to his energy he has left behind
him at the entrance to our chapel a shrine to the Sacred Heart in quartered oak, a rare work of
That the Sacred
art, that we venture to say has no equal in the halls of our sister colleges.
Heart may deal kindly with him is our fervent prayer.
To his brother, and to his nephew, an alumnus of St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, we
R. I. P.
extend our heartiest sympathy.
that has just passed.
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TO THE CLASS
would scarcely seem necessary

It

for the little personal thrusts
theless,

a

Holy Cross
ship
If

is

any

know

which appear

some things may have slipped

presumption on

his

for even a

good nature.
few months

by open and honest
of

them be

for the Editors to give

in

in

the following' pages.

Never-

here which seem to the victim

However,

as

will recognize,

criticism.

any defence

Thus

it

is

anyone who has

lived at

one way of showing friendin

the following sketches.

especially strong, then the object of the attack ma}' well

that the writer holds

him

in particular!)'

high esteem.

THE PURPLE PATCHER
FRANK
"Fat."

A.

BOWES

"Biff."

41

AYaterbury, Conn.

"Cupid." "Tubhie."
"Plunger." "Roger."
"Laugh and be

"Shotty."
"Sport."

"Checkers."

fat."

—Taylor
Class Football (2, 3).
Manager Varsity Track (4). VicePresident B. J. F. Society (3). Vice-President
Dramatic Society (4).
Dramatics (2).

Chairman Prom Committee

The

first

picture

we had

of

(4).

"Cupid" was that of a

lost

youth, perched alone on. his trunks at the entrance to the
O'Kane Building. He was then seen and taken into custody,
beginning his college career as assistant to Bro. Mansel, hand"Biff's" eventful
ing out the wash with mucilaged fingers.
course has been well marked in every manner and form. His
famous dive into the Blackstone on a bet, Circus Night, the
time he showed Staunton the wonders of Boston and his strikare all things well to be
ing resemblance to "Nick" C
,

remembered.
"Plunger" also broke into the Big Bone League in his
Senior year and carried off the banner, though he lost several pounds of flesh.
Another form of activity in which he
entered was football, and as our expansive football center he
soon showed of what he was made. "Checkers" in his four
years has kept quite a museum. Chief amongst his curiosities
was the "ice cream suit" of Sophomore, and his famous Kelly
of Senior.
He is also well known for his weakness for harness instead of shoes.
From report we have it that he is
known
in
well
Hartford and that his trim ankles are much
admired in Waterbury. Our genial manager, Frank, is one
of the best known men in college, and is most popular with
lis
linguistic gymnastics are only equalled
the fair sex.
good
nature.
by his
As a student he has few equals, for he
has his matter up before others start to study.
YVe proclaim Frank a rising young statesman, for his
aptness in the guarding of the finances.
I
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THE PURPLE PATCHER
EDWARD

M.

BRENNAN

"Eddie."

"Ed."

"Custom hath made

Second Baseball

it

Peacedale, R.

"Shorty."
in

Team

him
(i).

I.

"Brennick."

a prosperity of easiness."

—Anon

Varsity Baseball

(2, 3).

Although a charter member of the "Order of Diminu"Eddie" has been able to hold his own. Nothing has

tives,"

composure, nor tear down
which shelters innumerable manners
which are both manly and worthy of emulation.
His four years at Holy Cross have been one grand series

been able to
his

edifice

ruffle his characteristic

of dignity,

of triumphs, not only in the intellectual department, but also
in the social line.
certain charm of bewitching the fair sex
is possessed by him, but as a practical philosopher he never
overworks this asset yet it can be safely asserted that he is
In the class-room his work
a caustic opponent of inactivity.
has been consistent and successful. However, it was not until
his Senior year that he demonstrated to his fellow classmates
his wonderful agility in mastering philosophical propositions
he made the leaders of the class sit up and take notice.

A

;

;

"Eddie's" hobby is to have "batting bees" with Neal
Sweeney. "Buck" thinks that the youngster from Peacedale
is a master of the delicate art of mixing the real and weird in
a crucible wherein the chemicals of truth and exactness have
no welcome. On the other hand, "Ed" idolizes Neal's humor-

ous style of vividly depicting the wild scenes of his early
childhood. "Ed" also frequents the "Lodge," where he falls
spell-bound before the thrills of McNulty and the puns of
"Bill" O'Keefe.
It was in the Junior year that "Eddie" and "Count Rigali" took out their marriage license.
The two have ever since
lived in peace and tranquility.
"Count" has made an ideal
partner; Ins enthusiasm for his mate helping much in assisting "Eddie" to perform on the baseball field with true Holy
Cross spirit. Graduation will bring about the divorce of a
very happy couple. "In pace se relinquant."

!

THE PURPLE PATCHER
HENRY

P.

BURKE

Clinton, Mass.

Henney.
'Thy

spirit,

43

Bunny.
let me

independence,

share."

-Smollet

Henry has honored Clinton by choosing" that enterprising town for his birthplace, and true to the traditions of his
native heath he is a politician through and through.
"Bunny's" politics always takes an "insurgent" turn
he could
show Murdock of Kansas or Norris of Xebraska a few points
any day. He was much in evidence in the memorable Tammany uprising in Junior, and emerged from the fray covered
with glory and epithets.
His independent tendencies have
kept him ever at variance with the Supreme Authority, so
that "Bunny's" long career has not been without its quota
of excitement.
He pulled off his culminating performance in
Senior, when he failed to attend one of Fr. Burke's movingpicture shows. The explanation of his non-appearance, which
came out later, was that he was elucidating a Neo Pytha-

—

—

gorean system, whose magic numbers were seven and eleven,
to "Bob" Sweeney, Daly, and Flanigan.
"Henney" is a proficient late sleeper.
The tendency to sleep just a minute
more, which is common to a of us,
oped in him. Whether "Henney" is

is

especially well devel-

day scholar or a resident student is a debatable question. He has been oscillating
between the Weston Club and the Sons of Morpheus for lo
these many years.
At present writing he is paying tribute
to the Consolidated, but may at any time be back to the old
haunts on the Senior corridor. "Bunny" has the Clintonian
love for work and stands well in his classes, that is in philosophy and the classics. He never became so absorbed in a
lie will always
Physics book as to miss a meal, however,
be remembered for his "Philipicus Contra Patrem Mahoney,"
which had the unexpected result of filling that professor villi
admiration for the author and creating such a diversion in
the class-room that several of the spring fever victims went
quietly through an open window and out where the violets
grow.
a

;

THE PURPLE PATCHER
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PATRICK

F.

BURKE

Thompsonville, Conn.

"Hockey."
"A

"Pat."

."Sunny."

fellow that hath had lasses and one that hath two

Class

Basketball
ball

(i).
(3).

Class Baseball

gowns and

— Shakespeare

everything handsome ahout him."
(i,

Banquet Committee

2).

Class

Foot-

(3

What would our class be without a sport of "Hockey"
Burke's type? Not even the keenest intellects of 1910 would
venture to say. Since his advent on Mt. St. James "Sunny"
has been regarded as the greatest authority in every athletic
line.
His popularity has assumed such proportions that he
With his
has been elected captain of the Whist League.
usual modesty he enjoys his new position and has a smile
plus a halloo for everybody.
This year "Pat" has reached the real ambition of his
membership in the Glee Club. As a songster
college career,
he has proved a very valuable asset to the organization. His
musical temperature is taken every day and "Ju Jubes" are
supplied to him for the full preservation of his Carusonian

—

voice.

A

word about his ability in the class-room should not be
When "Hockey" sets his mind to a task good re-

omitted.

always follow. Some sage whispered in his ear last
The hint was
that he was an innate Philosopher.
taken, with the consequence that the leaders look upon him
as no mean rival for academic honors.
Although "Hockey" has been laboring under the atmospheric pressure at Worcester for the last four years, yet in vain
does he try to banish the sweet thoughts of his own dear old
Thompsonville. Here is the seat of all things that are best
dances, cute little girls, cigars, good fellowship in fact, everything which makes life worth the living. With the old boy
back permanently amidst the scenes of his childhood, greater
sults

summer

;

efforts will

be

made

famed Carpet Town.

for the civic

improvement

of the far-

THE PURPLE PATCHER
EDWARD

J.

CALLAN
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Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Calamity." "Legs." "Cal." "Ed." "Jack." "Lanky."
"Hath so much wit and mirth and spleen about thee
There is no living with thee nor without thee."

—Addison

Second Baseball Team (1, 2, 3, 4).
Toastmaster (3).
Cheer Leader (4).
Chairman
Banquet Committee (2). Class Football
(L 2, 3).
Callan. our periodic president of Junior, deposed every

Class

President

(3).

other day, is a man of rare qualities. He is possessed of that
dryest of dry humor and has oft been styled the college wit
and humorist. If quotations are not at hand Ed. kindly lends
one of his own. The joy of prefects and professors, never
caught for an answer, never at a loss to explain, he has cer"Calamity's"
tainly made a memorable record at college.
great forte is his ability to speak. When occasion and necesAs
sity demand, his eloquence and force cannot be equalled.
an extemporaneous speaker he has made a record for himself, the memory of which will live as long as the memory
of the class of 1910. Ed. has taken the most "Popular" course
in college, and when not propped up in reading or trying out
Cantield's ), he is found beating
his luck in the "Frat" room
"Twig" at pool at "The Club" or, as he tersely puts it, playing crutch for "Tom" Hennessy.
If Ed. does not succeed it will be only by the most unforeseen circumstances, his luck being prodigious, as evidenced
in the P. C. League of old, when the rumor was current that
he bought a new trunk in which to keep it. Ed proved himself a born inventor man}- times over, especially when it came
to late sleeping and frequent absence.
"Irregular astigmatism" and "invisible Rileicitis" were the chief standby of
(

"Somniferous invalid."
"Calamity" as a pitcher has riddled man) a grand-stand
nearby towns, but if his bent knee ever straightens out we

this
in

predict that in years to come we will hear of him as first slab
artist of the "Bellows Falls" team, or perchance the editor
of his favorite popular magazine.

TfH E
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PURPLE PATCHIER

THOMAS

A.

CAREY

Worcester, Mass,

"Buzz."

"Tom."

"Cheerful at morn, he wakes from short repose,
Breasts the keen air, and carols as he goes."

— Goldsmith
Assistant Prefect

Day

Scholars Sodality (i).

one of the genial day scholars of the class. He
is gifted with a sweet tenor voice, which makes him envied
by his classmates. Whether he is singing in the class-room
of a nearby village for the amusement of the scholars
or in the chorus "60 and the World is Mine," his voice is
always pleasing.
"Tom" boasted that he was one of the speed-boys of the
class, so he entered the inter-class track meet last fall.
There is some doubt whether "Buzz" started in any of the
At least he won no points for his class. He has
events.
been matched to race "Gus" O'Neil in the near future to

"Tom"

who
"Tom"

decide

is

the

champion half-miler

is

of the class.

has been devoting considerable time lately looking into the furniture store windows. There is a possibility
that "Tom" intends to buy furniture for an office, but "Bunk"
Leahy insists that "Buzz" intends to start housekeeping soon.
"Tom" forsook his native town to pay a visit to "Spiggot"
Phelan in Bridgeport during the Christmas vacation. "Tom's"
extended stay would lead us to believe he made a good impression with the fair sex of the"Park City."
"Buzz" was on the teaching staff of a local Business
night School during the past winter, and his proficiency as a
pedagogue has been rewarded by an appointment as a teacher in a Business College next fall, and it goes without saying
that
Tom" will make good.

THE PURPLE PATCHER
WILLIAM
"Who

J.

CASEY
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Worcester, Mass.

"Bill."
"King." "Blondy." "Gook."
mix'd reason with pleasure, and wisdom with mirth."

— Goldsmith

Varsity Basketball (2, 3). Captain (3). Class Basketball
Senior Tennis Team (4). Picture Committee (4).

(4).

Hail to the King"! "Bill" is king m the royal court of
Prince Fleming he may be seen emerging from the gloom just after class has started, for he is devotedly attached to his four-poster and he hates to have his
During his
serenity broken, even to be in class on time.
Senior year he seemed to suffer from a disease peculiarly
recurring 011 Thursdays, although he affirms "Thursday is
my lucky day."
"Bill" brought many of his basketball tricks into the
circle of his friends, to their great distress, indulging in such
pleasantries as poking one in the ribs, twisting arms, slap-^
ping one on the back, and man}- other things which are more
Hence his sobripleasant to remember than to experience.
every
attends
dance
in New Eng"Bill"
the
"Pest."
quet
land and seldom sits a dance out. Although urged by many,
"Bill" never became a boarder, not being able to overcome his
strong liking for the pies mother makes.
Many of us are
indebted to him for a taste of these pies. When the Senior
basketball team was faltering, "Bill" came to the rescue and
his mere presence on the floor awed the Freshmen to defeat.
"Bill's" brawn basketball experience also causing a marked
diminution in the Freshman money market.
"Bill" again
was the bulwark of the Senior track team. "Rill" is very
popular down town and highly esteemed in college for
his never failing good humor, generosity and bonhomie.
If "Bill" will bring his pet principle, "team work," into play
in the world of business we expect to hear of him as a leader

Tammany, and with

of finance.
"Bill's"

hand

is

as

heavy as the hand

of the law."

— Daly

48

THE PiURPLE PATCHER
WILLIAM

J.

CLANCY

"Bill.

Milford, Mass.

"Spike."

"Jeff."

maiden
the widow

'Here's to the

"Klantzee."

of bashful fifteen;

of fifty;
Here's to
Here's to the flaunting extravagant queen;
And here's to the housewife that's thrifty."

Banquet Committee

(3).

(4).

Glee Club (3, 4).
Class Baseball (4).

— Sheridan

Prom Committee

a time in Freshman when we thought that
to be rid of this pestilent member of our class, for
"Bill" seemed then to be in great danger of shuffling off this
mortal coil, but to our unspeakable disgust he recovered and

There was

we were

came back.

"Spike" never took the mid-year

and has been wasting away to
he considers that he has never had the full benefit of his college course. "Bill" has histrionic ability of a high order and
can imitate every conceivable human being from a Fiji Islander to King Bobo, his ideal monarch.
He has Aesop stopped
about forty blocks when it comes to telling stories with
3.1

moral.
"Bill" is also a member of the Bald Men's Leag-ue and
quite sore at "Mike" McNulty for having beaten him
out for president of that aggregation. "Spike" has a way of
ingratiating himself with all the lovelorn, and hardly a letter
comes from a fair maiden to any member of the class which
"Klantzee" does not read. He plays the etc. in the MisnerLlartnett orchestra, and though he contemplates medicine,
dabbles quite extensively in jurisprudence, from which study
he seems to derive much benefit. He is exclusive.
feels

a

in

mere skeleton ever

Freshman
since, for

THE PURPLE PATCHER
JAMES

F.

CONNORS

Pittsfield,
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Mas s.

"Jim." "James F."
"His style shows the man, whether in speaking or writing, a gentleman is always known by his style."
(i).
Freshman Banquet (i). Philomathic Debate
Secretary B. J. F. (3). Vice-President (3). B.J. F.
Debate (3). Associate Editor Purple (3). Assistant
Prefect Sodality (4).
Associate Editor Class
Book. (4). Editor-in-Chief Purple (4).
Librarian (4).

Dramatics
(2).

As innocent

as the golden rods and violets that grow on
the winding hills of the Berkshires, "Jim" entered Holy Cross
four years ago to receive his classical training. Immediately
he came in close contact with the Holyoke contingent, which
gave him a full course in "modern" etiquette. 'I his was chiefly taught in the refectory, where their methods were not ap-

proved by

guardian.
the Junior year that "Jim" blossomed forth into
a literary scholar. His stories and poems enchanted the Purple's readers and won for him the editor's chair.
With his
steadv hands holding the reins, the Magazine has advanced in
bounds, and today it holds a high place in the eyes of its contemporaries.
"Jim" is one of our prominent orators. On the debating
team his skill in the rhetorical line was clearly demonstrated.
To him is due a great deal of the success which has come to
our class in debating contests.
In the class-room "Jim's" efforts have always been rewarded. The intricacies of Ciceronian Latin and the Greek
of Demosthenes were devoured as if they were extracts of
his native tongue.
And so it is little wonder that this boy
many
a
shipped
premium to Pittsfield, which in the future
will serve as reminders of his conquests in the class-room.
After graduation "Jim" will certainly bejieard from and
the triumphs that are in store for him ought to result in not
a few holidays for the Holy Cross boy of tomorrow.
It

was

its

in
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JAMES GARDINER CONROY

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Connie." "Wid." "Gawdner." "Gaynor." "Roger."
"Never leave that till tomorrow which you can do today."

— Franklin

Captain Class Track Team (4). Class Football (3). Class
Basketball (3, 4). Class Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4). President
Tennis Association (4). Senior Tennis Team (4).
Associate Editor Purple Patcher (4).
Banquet

Committee

(4).

In "Connie" we have a blending of the brilliant scholar
and the man of sports. If effort is needed in any line, "ConKnown as a born fighter, it has
nie" is the man that has it.

chairman of numerous committees to uphold
the class in all difficult matters. No game is complete without "Wid" behind the bat, and' he has been aptly styled the
"Autocrat of Senior Baseball." During our Junior year "Gaynor" evolved from the depth of his fertile brain a disease
with an astounding name, and availing himself of its plausibility enjoyed many an afternoon of leisure at Poli's.
been his

It

move

lot as

was seriously considered for awhile in "Alumni" to
doors and portable furniture while "Roger"

re-

matter of self-preservation.

A

all

mained

in college,

merely

as a

vote of congratulation was also thought of for the neatest
room in the school. Last St. Patrick's Day seemed to breed
a strange disposition in our classmate, for it was the beginning of a new epoch, and we wish him every enjoyment. Complications and Main street races after vacations are "Connie's"
delight. His last words at night are, "Let's sleep over in the
morning," and "I think I'll start tomorrow." He also holds
the record for the number of times he can change his mind
in five minutes.
A clever dialectician is "Wid." It is not on
record that he has ever been downed in an argument. Liable,
if not carefully watched, to rapidly shift ground and totally
disregard his first contention, he will win out even though
he is forced to look upon his own arguments as absurd. If
sterling qualities and ability mean success, we may expect to
see "Connie" at the top of the ladder.

His heritage, "Four Conroys."

re-
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PATRICK

F.

COYLE

Worcester, Mass.

Tat."
'Black as

Class Football

"Pat"

is

(i,
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"Deerfoot.

Cyclops from the forge.

2,

3,

a chipper little

— Johnson

Class Basketball

4).

man from "down

(4).

street,"

who

comes and goes and mingles among us without making- much
commotion or excitement. He is a decided, not to say extreme, brunette, and has been called handsome. One of his
most conspicuous characteristics is his slowness of movement.
"Blondy" Casey says that "Pat's" feet have an absolute loathing for movement at any time or in any place. He always starts
for the college at five-thirty in the morning, claiming that it
is easier to start with plenty of time than to walk the extra
distance for a late ticket, to say nothing of the risk incurred

by entering the Prefect-of-Studies'

As

office.

it is said that "Pat" is more diSweden than by any other daugh-

to social diversions,

verted by the daughters of

ters that can

be named.

It would seem that the theory of
opposites applies here, as the daughters above mentioned are
large and blonde, while "Pat" himself is, as 1 have said, rather
small and dark.
have it on good authority that "Pat" is
not entirely devoid of the universal human desire to stand in
the spotlight. For be it hereby known to whomsoever it may
concern, and to everyone else, that "Pat" was president of
the St. Aloysius Temperance Society of Worcester, and was
Not, let me hasten to add,
a rattling good president at that.
that it would be at all peculiar for our hero to ally himself
to the cause of temperance, but that it is decidedly peculiar
that he should seek any position of prominence.
Finally, be it said, that "Pat" is quite an athlete and
played a good game in the Senior champion basketball team,
besides doing his share each year on the nineteen ten class
football team.

We
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D.

FRANCIS CURTIN

Syracuse, N. Y.

"Demosthenes."

"Doc."

"A man from my own town

"De Frank."
v

told

me

so."

— Original

Treasurer Dramatic Society (2). Treasurer Philomatic Debating Society (i).
President of St. John Berchmans
Sociality

(4).

Debating

Class

Team

(4).

Baseball

(1,

Censor B.

2,
J.

3,

F.

4).

Class

-

Debating

Society (4).

Students may come and students may go, but "Doc"
goes on forever.
"Frank" is another member of the old
school, having matriculated at Holy Cross over a year'before
the class proper arrived.
At one time Cherry Valley seemed to occupy an especially
warm spot in his heart; but, since he initiated "Stephe," who
at that time was an unsophisticated youth, into this same
polite society, "Doc's" sojourns to the valley have been few
and far between.
"Demosthenes" was a born orator and not an opportunity
is offered but he occupies the floor.
Can we ever forget his
"Doc" is also
captivating eloquence and his nasal drawl?
charged with being a member of the "Bald Men's Club,"
though he himself denies it. We are inclined to believe that
he is, in some degree affiliated with this ostracized society.
Being a daily reader of the- Syracuse Journal, this fact may
account for the apparent indifference which "Doc" displays
toward the other members of the breakfast table. The paper
That little fur
is always prior to food with the "Doctor."
cap which made "De Frank" so conspicuous a character on
Main street in winter sent "Bunny" into hysterics one day. It
was the first time the latter had seen this unique adornment,
and he laughed a long and wholesome laugh. Over and above
all these little irrelevancies, "Frank" is the soundest and truest
character, and a highly successful career is the prophecy which
we can readily make in his case. The sem or journalism,

"Frank?"
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GEORGE

A.

"Andy."

DALY
"Harp."
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Boston, Mass.

"Wild Man.'

"Alien."

"Blondv."

"Torchie."

"He was the mildest mannered man
throat."

Varsity Football
sity
(2,

4).

Property

—

Captain Class Football

(2, 3, 4).

Basketball (3).

that ever scuttled ship or cut a
'Byron

Class Basketball

Man

(

tee

1

).

Senior

(1,

2, 4).

VarCaptain

(1).

Prom Commit-

(4).

"Andy" is one of the few still amongst us who lias come
up from the ranks. It is rumored that he and "Gus" O'Xeil
Though he has
set the cornerstone for the "Old Building."
been here so many years, some claim he doesn't yet speak
English. "Torchie" is a great walker and almost any night
may be seen hovering in the vicinity of Greenwood Park,
hence his knowledge of the Swedish tongue.
"Blondy" has made a decided hit with all the "fair sex" for
"We do so love his wavy hair." It is said he has a girl in
every hamlet in the East and West. "Harp" is credited with
a broad green streak and has refused to remain in Worcester
on St. Patrick's Day for the past three years, lie is in the
royal family of the "P. C. League," but has the reputation
of never bluffing in anything.
"Andy" and "Wifey" will long
Who
he remembered as sole owners of the "Frat Rooms."
will ever forget his famous dive into the Blackstone as property man, how he defied the Freshman of old and won the
reputation of "Senior Gladiator," or last, but not least, his
lamb-like tactics in football and bis famous work with Casey
and Barry in basketball, for all of which "Andy" has proved a
just claim to the title of "Class Athlete," though he was most
unfortunately caught in the coils.

—
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PHILIP
"Scientific

H.

DONNELLY

Albany, N. Y.

"Phil."
"Phillipus."
completeness, pedagogical fitness and greater gifts were

—Fields

his."

Banquet Committee

(1).

Vice President Philomathic Debat-

Prefect
President (2).
B. V. M. Sodality (4).
"Phil's" ancestral domicile is situated in the much-heralded city, Albany. But just where his heart abides is a difficult thing to tell.
He is unsparing of his laudatory epithets
of Rochester.
Nevertheless, his several visits to Newton
It is
Highlands are not without their due significance.
stealthily suggested that "Phillipus" by some is still undergoing a process of matriculation in the school of Cupid. -This is
absolutely denied, however, by those in a position to know. It
is as the cause, or rather as the "sine qua non" of many a noisy
session at the class meetings that "Phil" will be remembered
best by his comrades.
Riots have almost been precipitated
when Phillip took the floor and in words of oratorical violence
addressed the assembly. He always, however, stood for what
he conscientiously thought was the right.
It can be truly said that there is not a more conscientious
student in the class. After much practice "Phil" has reduced
the art of plugging to a practical science.
It is with a
smile of blended mirth and pity that he is wont to scan. the
room and behold his fellow students mere automatons
working overtime, especially in the nautical classes. "Phil"
is noted for his nocturnal rhapsodies.
He makes a pleasing
concert for those who live in the vicinity of Room 7 in the
chance hour of their restlessness. "Jim" Connors, however,
claims that Phillip sleeps with a deep voice that is much like
Pillows and other
a fog-horn, and which is most annoying.
available missiles have been frequently utilized by the rudely
awakened one in the early hours of morning but to no avail.
Always pleasant with a joke, and a capital story teller,
Gifted, as he is, with a
"Phillipus" will be remembered.
VfS'W
thoroughlv liberal education, we expect to hear great things
IT* _

ing Society

(1).

—

—

from "Phil."

PIMM
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DANIEL

L.

DONOVAN
'Dan."

Pawtucket, R.

"Dainty."

"Jack."
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I.

"Fay.

'Continue your resolve

To suck

Class Debating-

the sweets of sweet philosophy.

Team

(3).

Class Baseball

(1,

2,

3).

The shrills of the nightingale may be pleasing to the
Briton, the melodious notes of a Caruso may be applauded by
every Italian, but oh for the thrills of our own siren, "Dan"
Donovan. Not only during the day does Dan's sweet voice
re-echo through the corridors, but even in the night, when
peaceful sleep hovers o'er him does he chirp his tuneful lay.
Throughout our four years "Dan" has been prominent in
In the classroom he has
every department of college life.
displayed an aptitude for the lyrics of the poet as well as
for the argumentations of the orator; on the debating" floor his
readiness to participate in all subjects has proved a valuable
asset to the society.
No movement which forboded the good
interests of iyio lacked his support and presence.
Donovan ;is the center of his "Frat" is like a cake of
sugar to a swarm of bees; all the bovs are attracted toward
him.
Sunday night being a rather lonesome one and the
suppers being rather frugal, the fellows like some harbor to
enter.
"Dainty" is the pilot of the ship and his sailors claim
he is very good at taking the declination and using the compass.
"Dan" has developed into a brilliant student and may
this brilliancy be a forerunner of the good things Dame Fortune lias in cold storage for him.
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JAMES

J.

DOWD,

Holyoke, Mass.

JR.

"Jim." "Skip." "Ding Howdie." "Dowdie."
"I awoke one morning to find myself famous."

Varsity Baseball (i, 2,
Class Basketball

3,

4).

(1, 4).

Varsity Basketball

Prom Committee

— Byron
(2,

3).

(4).

It is with trepidation and bated breath that we speak of
our pet hero, "Skip." It were superfluous for us to dilate
on his four years of uninterrupted success as a human gatling
gun on Fitton Field. But, his baseball and basketball ex-

"Dowdie" was much like a common mortal. To
fully appreciate his histrionic ability one must see him in his
thrilling melo-drama, "Lefty Allen of the Old Bar -O."
He
was also a success in opera in Junior, when strolling from
ploits aside,

door to door with "Bunny," appropriately gowned in a bathrobe and a little purple and white "collegium dies" hat, he
rendered certain sacred music with unutterable solemnity.
"Jim" was the best man in Soph. C to let his consciousness wander from a Greek recitation, and then immediately
on being awakened to find infallibly the exact place in
both Greek books, when the previous man had stopped.
"Skip" was Poet Laureate of Mr. Tallon's Lmrivalled Aggregation of Literary Lights, and could evolve soul-stirring stanzas or rolling periods of prose with equal dispatch.
"Skip" lent a photograph of himself to the great ScanIon collection in order ta appear popular with the boys, but
in Senior he was so overcome with admiration of himself
that he took it back again and hung it up in front of his desk
for inspiration.
"Jim" hails

from Holyoke and

is

always for that town

against the whole world, but in this respect he differs little
from other denizens of his native hamlet. The track team
lost an excellent man when "Skip" decided to devote his
energies to baseball, and we musn't forget his chief source of
pride he is the most accurate long-distance spitter on the

—

Hill.
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JAMES

E.

DOYLE
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Worcester, Mass.

"Jim."

•'Spike."

"Hard as a piece

of the

"Dyle."
nether millstone."

—Old Testament
Class Football

(i, 2, 3, 4.)

Class Basketball

Baseball

(1, 4).

Second

(1, 4).

our premier lightning-change artist.
It
him five years to decide whether he'd be a day scholar
resident student, but he has finally settled down as a
boarder." "Spike" is the mainstay of every class team

"Jim"

is

took
or a

"day
that

"old nineteen ten" has ever put in the field. lie takes his play
seriously and the brotherly love he shows his opponents

wouldn't keep a matrimonial bureau going very long.
"Spike" took his first trip to New York in Junior with
the team and stuck around the Flatiron building like a burr.
He remarked that it reminded him so much of Worcester's
"Flat-iron" that he didn't feel at all homesick. In fact, New
York will "get by" with "Jim" any day.
"Dyle" once made a bid for notoriety by striding" across
Main street one afternoon in true head-waiter style, balancing
a tray of sandwiches artistically on his little finger.
When,
in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for
"Jim" to deck himself in gay raiment, he always takes plenty
of time. There are various reasons advanced to explain this.
One is that he lacks practice. Another is that the task of
making himself appear beautiful is fraught with unusual diffiWithal, "Jim" is quite a popular man in the class,
culties.
always sociable, always ready to bandy words with anyone
anywhere. He likes everything in this wide world save Physics, chaperones and Rules
and there are few members of
nineteen ten who do not dislike one of that trio.

—

ftf*

c ~~ £ £

~$^S4pP~

"I don't like

your

friend's disposition."
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LEO

M.

FINN

Waterbury, Conn.

"Bow Wow."

"Pater."

"Swede."

"Leo."

"Oil, it is excellent

To have a giant's strength, but
To use it like a giant."
Varsity Football

(2, 4).

it

is

tyrannous
Shakespeare

—

Chairman Banquet Committee

(3).

Guided and carefully watched by the upper classmen in
two years, Leo entered Junior with an equipment far
superior to his fellow students, and profitably did he employ
this cherished asset.
Immediately he became the shining
light of his adopted coterie, whose palatial headquarters were
in "Dutch" Hamel's room.
Diplomacy is "Bow Wow's" conspicuous characteristic.
Many a heated discussion, oft bordering on civil dissension,
were robbed of their ultra passionate feature by his logical
word which flowed from our skilful pacifier. Like the Ambassador at foreign court, his manner is always pleasant and
agreeable, his observations expansive, and his delight in promoting friendships only exceeded by his good nature and big
his first

—

heart.
football field has also been the scene of "Leo's" operations.
Like a Trojan he worked for his team, constantly
battling to score a touchdown for old Holy Cross. No small
share of his success on the gridiron was due to his room-mate,

The

"Cider" O'Brien, whose smile and counsel filled him with an
inspiration to fight and to win.
Leo's chief diversion is to take a "little walk" with "Nank"
Lynch. This healthy and vigorous out-door exercise is as
strongly advocated by these "walking twins" as by the famous
pedestrian, Weston. In the future they, too, may attempt to
tramp across the continent, not for fame, but just to have
a "little walk."
The future of Waterbury rests in Leo's hands and in the
morrow its political, yes, its social, destinies will be shaped
and fashioned by his acute mind.

—

—

—

—
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JOHN W. FIXNERTY

Clinton, Mass.

"John." "Jack." "Long John."
"Eloquence the Soul, song charms the sense."
Class Debating

Team

(i, 2).

Dramatic Society (3).
Quartet
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Dramatics (2).
Glee Club (1,

— Milton

Vice President
2, 3, 4).

(2, 3, 4).

Here we have another member of the Clinton fraternity
and one of the most profound thinkers of the class. When
"Jack" arises to address a turbulent class meeting, immedialely a deep silence pervades the room and it is generally a safe
wager that he will win a majority to his views. It was at the
Freshman Banquet that "Our John" first came into real prominence as a member of the famous quartette, and since his
clebut as an honored member of the "Comedy Four" his services have been very much in demand, both in college and
in several societies of distinction in town.
John possesses a
magnificent basso voice, but he does not always employ it in
vocal entertainments, for very often deep, stentorian tones
can be heard near "Tony's" room in heated discussion with
its occupant.
John is a member of the Junior Jurisprudence

language may well be called original.
'Jack" possesses a measure of wit and often uses it to confound his townsman, "Hector." In his Sophomore year "Jack"
essayed the Thespian art, his long frame and scanty clothing
causing much mirth, and the verdict after the show was, that
if "Jack" wore his costume at the Vaudeville House, his fame
and fortune would be assured. John was a member of the
winning debating team which represented our class in Sophomore, and his clear, philosophical arguments, fine presence
and unusual elocutionary ability impressed both his audience
and better still, added greatly to the decision of the judges.
About the house, "Jack" is usually quiet and unassuming
and pleasant to all with whom he comes in contact. As regards his future there is not the semblance of a doubt in the
minds of his classmates but that he will rank high in whatever walk of life he chooses.
class

OLD
FIHNCRTY
SUCCtiiOK T»
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and

his technical
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WILLIAM

A.

"Steamer."

"Billie."

FLANIGAN

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Ambrose."

"Mike."

"Willie."

"Pest."

"A big noise and a loud shout."

—Anon
Class Basketball

(i, 2, 3, 4).

Class Baseball

Football

(1, 2, 3

Class

(2, 3).

"Steamer," as his name implies, never stops at anything.
His vagaries are so numerous that a book could well be written on them. "Willie's" first two years were spent as subject
to Neil Boyton, and his last two as King of Moran.
Though
several
fountain
"Steamer" has worn out
pens, taking notes,
he has never been caught studying hard. Instead he has been
"Bill" regularly
well termed the friend of the restaurants.
receives ten demerits for his sweet yodeling, and also regularly
claims the dinner as "mine." He has more banks than any
man in college, and was long ago appointed chairman of the
ways and means committee of raising money. "Steamer," for
his meek upholding of college discipline, has justly been
dubbed the "College Pest." When on recollection we recall
our "Canfield's" of old, we hear him softly lisp, "I'm shy,"
"Billie's" ambithe room.
of breaking all the rules at

and then offer to lick anyone in
tion has been to find a new way
once, even though he completed his
years ago. If perchance one should

college course some
visit the dormitory, he is
sure to see, if not "Bill" himself, a bed labeled "W. A. F."
"expected," and we know from his own words that he has occupied every seat in his recreation room, the study hall. "Bill"
is also a strong admirer of Jeffries and pugilism, incidentally
also of the French language, and has blazed a trail through
his college years.
As an athlete "Bill" is "ibi," having enin
class
gaged
every
sport, but track, and has proved himself
predict from
an efficient and capable all around man.
present indications that if "Steamer" does not start a new college he will open a beautifying establishment in his home
full

We

town.

Our absentee member.
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PIERCE FLEMING
"Dutch."

"Greg."

"Prince."
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Worcester, Mass.
"Chicken." "Bink."

"Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are marching."
Popular Song
Class Football (2). Class Basketball (4).
"Dutch" has the unique distinction of being the only
man in the class who has been a day scholar and a boarder
Fie has been called an understudy to
for four years each.
"Bill" McClure was
Bill" McClure, but it's a base libel
"Dutch's" understudy. Why, it was "Bink," as he was then
known, who recommended this Hill of Pleasant Springs to>
Bishop Fenwick as a good place to found his college. As a
result of his long and faithful career at Holy Cross, Pierce
has worked up quite a drag with Fr. Hill, and the two are
"Dutch" let out a most
often seen on the Walk together.
beautiful howl of joy when he discovered that Fr. Hill was
It was in this same Junior
to be our professor in Junior.
year that "Dutch" discovered his bump of politics and worked
among his fellow members of the Weston Club in behalf of
the Baby Tiger.
Studies and class, which have such an inhibitary effect
(as we say in Psychology) on the ordinary student, worry
Exams and vacations look alike to him.
Prince' not at all.
"Dutch" manages to "get by" pretty well with the daughters
of Eve, but he is not one of your fickle swains
on the contrary, he is very lovestedy.
(Joke. Ha! Ha! Ask "Shrimp"
for the answer.)
"Prince" is a lover of nature, judging from the leisurely
way he comes up the hill every morning. When he comes to
class on time Fr. Smith always has the clocks inspected.
In
the early days "Binkey" used to run the pool room over in
Such was his business acumen that he never
the Tower.
missed a show during his whole administration.
The most characteristic thing about Pierce is the goodsoled, healthy way he has of planting his feet when he walks.
"Spike" Doyle once offered to make an affidavit to the author
that "Dutch" woke him up once in the wee sma' hours by
tramping past his home on Vernon street, and "Spike" is an

—

'

—

—

honorable man.
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EDMUND

W. FLYNN

"Ed."

"Eddie."

"Tired nature's sweet restorer,

Varsity Baseball

(i, 2, 4).

of

"Ed"

Providence, R.
Flynnie."
balmy sleep."

I

"Bowse IV."

—Young-

President of B.

Debating

Team

J. F. (4).

Captain

(3).

the fourth of the famous Flyn-n brothers, who are
well known to all Holy Cross men. Before he had registered
as a member of the class, his coming had been heralded by
the reports of his ability on the diamond. As baseball is uppermost in the minds of Purple enthusiasts, all were anxious to
see him in action, and indeed he showed that he "had it" upon
his first appearance.
But being a very lucky young man he
was forced to retire from the third sack on account of illness
is

Freshman, and because of a broken arm in Sophomore.
Last year, not wishing to break any more bones, and for various other reasons, he decided to join the ranks of the
in

But
self to

it is during the present year that he has proved himbe a worthy successor to his brother "Jack" on first

base.

prominent

Yet it is not in baseball alone that "Eddie" has gained
fame at Holy Cross. In oratory and debating he has taken a
member of the debating team

having been a
Although content to lead the simple life during
his first two years, yet as an upper classman "Ed" felt that
his social education should not be neglected and so he became
part,

in Junior.

a loyal supporter of the G. W. I. I.
In the opinion of Harry Staunton "Ed" is a veritable
crab.
Harry gives as evidence the number of times he has
were loath
been bawled out for disarranging Room 14.
to accept this opinion, but were forced to agree with Harry

We

when we found "Ed" "crabbing" him

for scratching his base-

ball glove.

"Ed" is a firm believer in the after-dinner nap, and holds
that the brain can do its best work after sound sleep.
He also spends quite a little time in trying to raise a
beard.
As a student he has always been among the leaders and
if we may judge the future by the past, we can predict for him
nothing but a bright, successful career.
"Guess I'll go down and study."
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JOSEPH

F.

FOLEY

"Let

Canton, Mass.
"Joe."
about

me have

Team
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"Tax."

me men who

are fat."

— Shakespeare

Varsity Baseball (2, 3, 4). Track
Captain of Track Team (2). Class Football (1, 2).
(1).
Well, here we have a platt of the facial topography of the
Titan-haired beauty of Canton. We interviewed the Akron
Giant in order to get some points for this panygeric, and
while "Gus" was voluble to the point of excess on his subject
we received very little material that we could utilize. However, we were informed among other things that "Tax" is
"enervated with the jumps," meaning that he finds sitting still
an irksome task. "Joe" belongs to the great American lodge
of the Foes of Quiet and loves to emit sundry piercing yelps,
which blow the silence of the corridors to atoms. He punctuone for a comma, two for a
ates all his sentences with yelps
colon, and three for a period. The number of howls required
bv "Tax" during the course of a day to carry out this program
is simply enormous.
When it comes to looks, "Joe" has Adonis left at the post.
His rosy complexion and more or less rosy hair serve him to
such good purpose in the fussing game that the expression,
"I saw her with Foley the Senior," is continually heard.
He
is the pride and boast of Terpsichorean Hall no less than of

Second Baseball

(

i

).

—

Fitton Field.
In athletics "Tax" achieved fame as the "lady pitcher,"
and although the coach always has hard work to make him
cover his er chestnut locks with a cap, nevertheless when
he did get his cap on and his sweater off he managed to win
an amazing percentage of his games. His Niagara-Falls drop
makes many a batsman reach up in the air for a ball that
brushes his knees. This performance used especially to delight
"Mickey" Egan, who would then redouble his war cry, "Come
0-0-0-on 'Tax!'
"Joe" is a regular attendant of the upstairs
Jurisprudence class and is said to derive much benefit from his
Tn conclusion let me say that "Joe" is well known
study.
throughout the school and is liked wherever he is known.
"Am I getting bald?"

— —
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BERNARD

A.

GORMAN
"Barney."

"The glory

of

Scranton, Pa.

"Shrimp."

young men

Mgr. Senior Basketball Team

is

(4).

"Jake."

in their strength."

— Old

Testament

Mgr: Class Football Team

(4)-

Some time

dim and misty ages of antiquity "Barney" landed here for the first time from Scranton. Strangely
enough he has never been ashamed of the fact, but holds his
Scranton paper up before the eyes of all every day at the dinner table like a little man. "Shrimp" .is short on size, hence
his nickname; but he is gifted with strength utterly out of
proportion to his size, and can hold up his end of a rougii
in the

house against four men larger than himself. Unlike his prototype Samson, length of hair seems to have nothing to dp with
He is always popular with the ladies, running
his strength.
as a close second to "Tax" Foley in this line. His knowledge
of Worcester's labyrinthine streets is marvellous.
He once
won a bet with "Bill" Renehan on the number of bricks between the Post Office and the Soldiers Monument.
He is the official geographer of the class and an especial
authority for "City Hall and vicinity." Furthermore, he is a
student. He passed a brilliant exam in Electricity owing to
his knowledge of the telephone, and 'tis said he picked up
Swedish listening' to the dreams of his room-mate, "Harp."
"Barney" has been the class mail-man since Freshman
and undergoes a daily mauling by eager correspondents in
front of the Philosophy room as a matter of course.
Judging from the way he extracted money for the basketball sweaters from the class, "Barney" will be a grand success
in business when he leaves these hallowed walls.
"Barney"
is a member of the civil service squad and his room is the
headquarters for Tammany. "Barney's" one fault is an excess of good nature. He says of himself: "I don't care what
"Shrimp"
a guy does to me so long as he tells me about it."
is easily the most universally-liked man in the class and deserves his popularity.

He

is

called:

"The Man Without an

Enemy," "Refugium Spendthriftorum," and "Beloved
Nations Save Sweden."

of All
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ARNOLD
"Fat."

L.

HAMEL

"Ham."

Crookston, Minn.

"Titus."

"The man who smokes, thinks
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"Crook.

like a sage,

'Dutch."

and acts

like a

"Sliver.

Samaritan."

— Lyttcn
Class Football

From

(i, 2, 3).

Treasurer Athletic Ass'n

the "wild and woolly"

some four years ago

(3).

a

broad

and quiet chap settled down in our midst and hearts with a
An excellent type of our
solidity that was not to be denied.
great West, as much in physical appearance as in breadth of
mind and character. "Fat" tried out each year for varsity
football, but finding running a lost art, annually gave it up
and joined the ranks of his class team. If one should drift
into his room, the rendezvous of nearly half the class, we find
"the Fat Guy" enthroned in his Morris chair handing out
B. L.(s) with a genial smile, and every now and then breaking up a serious conversation with a >un or enlighteniner the
crowd on a point of geography, prefacing his remarks with
"out West" or "when I was down South." Our poet of the
Golden West has long since laid claim to the title of the
"Champion Knight of the Ostermoor," and when not in the
arms of Morpheus may be found basking in the sunlight,
smoking his ever-present pipe and welcoming the advent of
"Turk" Murphy to while the hours away. It is not on record that he ever passed a Buick on the streets without asking an opinion on its merits.
If the criticism was favorable
he invariably replied, "Well, we've got one like that at home."
"Dutch" made quite a stir in New York one Xew Year's eve,
and what he did does not need to be published. It is needless to say that "Crook" will succeed, for perseverance
and
ability

have seldom gone unrewarded.

—
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JOSEPH

Orchestra

A.

HARTNETT

(i).

Millville,

"Jo."

"Roomy."

"Art

lcng and time

is

"Hardnut."

is

fleeting.'

Art Editor Purple Patcher
ball

Mass.

(4).

—-Longfellow
Class Base-

(3, 4).

This fair-haired Swede hails from that blissful spot of
which Plato, Thomas Moore and the rest of the boys lived
in entire ignorance.
He is six feet three and very broad
minded. However, "Roomy" is not jealous of his gigantic
structure as he was once overheard calling- ResfQ-i
00 e a "Ionso
legged piker."
"Jo" never likes to have anyone without
tobacco, and so on entering a room his first question invariably is: "Got any Durham?" Clancy maintains that he has
never heard "Jo" ask this question in his sleep, but we think
"Bill" is animated by charity when he says this. Many of the
Seniors think that "Jo" would be a valuable asset to our varsity baseball team, but "Jo" cannot be torn away from his
studies.
And again, his health is bad, and were it not for
Vinol we would have been assessed for flowers long ago.
"Jo" is the owner of the class knife, which does such good
service in the class-room each day, and he is the only man
who spends more than six hours a day manicuring his finger
nails.
He is extremely polite when out in society and the
most famous saying he ever made is "No, thank you, Mary,
my cup is half full now." As he has a sort of spiritual appearance we elected him class artist, and let him do his worst
on the Class Book. He is exclusive.

HOUSE LOTS
FOR SALE
\CKETTSTOWI
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JAMES W. HESTER

Clinton, Mass.

"Hec."

"Jim."

"Much study
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is

'Tuck."

a weariness to the flesh."

— Old

Testament

Here we have a typical son of the Emerald Isle and a
staunch defender of our forefathers. It wasn't so very lour;
ago since "Hec" landed in Castle Garden and gazed for the
first time on our famous American land, hut having satiated,
his desire for sight-seeing: he hetook himself to that miniature
Ireland

named

Clinton.

It

was

in this

famous town that James

conceived the idea of attending" H. C.
So patriotic is the noble "Hec" that he never hesitates
to interrupt even the sacred silence of the class-room in order
to correct any possible misapprehension about Ireland and
her people. James has never been known to lose an argument and when he enunciates that final "Ergo" all his auditors appear satisfied, even the indomitable "Tony."
Hector's spare time is spent in philosophical dessertation
and excursions to Clinton, with an occasional social function
For it is rumored
at "Ouinsig, just to break the monotony.
that James delights in the whirl of "society" and his abundant
correspondence points suspiciously to the truth of this report. The football squad could have employed "Jim" to great
advantage, but James, having given the matter serious consideration, decided it wasn't worth while to run the risk of
becoming a hero. He excelled in running, however, as was
evidenced by the "Hoiah" he received for winning from Finnerty.
After the race James made every effort to conceal
the fact that his opponent was mysteriously tripped as he
neared the tape, but as there are two opinions on the incident
the matter was quickly hushed, even though the crown on the
noble Hector's head was somewhat bedimmed.
Strenuosity is "Jim's" strong point and without him the
cheering section would be a dreary void. All in all James
is admired by his classmates as a diamond in the rough, with
a heart as good as gold and as large as himself.
first
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LAWRENCE

A.

"Larry."

"Woman

is

LAWLOR
"Descartes."

only a

Lawrence, Mass.

"Luke McGluke."

woman, but a good

cigar

is

a smoke."

— Kipling
Class Football

Class Baseball (2, 3). Class Track (4).
(2, 3).
Here, ladies and gentlemen, you have before you the best
developed physique in the class. If you don't believe this ask
"Larry." "Larry" certainly leads the strenuous life. For each
day he has to smoke four packages of B. L., quote five hundred lines of poetry, twirl a pillow on his finger for eight and
three-fourths hours, and have a dispute with Spinoza on the
relative merits of Lawrence and Lowell.
Do you wonder
then, kind reader, that he finds little time for that intellectual
pleasure that we all so truly enjoy. However, that he is not
one of those whose only care in class-room is to count the
minutes as they go by, is shown by the fact that one morning
at 11.45 "Larry" wanted to know what class we had the next
hour.
"Larry" had a bad attack of tonsilitis in his Senior
year, and his advice to the younger generation is, keep away
from it. "Larry" thinks himself the strong man of the class
and is very proud of his abnormal grip, but one night he so
wasted his strength demonstrating this same abnormal
strength that he had to be carried out of chapel. Though a
great lover of anti-scholastic philosophy, "Larry" delves quite
deeply into Jurisprudence. He is exclusive.
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F.

CHESTER LEAHY
"Bunk."
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Worcester, Mass.
"diet."

"Tubby."

everything that's old; old friends, old times, old manners, old
books."
(She Stoops to Conquer.)

"I love

Dramatics

—

(2).

Banquet Committee

Consultor

(1

Day

Scholars Sodality (4).

Chester

is

one of the

da}' scholars of the class.

In addi-

tion to his scholastic duties he has faithfully secured the Holy
Cross news for one of the Worcester dailies for the past two
years.
Chester makes good use of all holidays granted by visiting
schools and colleges somewhat removed from the city.
His
favorite institution in these parts is a college devoted to the
higher education of young ladies.
Our friend has spent little time participating in "sports,"
yet he is an enthusiastic rooter at all the Holv Cross games,
which he usually attends "in style."
Chester's mail would do justice to a prosperous business
man. He declares they are only replies to his applications
for a position, yet the handwritings would lead us

that he

is

to suspect

a favorite of the gentler sex.

Chester and

"Tom"

another local boy, are seldom
the Day Scholars Room, but are constant visitors with
"Doc" Curtin and "Spiggot" l'helan in Room 16, where they
daily dispense the local gossip.
The only bad habit we can attribute to "Bunk" is that
of smoking cigars.
Me claims to be a good judge of cigars,
but he was deceived by one of "Dinny" Kelleher's Favorites
at a recent ball game, with the result that he declares that he
will never again smoke a nickel cigar.
Chester is one of the most jovial lads in the class. A
read_\- smile and a "glad hand" are passed around indiscriminately to all. Should "Bunk" go into politics or a similar walk
in life, his pleasant manner will crown him with success.
seen

in

Care}',
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LAWRENCE J. LOUIS
"Larry."

"Laurie."

Newport, R.

"Loose."

"Myrtle."

"Glory."

I.

"Bat-

tling Nelson."

"As shcrt and as dark as a mid-winter's day."

Mgr. Class Football

(3).

Class

.

Baseball

(1).

—-Anon
Chairman

Picture Committee (4).

"Laurie" came, conquered and filled us with a vague disquiet and a great unrest.
As a story teller, especially after
vacation, he has no peer and in. confidence tells us all the
secrets of the four hundred. His goddess is the Morris chair
and his cognomen "the big smoke of Senior." It is on record
that when he bought a bag of his favorite "Bull" on October
17, 1909, the college was granted a full holiday and attended
chapel in a body. His hobbies are many and various amongst
them his good-night smoke, his cosmetic establishment, and
Though a former patron of
last but not least, his pink teas.
Putnam and Thurston's, "Loose" stopped at the Ideal Hotel
during his Senior year, with his latest pal, "Giggles" O'Neil.
One thing we always admired in "Larry" was his early rising
and his "most assiduous devotion" to his books. In Freshman
"Larry" roomed anywhere but in number seven, and had the
happy faculty of going to sleep on "Connie's" bed at eightthirty every night, from which resting place he was gently
carried into his own room and put to bed. "Loose" has been
termed our study-hall beauty, and it is a common sight to
see him trudging over the bridge with an armful of books and
a pillow.
He firmly believes, prior to all exams, in asking
O'Toole "dope" questions. Though so young he is a pillar of
society and a fixture of the G. W. I. I.
Endowed with an unparalleled business acumen and taking ways, he will succeed despite his great popularity, and
from present experience we expect to hear of him as the greatest tobacco drummer of the East.
;
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FRANK

J.

LYNCH
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Holyoke, Mass.

"Nank." "Claude."
"He knew what's what and that's
As metaphysics wit can

as high

fly."

—Butler
Prefect B. V.

One

M.

Sociality (3).

Class Football

(

1,

2).

in nineteen ten's crown is
"Nank" Lynch. To enjoy the reputation of being the Mark
Twain of such a. distinguished body is no mean honor. The
funny side of life is always seen by him and whenever the

of the brightest jewels

shades of pessimism creep over the "frat" he always floods
them out of existence with the sunshine from his optimistic
views.

Frank says he would like to be a drummer. To coach
himself up for his life work he takes frequent trips to Hopkinton and the surrounding towns to gauge the briskness in the
business world. He derives great pleasure from the trips and
asserts that he is fully as capable of running an express train

Conductor Donovan.
Whenever the boys start to talk about their likes and dislikes for bells, "Nank" always makes a triple distinction.
He
says if you mean city "belles" he has an excessive fondness
for them which is exceeded only by his delight in tal :mg to
"Bill" Renehan about magazine "ads." If the thesis refers to
school bells he has nothing but strong adversion. However,
telephone bells might be meant. If so put him down for a
champion of the "ding-dong." It must be conceded that
"Nank" knows more about telephones than the operators
themselves; this comes from long and frequent use of them.
It is a great question whether "Jim" O'Brien or "Nank" spends
the most nickels at the telephone booth.
Betting .seems to
favor the gentleman from the paper city.
"Nank's" one sorrow at present is how he is going to
get along without Flossie. He claims that he has been a true
and faithful spouse to him and tears flood his eyes when he
thinks of the day of their parting. "Nank" is just beginning
to realize how cold this world is.
as
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E.

MAHONEY
Jim.

"A

lien

among

Boston, Mass.

Jimmie.

ladies is a

most dreadful

thing."

— Shakespeare

Class Basketball (4). Dramatics (4).
Committee (4). Class Football (3).

Varsity Baseball (3,4).

Prom

When

Canisius College became a day school "Jim" picked
out Holy Closs for his Alma Mater 'and 1910 was glad indeed
to receive such a welcome addition. Together with his "wife,"
Sally, he made his appearance here in the fall of 1909.
His athletic ability first displayed itself in a class football game in which "Jim" showed fine form as quarterback.
In basketball he proved himself to be a member of Class A,
No. 1, but an injury kept him out of the game for the season.
When spring breezes began to blow, "Jimmie" donned
his baseball suit and distinguished himself no less in that
branch of athletics. He worked in only four games, but they
This year he devoted his
all resulted in victories for H. C.
athletic powers to track and baseball, and through the latter
his fame has long since over-stepped the narrow confines of
Worcester, especially when he pitched five innings against
Yale, allowing only one ball to be hit out of the infield.
Not content with all this glory, "Jim sought fame also
in Dramatics.
(We heard his middle name is Ham.)
"Jim" takes great pleasure in taking "Sally's" goat out
for a walk. This he did quite often during the year, especially when telling about their sojourn into society.
It is the opinion of many that "Jim" ranks very near
'"Mike" McNulty in dispensing the salve. His room has been
the scene of many a good old batting bee, and "Jimmie" always
hits for over .500 when telling about those games down in
Pennsylvania.
His tales of the past are bad enough, but when he attempts to draw aside the curtain which hides the future, and
to tell what he sees there, beyond the smoke from "Sally's"
new pipe, some one has to stop him.
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FRANCIS

A.

MAY
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Maynard, Mass.

'Frank.

"Bottles."

"Bot."

"God sendeth and giveth both mouth and the meat."

—Tusser

Class Baseball

(i,

2,

3,

4).

After covering himself with glory at the Maynard High
School,
"Bot" decided to inflict his personality upon
Holy Cross. Fie immediately jumped into politics and was
elected president of the Swedish Club of Holy Cross College.
In Freshman, like most of us, he was a grind, but in Sophomore, having fallen under the baneful influence of "Snake
Eye" Misner, he became a confirmed "invalid." His main title
to

fame

at

will,

lies in his ability to move his cars in any direction
and he also has a good voice but not for singing.
"Bot" struck his ideal study in Philosophy, for though he tried
in vain, he found it impossible to forget the generic definition
of man.
It was not until his Junior year that "Hot" became

—

the social lion that he

now

"Hot's" ideal

is.

is

to run a lunch

Maynard, and dispense "hot dogs" and coffee to the
populace as the}- come out of the dance hall around the corner,
cart in

I
||

ay
<$&gm>^

H&-

v

\

,

men who have

ideals, he will probably never
reach the high goal to which he aspires. Towards the end of
Senior, "Hot" discovered the key to Misner's secret code in
which "< larice" had written his essay on the "Art of ingratiating one's self into the Hearts of the Cake Bakers," and
thus was enabled to beat out his teacher.

but, like

He

all

is

exclusive.

loft}

-
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WILLIAM
>>r>:n

E. R.

'

"Red."

Bill."

'Sentimentally

McMAHON

I

am

"Reggie."

Worcester, Mass.

"Clip."

"Fire-Ball."

disposed to harmony, organically

I

am

incapable

—Lamb

of a tune."

Assistant Business

Manager Purple Patcher

(4),

This is one of the places where the
to really appreciate "Red's" charms one

pen grows weak, for
must nave a personal
characteristic "Suthun"

"Red" has a
dialect all his own which his class-mates find very difficult to
explain.
During Freshman year "Reggie" took "Bot" May
under his sheltering wing and as "Frank" was apparently a
interview with him.

credible listener, "Red" let himself out on a few of his
derful tales.
These have been compiled and are soon to be
published under the title of "Red McMahon, the Hero of the
Steering Wheel." His favorite stories are the ones relating
how he turned the corners of "Bahstun's" busy streets on one
wheel, and how he caught the same wild rabbit four times
in one afternoon.
"Clip" feels insulted, however, if one puts
the least credence in his stories, for he is thus deprived of his
chance to use his irrefutable argument, "That's true." "Red"
is running for president of the Lazy Men's League and has
a good chance for that office, for though he lives within a
few minutes' walk of the College, he has been a boarder for
four years.
Many of the class who have social distinction
in AVorcester, owe their introduction to the elite to "Red." He
is exclusive.

'Dog goney, boy, mah dog Spot sure

is

a fire-ball

!'

won-
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X.

McNAMARA

"France."

"Mac."

"Care's an
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Haverhill, Mass.

"Sphinx."

enemy

"F. X."

to life."

-Shakespeare

Freshman under the guidance of
Before long he was recognized as an author-

"France" appeared

in

his big brother.
ity in matters pertaining to

No-License, and is generally admitted to be the cause of the "dry season" in Worcester. At
the end of Freshman "Mac" left us and registered in Boston
College, where he spent two years becoming acquainted with
Tremont and Boylston streets.
The rumbling's of the struggle between the "wet and drv
weather" brought "Mac" back to "Worcester in Senior. This
time, however, his efforts were futile, and his disappointment
was embittered by the defeat o his Boston idol, Storrow. In
spite of the opposition, "Mac" still holds to his original principles and can frequently be heard trying to induce "Mutt"
and "Jeff" to join the Father Mathews.

In Senior, "France" decided to be a student and bought
an endless supply of letter paper and a Morris chair. Next
to "Tooser," "Mac" is easily the champion letter-writer of the
class.
The incoming mails bring him such a supply of candy
that he is forced to invite his friends into his room to clear
up the surplus stock. "Mac's" "drag with the powers that
be" make him an expert holiday prophet and a general bureau
of information on all faculty matters. "Mac" is also the autofiend of the class.
The tales of his speeding are only rivaled
by those edited by "Reggie" McMahon. The horoscope of
the class portrays "France" as a shoe magnate riding around
in an auto with sleeping and dining cars attached.
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MICHAEL
"Mike."

B.

McNULTY

Peacedale, R.

"Hughey Jennings." "W. J. Bryan."
"McNuldy" (a la Morasco).
"Cover up, Holy Cross."

I.

"Mac."

— Original

Glee Club (i, 2, 3, 4). Quartette (2, 3, 4). Assistant Mgr.
Baseball (3).
President of Athletic Ass'n (4).
Mgr. Baseball (4).

"Mike" is one of the four remnants of "Special Latin" w ho
have persevered in the Marathon for an A. B. As "Bryan's"
diplomacy and business acumen were evident from the first,
(

not surprising that he was elected manager of baseball
Sophomore year. To him is due the credit for the
arrangement of the splendid schedule for 1910, which is one
of the best in baseball history at Holy Cross.
It is the opinion of his class-mates that "Mike's" real
name is M. B. S. McNulty, as he possesses a wonderful ability
in applying the "salve."
He can pass it out on all occasions,
and it is generally acknowledged that he is at least the equal
of our old friend "Bull" Connery. "Hughey" is a stockholder
and charter member of the Glee Club, and a soloist of no little
merit. Ragtime is his specialty. He has no ear for the classchronicle this with regret, yet the truth
it

in

is

his

and although we
must be told.
"Mike" insists that he had beautiful hair when a child,
and as this is his only consolation, the fact has never been
ics,

disputed.

His best friend is that old brown bath-robe, and he can't
look at a book unless he has it on. The only way his roommate, "Keefe," can beat him out in the exams is to hide the
aforementioned mantle.
have heard that "Mac" has had experience as a motorman, but we find it difficult to reconcile this with the fact that
he is so afraid of the cars. No one has the slightest doubt
that "Mike" will be successful in after life, and indeed, we
would not be surprised to see him holding the position of
Mayor of Peacedale (if Peacedale ever becomes large or important enough to have such an officer).

We
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THOMAS

J.

MEEHAN
"Tom."
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Worcester, Mass.

"Dougal."

"Casey."

"Red flares the beacon call
To eloquence in banquet

hall."

-Callan

Vice President of Class (i). Dramatics (i,
Business Mgr. Patcher
(2, 4).

This devotee of the strenuous
finds the

mere

class

work

2, 3).

Debating

(4).

a Worcester lad who
that he seeks
"Some days," he says,

life is

so tame and lonesome

other fields of glory to fill up his time.
"I work sixteen or seventeen hours, but on other days I work
quite hard." However, along in May, when his debate, classbook, finals, Pleasant street, etc., came all at once, he had to
admit that his limit was reached.
"Tom" is perfectly at home in a class meeting where he
finds it his duty to defend the day scholars. He is well adapted to this work, for he can put the whole class in good humor
in something less than half a second, and then when he has
us where he wants us, he proceeds to discourse so eloquently
that he has the necessary votes before we come out of our
trance. In this manner he has done much to enhance the importance of the day scholars, among whom he is the most

prominent member.
His most popular "stunt" is to recite "Casey at the Bat."
He puts nerve, dash, screams and heart-interest galore in the
piece and kills at least one-quarter of the elocution hour
with

it.

He was

a star in "drayma" in Junior and did so well that
this year he disdained to act and coached Classical High with

We

may add

irrelevantly that the Holy Cross
success.
"Tom" can be found at the College or at the Public
Library most any time, except on Sunday evenings, when he
disappears with mystifying regularity from communication
with the world, only to reappear on Monday morning without
a trace of the ordinary "blue Monday" spirit.

great success.
play of this year

was an unprecedented
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F.

DeSALES MISNER

"De."

"Dope."
"

Peoria,

"Sleepy Hollow."

Tis the voice of the sluggard;

You have waked me

too soon,

I

"Slant Eye."

111.

"Clarice."

I heard him complain,
must slumber again."

—Watts
Class Track (4).

Orchestra

H. C. Purple Staff

(1, 2, 3, 4).

Though "De"

(3, 4).

Glee Club

(3, 4V).

Editor-in-Chief Patcher (4).

editor-in-chief of this class-book; still he
sometimes has to be squelched in some of its details. He
wanted to have his picture in the class-book taken in colors,
for, dear reader, when he sat for this picture he wore a flaming
orange tie, the pride of his heart. But this wild scheme was
voted down in an indignation class meeting by a vote of sixtysix to one.
His taste in socks is even more plebian than his
gaudy neckwear. In Physics class one day he was cpioted by
the professor as a good example of a spectrum. "Snake Eye"
the class dope. It is rumored by his closest friends that he
actually looked alive for three whole hours after landing in
Freshman, but that wild story is generally discredited. If
the old saying, "The way to a man's heart lies through his
stomach," is true, several fair damsels apparently have base
designs on "Clarice," for each evening at six he turns up at
some domicile with appetite and violin. Equally impervious
to insults, threats, and entreaties, he hangs around until he
sees a "feed" set before him. His violin is the pest of all the
grinds, for getting up his own matter mostly by intuition, he
works himself up into a musical frenzy along exam time. For
three years he stolidly refused to be worried about anything,
and then "Bill" Renehan and a few of the boys, in a fit of
jealousy, had him elected chief worrier of the class-book. He
is exclusive.
is
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JOHN W. MORAN
"Johnnie."

Waterbury, Vt.

"Jack." "Book." "Tooser."
"Ask me any question."

Banquet Committee
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(2).

"Trunk-strap."

— Original

Associate Editor Class

Book

(4).

Gentle reader, before you is an excellent reduplication of
the features of the sole representative from the Green Mountain State. Truth compels us to make this statement, although
personally we have no grudge against Vermont.
"Touser"
started in as an all-around grind and pulled Freshman C
through their mid-years by force of example and mental and
physical help. Later "Jack" neglected his studies in the heat
of three campaigns for the office of Class Secretary. He is the
William Jennings Bryan of class politics, for his loving classmates three times withheld from "Jack" this thankless job.
When "Toos" first intruded himself into these classic
walls he had to stand on his toes to reach the "tommies" which
"Shooshan" Ward shoved over the counter. This so embarrassed him that when he went home for his first long vacation he grew a yard or so and had to have his virgin locks
shorn to keep them from scratching the top of the door as
he went into his room.

With

his

manly beauty thus developed "Tooser" became

infected several times with that which makes the world go
round, catching a most violent attack from the careless observation of a pair of tan shoes. He was just achieving immunity in Senior when he got an unexpected and permanent relapse.
As a member of the Sophomore banquet committee he
achieved success entirely beyond his expectations, and if you
don't believe us ask Callan.
"Tooser" holds the class record in letter-o-ettino-, having
beaten "Bill Clancy by a lap without wind-shield or hobbles.
"Jack's" great points are his Apollo de Belvedere pompadour and his tiger-lily cheeks, which wreck havoc in fair ladies'
hearts until he starts talking.
lie is exclusive.

—
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EDWARD

T.

MURPHY
"Turkey."

Fall River, Mass.

"Murph."

"Ed."

"Wisdom

is the olive that springeth from the heart, blcometh on the
tongue and beareth fruit in the actions."
Grymestone

—

Class Football

(i, 2).

MgT. Class Basketball

Gown Committee
Every organization, society and

(1).

Cap and

(4).

glass claims as

one of

its

members a genius. The class of 1910 is no exception. To
"Ed" Murphy belongs the wreath. He has a certain knack
by intuition while the rest of us have to
put several weary hours on our tasks before they are mas-

of learning lessons

"Turkey" will always show up when we want to study,
stretch himself on a bed, start talking about the Globe and
the large hat factory in Fall River, and before many minutes
tered.

have us at his mercv.
During our Philosophy course we have met many intricate questions which always appeared as childish conundrums
Endowed with philosophical instincts he gives
to "Murph."
promise of becoming as profound as were Stuart Mill and
Spinoza. "Ed" is very modest and although he realizes his

have elapsed

will

great talents, yet he never talks to his inferiors in a scornful
way, but like a Plebian he scratches his head to impress in a
concrete manner his words of wisdom.
"Turk" is as versatile^ as he is long. Nothing under the
sun has escaped his observations. The fine art of polo is exanplained one day, ably assisted by "Grumpy" Stanton;
other day his eulogies are directed upon the stars of the stage,
while on still another day he dilated at length upon the numerous and fictitious baseball artists that Fall River has sent to
the big leagues. Even the country woods and dales have been
explored by him oft has he taken "Flossie" Hamel out picking
"shinny sticks" and viewing apple orchards which were closely watched by gentle bloodhounds.
"Murph's" favorite war-hoop is "I like my chicken, but
oh you turkey."
;
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JAMES

E.

O'BRIEN

"Jim."

"Jimmie."
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Norwich, Conn.
"O'Bie."

"O'Brine."

"Hale fellow, well met."

— Shakespeare

Team (i, 2). Mgr. Second Team (3).
"Jimmie" we have another veteran of 1910, another

Second Baseball
In

member of old "Special Latin," and although the other remaining members have been thoroughly plucked during their college course, "Jim" still retains all his feathers.
Many of the boys owe to "Jim" their present standing in
Worcester's social circles, as it was from him that they received the fundamental principles of the Thespian art.
"Jim" can get more music out of an harmonica than any
one else in the school, and has been a wonder in cheering us
up on dull days. His niftiosity in the gentle art of the buck

and wing

is

unsurpassed, although "Stanton" claims to be a

close rival.

The "Durham

fiends" always

knew where

to

go when

they were "out," as "Jim" always has a goodly supply of the
"makings."
"Jim" came into prominence in his Junior year by proving
to be the most efficient manager the second team has ever
known, and he is credited with having brought out some star
varsity men.
In pool, "O'Bie" has Willie Hoppe stowed away in the side
pocket, and during leisure hours he could always be found
kidding some one along in a 25-point game.
The Bell Telephone Co. paid him a commission, for whenever the porter was seen crossing the bridge every one knew
In fact, "Keefe" was the only
it was a phone for "Jimmne."
calls
than
he.
more
man who received
In first Academic "Jim" was a real star and the patriarchs
of the class well remember that famous saying of Mr. Young:
"Very good, James, one hundred, and if I could give you more

do it." And all through his course "Jim" has made a good
showing, so that we feel sure that success awaits him after
I'd

college days.
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TIMOTHY

F.

O'BRIEN

Manchester, N. H.

"Cider."

"Tim."

"Cheerful looks make every dish a feast
And 'tis that crowns a welcome."

Class Debating-

Team

(3).

— Massinger

Chief Marshal Holy Cross Night
(4).

Quite

late in joining our ranks, it took but a few short
for "Cider" to elbow to the front and become popular.
Cifted with beautiful locks, his presence is one of dignity,
charm and enchantment. All those who meet him fall" under
the spell they leave him chanting kind words and praise.
Like all truly great men, his early education is shrouded
with mystery. That he received his early training in a "Prep"
Hampshire is one cold fact which was obtained,
school in

months

;

New

not from him, but it reached our ears through those mystic
channels well expressed by Virgil in two famous words,
"Fama Volat."
Before his arrival at Holy Cross "Tim" claims he was a
Luck has evidently continued to be his chum.
lucky boy.
Was it not luck by which he obtained "Bow Wow" Finn
They have lived together like brothers,
for a room-mate?
"Tim" thinking that little Leo was a hero and worthy of emulation, while little Leo thought there was no one half so nice
as

limmie.

of an orator and thinks there is nothing so good for the voice as a good glass of cider. His speaking ability has been shown on the Debating team, where his
power to dilate and convince enabled "Nineteen Ten" to win

"Tim"

is

somewhat

success in the arena of public discussion. The skilful manner
in which he performed the duties of Chief Marshal Holy Cross
night, was a source of great commendation from all present.
Everybody sees a bright future for "Cider," and with his
winsome smile and charming ways how could even the cold
world refuse to offer her hand and bid him enter?
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WILLIAM
"Bill."

J.

O'KEEFE

"Keefe."

"Dr.
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Randolph, Mass.

McGoutch."

"William

Randolph

Keefe."
"Socrates,

whom,

well inspired, the oracle pronounces the wisest of

men."
Class Baseball (1,2).
tra (2,

3,

— Milton

Glee Club (4). Quartette (4).
Secretary B. J. F. (4).
4).

Orches-

"Bill" came to us from the busy "city" of Randolph,
Mass., and ere he had been with us a week we heard wonderful tales about the illustrious citizens of the above-mentioned
When "Bill" would spring one that produced a few
village.
groans and remarks from his audience with regard to his veracity, all he had to say was, "Well, if you don't believe me
ask "Jack" I niac," and this argument was used on so many
occasions that "Keefe" grew tired of it himself.
The first is
"Bill" follows two systems of philosophy.
that of the Peripatetics, and together with his disciple, "Phil"
Donnelly, he has been over the road to Holden many times.
Some of ns think that the road to Oxford is just as charming
and inspiring, and we are of the opinion that Messrs "Keefe"
and Donnelly think so too. However, they always said they
had been to Holden. The second system is that of Socrates,
and "Bill's" Socratic schools have become famous. As a
ball player "Keefe" is at his best. Many times have we heard
about those games down in Randolph and those 14 put-outs.
Were it not for that fatal class game, when he was twice
caught asleep on first base, "Bill" would have enjoyed an enviable reputation for the rest of his days.
"Bill" spent most of his time during the past year in
thinking out schemes for "sneaking it over" on his wily roommate, "Mike" McNulty, but when "Mike" would say, with his

winning smile, "O you
from the conflict.

silver

heels,"

"Keefe" would

retire

"Bill's" success in after life is assured by his power of
"stick-toitiveness" and he will always be remembered by his
class-mates as "Good Old Keefe."
"Not by a jug full." "Copying notes." "Errup!"
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AUGUSTINE

F.

"Giis."

O'NEIL
"Akron

Akron, Ohio
Giant."

"Slow but sure,

is

my

"Giggles.
motto.

—Wiggin
Class Baseball
(4).

(i, 2, 3, 4).

Class Football (3).

Chairman
(1, 2).
Committee 1).

Dramatics

of

Class Track

Banquet

(

While most

of us were wondering whether we'd be
detectives or pirates when we grew up, "Gus" was already
coming late to five classes a day and studying to be a great

man

Since Freshman, however, he has gradlike Sockalexis.
ually changed to a society butterfly, and is doubling as a class
football star, besides taking a thinking part in class track.
As a swimmer "Gus" has Annette Kellerman and Cassius
yelling for life preservers in the first round. Together with
"Old Warrior" Bowes he actually forced a passage through
the slimy Blackstone without any anaesthetic.
He isn't afflicted exactly with what one would call the
nervous temperament. He goes the same gait whether he is
twenty minutes late or only three or four. Whether he is
waiting his turn at an oral exam or has his grip packed for a
vacation, he uses the same wailing voice in speaking. Judging
from his voice one would think that "Gus" was always meditating on the Four Last Things, or the future of the Democratic Party.
Out of his winning smiles and his faculty of making one
feel flattered by his attentions, "Giggles" has evolved a painless method of extracting specie from his fellow students,

which he uses with deadly

effect.

we have
somehow.]
"Gus" is one of the most popular men in the class, an
He will divide
entertaining companion and a loyal friend.
his last quarter with you in the abodes of the tiled wall and
the wide-armed chair.
"You'd make a nice man for a small tea party."
[Note.

to

fill

in

Really this eulogy should end here but
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"Larry."

F.

"Chief.'

O'TOOLE
"O'Tell."
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Clinton, Mass.
"Scipio."

"Lanrie."

"Hor-

rible Waf."
"Larry O'Toole was the dullest boy in school."

—

Popular Song
Associate
Class President (4). Class Debating Team (2)
Editor Purple (3, 4). Class Baseball (4).

"Chief," the man who speaks in burning language and
talks of people he doesn't know.
"Larry" and his "Buster
Brown" suit arrived amongst us in Freshman, developed
from a small whisper to a big noise, and immediately and successfully set about capturing every medal in (and out of)
"Laurie" may be aptly described in many terms. He
sight.
is known as the "Universal Encyclopedia," the "Compendium
'of Universal Knowledge," "Bureau of Information," the "Reference Library of the Corridor," but above all as "Refugium

Pluckorum."
Clinton politician has been the center of many conin one campaign was unjustly styled "the leader of
diabolical
clique," hence his present bull-like qualities and
the
"Chief's" offices are many;
infuration at the sight of red.
besides that of president of his class, he holds the post of
chief substitute in the P. C. League and first custodian of the
door, though universally denounced as a hoodoo.
"Chief" we know would have been "canned" long since
if he was not such a brilliant student.
It is his luck to be
caught in the infraction of all rules, and it has not been beneath his dignity to visit the study hall in reparation for innocent amusement. "Chief" has nearly had the full college
course.
When the Senior baseball team is battling for victory,
"O'Tell" may be seen in ihe box and his delight is in hittin<>batters or houses in the vicinity.
"Larry" is an all-around
genius and achieves great results from small expenditure of
labor.
From his rare qualities we can predict a success in
anything he undertakes, so we will not be surprised in future
to find him in the highest position of trust, honor and achievement in the land.

Our

flicts

and

8.6
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STEPHEN
"I

B.

PHELAN

Bridgeport, Conn.

"Stephie." "Stephen."
have a heart that beats for every man one also for the ladies."

—

—Anon

Regulator Sodality

Assistant Mgr. Purple (3). -Prefect
(3).
Sodility (4). Mgr. Purple (4).

"Stephie" came into our midst at the dawn of Sophomore
year and soon ushered himself into the high esteem of his
fellow students. He came to us with, a naturally modest and
retiring disposition, but gradually overcame these social impediments after "Doc" took upon himself the thankless task
of initiating him into the social realm. "Et tu Brute," Frank
is

now wont

to say.

Stephen's propensity for business activity was early recognized and to crown his managerial labors he was appointed
custodian of the business department of "The Purple." In
this capacity he is now piloting that magazine through a most
successful year. He has the unique distinction of being the
bore of all the advertisers in Worcester, and in this respect
his position is by no means an enviable one.
"Stephie" and "Doc" have been always favorably disposed
towards the day scholars. The reasons for this partiality are,
perhaps, best appreciated by the "Mates" themselves, although
^©'FflkkDecal
we have our little surmises. Casey and Leahy, especially, are
regular visitors to "Stephie's" mystic abode. When this little
coterie is assembled any intrusion is considered an invasion
upon the sacred precincts of privacy. The chance straggler
on the corridor, just before class begins, is often greeted
with such phrases as these coming from the room "I'd like
to meet her." "I'll introduce you," etc., etc.
Formerly we did not hesitate in saying that "Stephie"
was cut out for the Law. Nevertheless, present circumstances
:

and incidents are so strikingly significant that we have

suffi-

cient reason for rejecting this opinion. Whether it be in the
Bridgeport High School on in the Bridgeport Public Library,
"Stephie" is bound to succeed, for he is endowed with all the
qualities which go to make up the true Holy Cross graduate.
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JOSEPH

G.

PYNE

Lowell, Mass.

Spinoza.

Jo.
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"I will

Gwen

.Manager.

not pay another nickel."

Assistant Mgr. Football

Mgr. Football
Committee (2).
(3).

— Original
(4).

Banquet

"Jo" is a Lowellite and has been a shining" light ever since
he matriculated with the Class of 1910. Both in society and
at college "Spinoza's" affableness of manner and pleasant
smile have won for him a host of friends. "Jo" was chosen
manager of the Varsity football team in his Junior year, and
served in that capacity during his Senior year.
As a vocal
artist "Jo" did not seem to impress the director, although the
corridorites seem to think he is a second Caruso.
His presence is always announced in the corridor by his marvelous
warble, and so persistent is "Jo" in singing the latest popular
airs that he is often kept busy dodging various missiles.
To
city in the world than Lowell,
there
is
no
other
larger
or
"Jo"
8305
and with "Roddie" as an able assistant he entertains every
PUBLIC PHONtT?)
chance visitor to his apartment with wierd and wonderful
tales of his home town.
"Jo" is a very eloquent conversationalist and he has his audience convinced even before he

^

1

starts.

WMSg§

He is one of the original officers of the Telephone Club,
and will answer the phone for anyone, taking special delight
in keeping callers busy until their part}- is called to the phone.
"Jo" is also an ardent follower of the Terpsichorean art, each
favorable night finding him up with the Eagleites.
"Jo," however, manages to get in a few hours with
Spinoza and other famous philosophers, so that his time is
fairly well divided.

We

predict for "Jo" a brilliant career,
his ability deserves.

and here's wishing him the success
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CONRAD J. QUIRBACH

Lowell, Mass.

"Conrad."

"Roddy."

"A man he was; a gentleman through and through."
Class
(i,

"Roddy" and "Joe" have until recently been spoken of, as
advertising agents at Holy Cross for the city of Lowell. Since
the election of the policeman-mayor in their native place, however, the two have ardently deprecated all such insinuations.
Conrad has since his arrival at college displayed a fondness for pink teas, and his popularity with the gentle sex is
unquestionably suoreme. The affairs of the G. W. I. I. are
especially alluring to "Roddy." In preparation for these festive gatherings he is most fastidious in his grooming; prim
and sedulously decorated, he may be then seen tripping the
If the terpsilight fantastic with Worcester's social belles.
chorean art is a phase of athleticism, then "Roddy" was a born

||k

iJI

_H&i

JL_

I

athlete.

his books, Conrad
the realm of every

With
on

this point

we must

not tarry, for

it

is

student's "holy of holies." One striking characteristic which
others have noted in Conrad, and which Conrad himself must
surely recognize as peculiarly his own, is his power, or rather
aptitude for questioning. Tn this respect, the least said the
better. To fully appreciate what niceties of distinction can be
realized and how the most self evident of facts can be still
further clarified by the interrogatory art. one must be present
at any one of the daily sessions of the Class of 1910. The demonstrator is always on hand.
Above all, "Roddy" is a sincere and genuine good fellow
gentlemanly and one of the best liked members of the

—

—
"Roddy" — "Please repeat that explanation.
— "I did not give any explanation."
Prof.

class.

—Earle

Football (i).
Officer Philomathic Debating Society
Class Track Team (4). Class Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4).
2).
Class Basketball (3.)

is

somewhat

^f^
C-

B
L.

O D

L F i

*»

WELL

of an

anomaly.

But
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P.

REGAX
Jerr}'.

"Gentlemen

this

is

Whitinsville,

Jerry R.

89

Mass

Inn.

the best paper in the country."
-Original

for the Class of 1910 to snatch "Tim" from
the sea of uncertainty and put him in line to the box office
of diplomas.
He who had been wandering- as a nondescript
"special" had revealed to him the virtues of the lords of the
It

remained

and in Junior "Tim" caught on.
"Tim" is good at catching, anyway, whether it be the
car down town or the latest magazine opportunity.
"Jerry"
was Columbus, Jr., in discovering America and was in a class
earth,

in "pushing" that publication and thereby doingmissionary work in enlightening Xew England.
There was a time when "Tim" was a commuter, but
when he had his prestige under lock and key so that no one
in Whitinsville might assail it, he transferred his headquarters
to Alumni Hall to keep a watchful eye over the fellows.
But
his concern for the fellows ended with the ending of the
class, when "Tim's" eyes were turned Worcester-ward.
Xow
"Tim" isn't taking those walks for nothing, nor has he perfected
the
Ouinsig-South-Worcester inter-communicating
transfer system in vain, so that if he continues to deny that
there is anything in it we will have to ask her we mean we
will have to ask somebody else.
"Jerry's" final judgment
upon most questions is "I heard di' T erent," grafted from his
neighbor Hartnett down the Providence line. So it will not
be worth while to guess "Tim's" future plans, for like as not
he would say "I heard different."

by himself

—
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WILLIAM

J.

RENEHAN,

Union

"Triste Lignum."
"Ah, there are

moments

"Red."

City, Ct.

"Bill."

for us here, when, seeing
woe, and care,

Life's inequalities, and
The burdens laid upon our mortal being-

Seem heavier than

the

human

heart can bear."

With carpet-bag in hand, he wended his way up the steep
of pleasant springs. And e'er the dust of his six-hour journey from the land of nutmegs had settled, he had purchased
his books and nervously read the prefaces.
It wasn't long
before he made himself known to his colleagues, his simple,
straightforward questions immediately winning for him a
place in their hearts that was to endure forever. In the course
of time the deep furrows on his anxious brow began to give
way to that peculiar smoothness such as only the Goddess of
Terpsichore can produce, for "Bill" essayed to trip the light
fantastic toe, and every Saturday night, when the dull cares
of study could be shelved for a few hours, "Triste" would
repair to the hall where Eagles fluttered, and there in the
merry swirl, amid the smiling glances of the fair sex, "Bill"
would dance to his heart's content, even though he did spoil
a few collars. The charms. of the fair sex failed, however, to
claim "Bill" amongst their victims, for had he not read in the
hill

Farmers' Journal that "marriage was only an institution for
the blind?" He much prefers, he says, to "chase the hungry
dollars alone."
Those who have been up early say that on the corridor
he may be seen any morning, long before the birds begin to
sing, with book in hand getting that knowledge which he
intends to spring on those natives up in Vermont, when he
starts out on life's journey, selling "Health Books."
"Bill"
was always well up on the current topics of the day no matter what happened or where it happened, our genial "Bill"
had inside information and his testimony was never doubted.
If that famous saying, "Early to bed and early to rise, makes
a man healthy, wealthy and wise," has any significance, we
can predict a bright future for "Bill," and here's hoping that
he may enjoy that success in life for which his persistent
efforts at college have so admirably fitted him.
;
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HENRY

A.

RIGALI

Roxbury, Mass.

"Count."
"It,

9!

would be an argument
gocd jest forever."

"Henry/

for a week, laughter for a

month, and a

"Count" was one

of that illustrious band of Holyokers
that was dearest to them in the
Paper City and took up their new abode on the "Hill of Pleasant Springs." From the outset he made a big hit, especially
with the "Classic Nobles." He was the tutor of an intellectual clique whose bouquets were numerous because they looked
upon the "Count" as a master in all the intricacies that beset
both the blunt language of the Greeks and the polished tongue
of the Romans.
Distinctly of a philosophical temperament, Henry gives
promise of winning fame some day along these lines. With
"Bow
Finn and "Turkey" Murphy as able co-workers,
the "Count" will build up a system of modern philosophy
which will far surpass in originality Descartes' clear and distinct idea.

who

in the fall of

1906

left all

Wow"

When Henry assumes

his

humorous vein he seeks the
company of "Nank" Lynch.

When these sessions take place
peals of laughter, wit of the Mark Twain order and original
puns hold sway. Where the ''Count" cultivated his ability
to create a laugh at any moment is a matter for conjecture,
but it is hinted that he must have taken a few lessons from
"Cider" O'Brien, or "Bunny" Scanlon, who conduct a modern
school to teach the art of laughing.
"Count" takes great delight in holding jolly talks with
"Buck" Sweeney. In the future he will miss these conferences yes, and he will also miss his faithful "roomy," "Eddie" Brennan, who has proved a very valuable spouse. However, we all have faith in the "Count," because as he has always succeeded admirably in the past, so will he in the future,
when Holy Cross will boast of him as one of her worthiest
sons.

—
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RICHARD

A.

ROCHFORD

"Dick."

"Roch."

"Yea, he did

fly

Cambridge, Mass.
"Cheese."

"Pete."

on the wings of the wind."
Old Testament

—

Assistant Mgr. Basketball (3). Track (3, 4). Class Football
Class Baseball (3). Glee Club (3, 4). Photog(2, 3).
rapher for the Class Book (4). Cheer Leader (4).

"Dick" has a leg that would make a Grecian statue turn
green with envy, so he decided that the only career in life
open to him was that of a runner. However, speed does not
seem to be his first consideration since he runs the B. & A.
during vacations. "Dick" must be a director of the telephone
company, too, since he always has a lot of business to transact
over the phone.
"Roch" thinks that Hartford is the ideal place to hold
a track meet, and somehow thoughts of a trip to that place

seem to bring a rosy hue upon the future. He is also a manager of the Athletic Association store and this laborious duty
entails on him frequent journeys to a certain delicatessen shop

down

street.

When

the relay team ~was about to go to New York to
it was the writer's pleasure to hear the coaches'
final instructions to our dear old friend "Dick." "Now Rochford," he said, "when we hit New York I want you to keep
looking at your feet, so you will not have a stiff neck tonight
from looking at the skyscrapers." He is exclusive.
Note. If the proprietors of the Cumberland Hotel are
trying to find the one who purloined several gross of writing
paper from their establishment, we feel it our sad duty to give
our testimony against "Roch," much as it pains us.

run Fordham
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SCANLON

Holyoke, Mass:
"Bunny." "Bun." "Gregory J." "Holyoke Lad."
"Laugh and the wond laughs with ycu; weep and you weep alone."
Class President (3). Vice President (3, 4). Cap and Gown
Committee (4). Consultor Sodality (3, 4). Prefect
Sodality (2).
Assistant Marshal H. C. Night (4).
Associate Editor Purple Patcher (4).
Dramatics (4).
"Bunny" is the original man with the laugh that never
wears out. Moreover, the "Holyoke Lad" has developed it to
such perfection that he has attained an involuntary and marked
facility in transforming himself on the least provocation "from
grave to gay." Bubbling laughter, when not bursting forth
in the exuberance of his feelings, is always a latent potentiality in "Bunny."
The laugh itself is of the "catching" variety,
Gregory's
especially in chapel and during lecture periods.
dramatic interpretation of that emotional piece, "A Laugh,"
as rendered in Elocution class, has left its deep and lasting
impression upon us.
Was there ever such a pilot as "Bun?" Unhesitatingly
we answer, "No." "Bunny" it was who guided our little bark
In the
safelv over the stormy waves of our Junior year.
midst of those lively sessions he maintained the same dignity
and composure that marked his worthy and eventful reign.
We doubt if ever a class has or could produce his like in this
J.

"Bunny"

peer of them all.
Since our earliest hours at Holy Cross, "Gregory J." has
been the "viva vox" or real life of the crowd. Originally a
member of the "Baptists" in their memorable encounter with
the "Presbyterians," the lad from Holyoke has to the present
lie is the inexday maintained his high batting average.
hanstible source of puns and parlor jokes with which he entertains the boys in the "Chambre de Hang-out," which is, by
[We do not know
the way, Hamel's sleeping room only.
respect.

where the

is

latter individual studies.]

Success to you, "Bunny!"
light as

it

was

in

May

your college days.

your heart be ever as
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ALOYSIUS

L.

SCHEID
'Rainbow."

'Indian.

'Al.

Rochester, N. Y.

"Wow-Wow.

'Unbounded courage and compassion joined,
Tempering each other in the victor's mind
Alternately proclaim him gcod and great,
And make the hero and the man complete."
-Addison

Varsity Football
ball

Acting Captain (4). Second BaseVarsity Baseball (4).
(3).

(3, 4).

Team

We

did
"Al" did not join us until Easter in Sophomore.
not wonder why it took him that long to tear away from
Rochester when we saw the enormous amount of mail he
realized' at once that we had a genius
received each day.
in our midst when we saw he was able to wade through so
much correspondence without help. Two days after landing "Al" felt perfectly at home and started a monopoly with
"Jo" Hartnett, the object of said monopoly .being to prevent
any individual from retaining a bag of Durham for more than
And in a spirit of praise it may be said that
fifteen minutes.
they succeeded. It was during the next football season that
"the Indian" woke up to -find himself famous, and in the
season of '09 his work was even more spectacular. In Senior
year he also made the varsity baseball team, doing very cred"Al" is, moreover, almost a basketball player.
itable work.
During Junior he was one of our social lions, and could never
go down town without being accosted by the familiar salutaAfter many enticing arguments,
tion, "Sa, la, Mr. Scheid."
"Al" finally persuaded Hester to come in from Clinton to
room with him, but he says he has to use all his powers of
persuasion to keep "Jim" at his books.

We

"Ah, gwan.
ter."

You went back

to the minors

from Roches-
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LEON

A.

SELMAN
'•Sally."

Buffalo, N. Y.

Team

(4)

"Solomon."

"Leona."

"Seven long years have

Debating

95

Dramatics

I

thus suffered.

(3, 4:

President Dramatic-

Society (4).
It was in our Junior year that Leon joined the ranks of
1910 and began to learn what he had missed in his two previous college years. From the moment of his arrival at Holy
Cross he began to do as the Romans did, and it was not long
until he was as an enthusiastic a member of 1910 as those of
us who remember Prep days.

He immediately became a prominent member of society,
and together with "Bill" Renehan has done his share in performing the social obligations of the class.
He has won fame as an amateur actor and elocutionist,
but it is as a singer that "Sally" is pre-eminent. Often have
listened to the beautiful strains of "O When I Die," as his
melodious voice echoed and re-echoed through the corridors
of Alumni Hall with such a resonance that the very doors
were cracked, and even the walls stood still. In fact, "Sally"
holds the unique distinction of having struck a chord twice in
one year. He also has various other musical accomplishments.
He has made it an inflexible rule of life never to try on
more than six collars at one time, and not to break more than
two ties a month. In an argument "Sally" can hold his own
until it comes to a comparision of the relative merits of the
Germans and Irish. He had to admit that the Irish take
the prize.
In fact, he publicly made this acknowledgment
by giving a "hoiah" in the refectory for St. Patrick on the
17th of March.
"Sally" knows the H. C. bill of fare backwards and is a loyal supporter of the State Mutual Annex.
That success will crown his efforts in after life is assured
present
by
indications.
will no doubt see him a great
captain of industry in Buffalo (where he was a man when
only sixteen).

we

We

The purple patches.
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JOHN

P.

SHEEHAN

Springfield, Mass.

"Full of Business." "Shorty." "Jack."
"Petition me no petition, Sir, tcday,

"Snap."

Let other hours he set aside for business."

Class Football (i).

—Anon

Class Baseball (2). Secretary-Treasurer
Class Secretary (4).
Here we have a small pocket edition of inside iafoi-mation, and without a doubt the business man of the class.
No
matter what is to happen, whether a holiday is to be granted,
or whether the government intends to buy Siberia, "F. O. B.'
gets first hand news and is always to be relied upon in this
respect. Though small in stature, "Jack" is a veritable Napoleon in character, and he has proved repeatedly, both in class
meetings and class regular, his remarkable ability, and he
bears out admirably that old adage, "Good goods come in
During the last two years of his course
small packages."
socially
inclined, and were it not for his
"Shorty" became
genial presence at pink teas and in the halls of Terpsichore,
Worcesterites would be sad and dejected. "Jack" has held
the position of secretary of the class for three years arid his
work has been well and efficiently done. John is, has been,
and always will be, a diligent student so ardent indeed has
he been in this department that he can cpiote Virgil or Kant
It is rather difficult to conjecture on
with equal facility.
"Jack's" future office in life many would infer that from his
quiet deportment that his would be a clergyman's life, but
inside facts gleaned from himself set at naught all such inferences. "Jack" doesn't believe in that almost invariable "College Widow Stunt," and it is the hearty wish of the class
that its little Napoleon will be the first to join the ranks of
the Benedicts. "Jack" will make an admirable husband, for
his four years with "Dowdie" have taught him a few points.
Were it not for "Fuller's" thoughtfulness and thriftiness, "Jim"
never would find his stray clothing. If progressiveness and
energy of will are reliable criterions, we can safely predict a
glorious and happy future for "Full of Business,"
(2, 3).

;

;
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WILLIAM

T.

"William."
rule of my
business."

"The

SHIELDS
"Bill."
life is

'

Stillwater, N. Y.

"Billy."
to
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make

"Shooshan" (The Original.)

business a pleasure, and pleasure a

Assistant Art Editor Class

Book

(4).

After a year devoted to business, William decided to join
the intellectual geniuses of 1910 and thus share in their enAccordingly he joined us
viable pursuits and achievements.
at the beginning of Junior year, and has never regretted the
move neither have we. "Bill" has the happy faculty of easily
winning the hearts of the merchants down town. [Here we
prescind from the hearts of femininity. In this respect "Bill"
Hence he is to be found, every
is an unknown quantity.]
Wednesday and every Saturday afternoons of the week, behind the "suspender counter" of the city's most up-to-date furnishing store. Here he can use his philosophical training and
persuasive powers to best advantage. And yet "Bill" wonders
why so few of his class-mates visit him in his clerking ca-

—

pacity.

William is also somewhat of an artist. His unusual abilmanipulating pen and ink has caused him to be lionized by the Class Book editors.
So varied, in fact, are this
young man's accomplishments that it is a most difficult thing
to predict along just what line of activity his talents will be
ultimately radiated.
We are, however, very much inclined
to the opinion that his native town will finally harbor "Bill."
"Cohn and Shields," inscribed over the entrance to the town's

ity in

only bargain house,

is an arbitrary yet suggestive prediction.
"Bill" and "Dick" have shared the same habitat tln.se
past two years. The riotous noises you may have frequently
heard coming in m their room cannot, in any way, be attributed to the gentler of the two. They are the singing efforts
more
of Richard under the tutelage of the artistic "Bill."
sincere fellow never existed. "Willie" Shields, the prince of'
good friends, is bound to succeed.
"One
and pair of suspenders, please."

A

Tommy
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HENRY

M.

"Harry."

STAUNTON
"Stanton."

Taunton, Mass.

"Grumpy." "Grump
Chum."

My

Old Col-

lege

am

"I

sure care's an

enemy

Class Baseball

Henry entered Holy Cross

to life."

— Shakespeare

(2, 3).

as an humble Prep, in the class
of Special Greek, and during his first year was content to stay
out of the limelight, as he holds "all inferior under classmen"
should do. But when he reached the dignity of a college man,
he developed into a clever politician, and by his election to the
office of "Chief Censor of Waiters" became famous.
"Harry" may truly be called the Eddie Leonard' of 1910.
He is never without a new step to show the boys, and were if
not for the striking similarity between the new ones and the
old, we would have sent him on the stage long ago.
The histrionic powers of "Mr. Stanton" are known to all
his classmates, and well we remember that famous debate in
which "Stanton" and Walsh were struggling for forensic supremacy. The question was one of great moment and the
debate was so closely contested, that, were it not for "Grum-

would have been imOld College Chum" as "'Buck"
Sweeney calls him, is a baseball fan, and knows everyone in
the world who ever saw a baseball. His great rival in this regard is "Keefe" who claims a greater knowledge of baseball
history.
Many are the arguments, and the waves of contention roll high when "Mr. Stanton's" veracity is questioned by
Bill.
Generally the argument is ended as follows "All right,
you're right; I'm wrong. I have no certitude," and Grump
goes in quest of more Durham.
In class standing "Harry" has risen steadily since Freshman, and this year, he has gained for himself the title of
"plugger." He also made his debut in society, and hence his
education is complete and success is assured. "See you down

py's" final subtle distinction, a decision
possible.

"Grump's

My

:

at the corner."
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CORNELIUS

J.

SULLIVAN

Thompsonville, Conn.
''Whang." "Con."

"Sully."
"For just experience tells, in every soil,
That those who think must govern those that

Debating(i,

2,

Team

3, 4).

(i).

President B.

Class Track

Team

ball

As
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toil."

—

Goldsmith
Class Baseball
Mgr. Class Foot-

J. F. (4).

(4).

(2.)

baby boy Cornelius Sullivan wandered from
to Holy Cross.
More than once he was
taken for a member of the fourth Academic all these slights
were withstood with almost superhuman strength. The result was that instead of growing weaker he matured rapidly
into manhood. So today we boast of him as one of our most
stalwart members.
One thing to be carefully noted is that
a little

the Carpet

Town

;

with his physical growth.
Although "Sully" is young in years, yet he is old in wisdom. Oft have we wondered how such a little head could
hold such a vast assortment of knowledge. Philosophy is his
hobby. What appeared as stumbling blocks to William of
Chaupeaux and the boys were solved as ordinary algebraic
equations by our student from Thompsonville.
"Sully's" big night of the year is prize night. Whenever
strikes
he
a monetary crisis his numerous medals can be
hocked for golden coins. The foundation of his future library
will comprise the numerous English classics that make up
the premiums which are a concrete proof of his success in the
battle for high scholarship.
"Whang" is undoubtedly one of our most active memHis presence on our Freshman debating team added
bers.
it
brought us a victory
fighting spirit and aggressiveness
which comprises one of logo's proudest achievements. As
president of the B. J. F. he instilled new life and vigor to a
society whose spirit was ebbing low.
During the past few years "Sully" has proved a valuable
After graduation the pupil will
tutor to "Buck" Sweeney.
miss his teacher, but "Whang" says he will establish a correspondence school for the benefit of his protege.
his appetite kept pace

;

too
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THOMAS

F.

SULLIVAN

"Tom."

"Frank."

'Tranquility!

Than

Worcester, Mass.

all

Thou

"Sol."

better

"Sully."

name

the family of Fame."
-Coleridge

Consultor

Day

Scholars Sodality (4).

"Calm and unmoved as the marble walls around him"
be fittingly used by that declaimer who shall hereafter
He refuses to be disexcogitate upon this Worcesterite.

may

turbed or hurried, but looks through those spectacles of his
be
in such a conservative and benign fashion as often to
dubbed "Father." In the bright lexicon of his youth there
is
no such word as "haste," wherefore Meehan has oft
despaired of him as a walking partner. It may also account
for the fact that he seldom trips "the light fantastic," although
it is hinted that "Tom" is "there" with Terpsichore.
The village in the valley may well be proud of such a citizen, who
by constant presence of her main streets helps to swell the
apparent population of the town, for "Sul" may be seen almost
any time with his old high school "pals," reflecting upon them
the light from Mt. St. James. This results in the burning of
the midnight oil preceding "exams," wherein he co-operates
with Fleming and Casey for the benefit of the whole. As
to his future, all who have seen his papers can negatively
prophesy that he will not teach penmanship.
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EDWARD

F.

SWEENEY
'Bob."

Somerville, Mass.

"Ed."

Mens sana

JOJ

in

"Cap."

"Tris."

corpore sano.

— Juvenal

Varsity Football (2, 3, 4). Captain (4). Class Football (1).
Class Basketball (4). Class Baseball (1). Banquet Committee (3). Class Treasurer (4). Cheer Leader (4).
In "Bob" we note the happy blending- of the athletic devotee and the popular Morris chair entertainer. "Bob," ensconced in his Morris chair, regales us with his lofty ideas of
college spirit, comments on athletic prospects and the prevailing odds for the game, to all of which we pay respectful attention, for "Cap" is a power and authority at Holy Cross.
"Bob" made his mark in football. Unanimously elected captain in his Senior year, he became one of the most popular
captains the Purple has ever known. Celebrated for his ability to hold his head at crucial moments, and for his genial
good humor, he made an efficient leader. Glancing at "Bob,"
one would never suspect him capable of diving tackles and
fast following of the ball, but he was marked even in the Yale
game for recovering the ball on punts. He boasts the neatest
and most attractive room on the corridor and is always ready
1o accommodate our visitors.
Because of his wide circle of
acquaintances and executive ability, "Bob" was chosen Chancellor of the Exchequer and College Commissioner for the
Upholding of College Spirit. As Cheer Leader he generally
succeeds in giving us all sore throats, a strong evidence of
his persuasive popularity.
"Bob" generally succeeds in what
he undertakes, and if managerial acumen, coupled with magnetic personality, count for aught, we may expect to see him
caricatured as a trust magnate.
"Tris" is very jealous of "Ty's" batting average.
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NEAL

SWEENEY

M.

"Buck."

North Abington, Mass.
"Malcolm."

"Fireball."

'Great temperance, open air,
Easy labour, little care."

Varsity Baseball

(i, 2, 3, 4).

Prefect B. V.

Glee Club

(

1,

— Sidney
M. Sodality

(1,2).

2).

In the fall of 1906 there entered the portals of Holy
Cross a youth as countrified as the tall grass and farm yard
could make him. Under the guardianship of his room-mate
the principles of city life were instilled into him, the rust of
rural surroundings were filed off, and gradually he evolved
into the Neal Sweeney of today, the story teller, the joker, the
athlete, and, above all, the student.

Few of the class will ever forget his now famous "Circle
Philosophy." His mastery of the problem of domestic society was complete, its presentation was rhetorical, and the
manner in which he met objections was superb. To be a hero
along these lines was never anticipated by the wily "Buck,"
in

whose intellectual prowess seems infinite in its limits.
Throughout his four years Malcolm has been conspicuous

Many

a yarn has he told the bulwarks of
veracity were never assailed, but the real old fashioned truth
received not a few shocks. The scene of all his tales is North
Abington indeed a wonderful place containing a remarkable
people. Neal ought to develop into a first class poet, as he is
gifted with an essential poetical asset, a fertile imagination.
On the baseball field Neal made the followers of Holy
Cross forget the backstop work of the former stars. As a
as a story teller.

;

;

new comer

in 1907 he gave solidity to the infield, while with
he sent many an anxious man speeding from third
base with the premium of a baseball game, a score. Again in
1910 he thrilled the college world with his polished work behind the bat.

his bat
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HAROLD

TERWILLIGER

G.

"Harold."'

"Twig

-

"Procrastination

is

J.

"Twidge."

the thief of time."

— Young

Class Baseball (4). Senior Tennis
Manager Glee Club (4). College Dramatics
(4).
Associate Editor Class Book (4).
(2).

Class Football

Team

Roselle, N.

"Twigs."

."
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(i, 2, 3).

Ever since our Sophomore professor inquired in bored
tones, "Is Mr. Ter biliger here yet?" it has been "Twig's"
chief characteristic to return for lectures d?.ys or weeks after
schedule time.
"Twig" is a versatile, also an eccentric genius, with a
great capacity for details, but with a deplorable weakness for
disregarding principal facts and circumstances. "Twig" glories in a knowledge of the curious and the esoteric, particularly
in the scientific field, and never fails to tax our credulity when
an opportunity offers.
His scientific turn of mind won for
him a position as assistant to Mr. Brock in his electrical demonstrations again he is famed as masseur in attendance on

—

;

"Skip"

Dowd

and "Buck" Sweeney.

This stalwart young

man

tried out for varsity football, but after tackling "Larry" Riley
concluded henceforth to devote his efforts to class athletics
and classic music, in which latter field he was the pride of our
Hart. He is president of the P. C. by right of misfortune, and
has had the full college course. Keeps a diary of his efforts,
and woe to ye whose names are entered therein. His clarion

"Twig"
call, "Who's shy," will long ring in our uneasy ears.
has a weakness on the port side and when attacked by this
weakness is quite an entertaining monologist. Again he is
very proficient in conversing with "Skip" Dowd, which is
quite an accomplishment.
"Twig" elaim-s he watched the
comet one morning, but it might have been due to the efforts
of our Sophomore friends.
We are not much worried with
respect to this young man's future, since we know he can
make a success of anything he engages in, provided, of course,
he does not allow his popularity with both sexes to eclipse
his business interests.

J

04
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JOSEPH

B.

THOMPSON
Joe.

"He

Waterbury, Conn.
lony.

Cap.

that gained a hundred fights."

-Tennyson

Class Baseball

(i, 2, 3, 4).

Class Football

(1, 2).

"Joe" hails from the Brass City, and has been with us
for the entire course.
In his Sophomore year he decided to
take "Triste Lignum" for better or for worse, and it is the
opinion of the class that the balance is entirely in favor of
diligent student and ready athlete comprise
the better.

A

"Joe's" make-up. One would imagine from his quiet demeanor
about the corridor and this "stay-in-your-own-room" policy
that 'Tony" was trying to substantiate that proverbial epithet
of "plugger," but appearances are sometimes deceitful, for
"Tony" is a raging volcano when aroused, and he oftentimes
visits his class-mates to borrow "nerve dope" for "Wild Bill,"

and casually entertains any chance visitor with an opinion
of his room-mate.
"Tony" is a member of the P. A. League
and his room is very often the scene of a strenuous session,

when Jules requests the "ante."
Most of "Cap's" time is employed in quieting the nerves
of "Bill," and we must say that he has no easy task on his
hands.
"Joe" was a member of nearly all our class teams
his Drowess in baseball has been watched by several big
league scouts, but "Tony" refuses to have his head turned with
the offers of wealth and fame, and he says he much prefers
to remain in the bush league in Connecticut and be a real
hero. If "Joe" only had "Bill" for his guiding star throughout
still
life we are certain that his career would be well spent
"Triste."
it is our opinion that "Joe" will succeed even without

and

;
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"Worcester, Mass.

Bill."

"Tobe.

'Like a ball of fire from the earth thou springest."

-Shelley

"Bill"

is

at the

same time the most unfortunate and the

most kind-hearted of the

and downs than
others a

lift.

moments,
rise

in

soeial

is

No

one has had more

and no one

"Bill,"

But when

class.

it

is

more ready

explained that "Tobe,"

we

an elevator chauffeur,

him

the world has given

dance, wherefore he

is

is

free

to be

tips

give

to

in his idle

This

can understand.

admission to

many

a

But the social

envied.

whirl has not attracted the North Ender from his books, for

"IbH" holds
other,

a

book

one hand and pulls the rope with the

in

lie has a record of one day's absence in Senior, but

succeeded

in

being placed on the "non

"Bill" chose for his

At
in

first

for that

"Bill"

major

excellence,

elective,

he intended to make

exam, he found that

and French parted.

made

it

list.

Pedagogy.

French, but

his fountain

"Bill"

is

the

so by the location

"farthest north," and yet in the

ibi"

same

when he went

pen was dry, so

marathon walker par

of his

home, which

city with the college.

the urbanites are treated to his comet-like dash through
street several times a day.

is

So

Main

J
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FREDERICK

H.

TRACY

'The Outlaw."

Worcester, Mass.

"Amby

O'Connell."

'Silence that dreadful bell!"

— Shakespeare
Assistant Business Mgr. Purple Patcher (4)

Our

morning' view of this old reliable of the
clay scholars' battalion is a bulky figure swinging over the
bumpers of the side-door Pullmans of the railroad by the river.
I nder one arm he carries a package of note books so large
that it is hard to say which is Tracy and which are the books.
By this ingenious method of carrying his college education
with him at all times the "Outlaw" has avoided the necessity
of a locker. Those same notes have displayed the uses of the
loose-leaf system, especially when they have shown a desire
to decorate the class-room floor.
Again they have formed a
circulating library for the rest of the day scholars when the
time for the "papers" came-ronnd, and a good many will owe
their diplomas to "Amby." But "Fred" copies lectures by the
phonetic system and such mistakes as "bountiful hate" for
"Boniface the Eighth" crop out here and there. "Fred" has
realized the necessity of keeping in training during vacation
for the long climb up Mt. St. James, and so for the last two
summers he has held the heavyweight championship in bellhopping in the Block Island Bell Boys League by three stairs.
"Amby" is quite an oracle in Luby's Vernon Square Auditorium, the neighbors tell us. Moreover, he has shown the right.
spirit

by beginning

at the

bottom by

usual

first

selling shoes.
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FRANCIS W.
"Frank."

WALSH
"Baldy."

"The

Newport, R.

"Woolsh."

"Harp."

wild bird that drinks the
violets of the spring
music in his song and in
fluttering of his wing."
first

J
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I.

'-Cohen."

dew

From
Has
The

— Halleck

Vice President Athletic Ass'n (4). President Glee Club (41.
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
Dramatics (;, 2).
Orchestra
Treasurer Tennis
2, 3).
Class Basketball (4).
1,
Ass'n 12). Class Debating Team (4).
Class
1'

Football
In

''Frank"

of the class.

He

(2, 3).

mcst versatile members
le
can do almost anything but dance a clog.

we have one

of the

1

one of the original four that started on the Marathon course
from Special Latin to Senior and if the consensus of opinion
about the house has an) significance, he bids fair to winning
the first prize in popularity. "Baldy" has had man}- and peculiar room-mates, but he asserts that "Marry My Old College
Chum" is the best ever. "Harp" has been a member of almost
every athletic team in the class, but his special forte is. howis

basketball, and in this particular branch he excels.
"Woolsh" is the leading spirit of the "Harmony Four" and it
is due to his strenuosity that the quartette thrives and exists.
He can sing tenor one hundred and thirty proof, and is also
an adept at the other parts. "Frank" is a whole orchestra in
himself, his antics at the piano being very much a la Cohen.
lis rag-time endeavors are so famous that "Harry," his private secretary, is kept pretty busy refusing or accepting the
daintily scented invitations to entertain the fair sex at their
homes.
"Bald_\"," with his inseparables, "Bowse," "Sally"
"I larr}" and "jimmy," created quite a commotion when they
made their debut in the social world, and they easily proved
themselves the four hundred of the class. Personally "Frank"
is of a jovial disposition and during his long stay on the hill
he has acquired many and life-long friends, who wish him the
ever,

I

highest success

in all his

undertakings.

M
E

a
i

-

JOSEPH A DONOHUE,

Worcester, Mass.
Died Monday, Jan. 7, 1907.

JOHN

J. MCCARTHY, Walpole, Mass.
Died Sunday, Dec. 9, 1906.

WILLIAM

F. GALLIVAN, Westboro, Mass.
Died Thursday, Sept. 2, 1909.

THOMAS

A.

McKENNA, New

Died Wednesday, Nov.

York, N. Y.

24, 1909.
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One-Time Members
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I.

P.

Lynn, Mass.

Daniel R. Burns,

Jersey City, N.

Joseph W. Connelly,
William P. Connery,

Edmund

J.

James E. Barret,
John J. Barry,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Coleman,

Cunningham,
Worcester,
Albany,
Claremont,
Troy,

Mass.
N. Y.
N. H.

David L. Foran,
George K. Hunton,
N. Y.
James F. Kelley,
Coney Island, N. Y.
John F. Kelley,
Susquehanna, Pa.
.Victor M. Lea,
John R. McCullough, Jr.,

New
William M. McEnroe,

Hugh McKenna,
William E. Norris,
John J. Robinson, Jr.,
Gerald T. Stanley,
Thomas J. Aubrey,.

John J. Brosnan,
William J. Butler,
Francis

J.

Duffy,

Morris P. Flynn,
William J. Hagerty,
Ambrose Henessy,

James B. Kennedy,
John J. Kneeland,
John W. Oakes,
James C. O'Brien,
Daniel H. Prior,

Bedford, Mass.
Cohoes, N. Y.

Providence, R. I.
Boston, Mass.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
St.

Louis,

Norwich,
W. Warren,
Worcester,
N. Adams,
Maiden,
Chicopee,

Salem,
Springfield,

Worcester,
Worcester,
Fall River,

Albany,

Mo.
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Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
N. Y.

N. Walpole, N. H.
Meriden, Conn.
Glens Falls, N. Y.
Charlton, Mass.

Francis B. Cahill,
James P. Courtney,

Worcester, Mass.
Portland, Me.

Harold T. Gulliver,
Paul Hebert,

George J. Hogben,
William J. Lally,

Desmond

#

Northampton, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.

No. Adams, Mass.
Scranton, Pa.
F. Leonard,

McMahon,

Newport, R. I.
Woburn, Mass.

Jeremiah Morely,
John M. Morrison,
William H. Murphy,

Glens Falls, N. Y.
Hyde Park, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.
Jr.,

John

McCrohan,

J.

Henry

J.

Oliver A. Pechman,
Daniel J. Quigley,

Michael
Lester

J.

F.

Eagan,

Hammel,

James P. Higgins,
John V. Martin,
Charles F.

St.

Louis, Mo.

Holyoke, Mass.
New York, N. Y.
Canaan, N. H.
Attleboro, Mass.
Pawtucket, R.

I.

McKenna,

Cherry Valley, Mass.
Newport, R. I.
Jeremiah P. Murphy,
William V. O'Connor, Pawtucket, R. I.
Hyde Park, Mass.
O'Hern,
J. Iienry
So. Boston, Mass.
Walter J. Orchard,
Ware, Mass.
Francis X. Ryan,
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Our Class Presidents

WILLIAM P. CONNERY, JR.
President of the Class of 1910 in Freshman and Sopomore.

our class government is an indication of the part we are going to play when we are all
then the social order requires that we be shipped to Central America for the rest of our
natural lives. Our sojourn on the hill has been, to put it mildly, a bit strenuous. Other classes
have had practically the same administration fro m registration to diploma. Not so nineteen-ten.
We have had three administrations in our last two years here, scraps innumerable, plots, counterplots, invective and apology, and all the appur tenances of a regular legislative assembly,
To begin at the beginning our first presid ent was William P. Connery. His reign conesponds in our class history to the Golden Age of Classic Mythology.
All was peaceful and
serene as the election of municipal park board, If there ever was a practical exponent of liar
mony with a big H, Connery i? it. True there w ere some stormy meetings; for instance, the faIf

citizens,

—
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mous one in Freshman when the dispute arose concerning the distribution of the banquet
speeches among the various divisions. But when occasion demanded there was no thought of
clique or division.

When we came

was no longer with us. For the first time we had to
look about us for a president. The brain work required in the search was unaccustomed and exhausting.
Our idea of a president was Bill. Every man who was nominated was claimed to
back

in Junior, Bill

be the one man in the class most like Conneiy. Finally after due deliberation, Ed Callau got the
prize for giving the best imitation of our dear departed.
Callan's career was brief but eventful. There was always some news while Ed had hold
of the rudder. Ed was popular enough,
no man more so but between asking for holidays and
picking committees, the welkin kept ringing incessantly. There came finally an interregnum of
a month
a truce with the Faculty. The upshot was that Callan decided he preferred private
life and resigned in favor of that other representative of Connery's policies,
Gregory Scanlon.
The excitement abated somewhat but the Class Banquet renewed it. Nevertheless, Scanlon bore
himself well and kept the class in a reasonably peaceable condition, meaning that we carried
no concealed weapons till on the night of the banquet, the class was almost on speaking terms
with itself.
In an incredibly short-seeming time we were Seniors and again looking for a president.
Wars and rumors of war were afloat, and old time animosities were renewed. After a lively and
exciting campaign and election, our fourth and last president, Laurence F. O'Toole, was elected.
O'Toole is distinguished by his alacrity in leading the presidents of the other classes up to
the President's office in quest of a holiday, and by his tenacity of purpose once he is behind
the ground-glass door. He scents the holiday from afar, and fights valiantly for it.
His head is clear and in some class meetings every trace of its clarity is pressed into serHe knows "Cushing's Manual" by heart backwards, and the man who "rises to a point of
vice.
order" is usually mistaken. He also shows an endeavor to be impartial in his choice of committees which endeavor is appreciated by the class at large.
It is a stirring sight when the air is rent with calls for recognition, hisses, stamping of feet
and angry exchange of words, to see Larry striking his knuckles into the desk with such violence
as to raise him off his feet and crying "Order, order, gentlemen, order," with his lusty Clinton
voice. Needless to say "order" usually reappears in a short while.
From what has been said here it is not hard to realize that a Class Presidency is no mere
empty title. It carries with it laborious duties, and is the central point of many delicate situations with the result that a Class President at Holy Cross gains quite a share of honor and respect from his position.

—

—

—

—
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1911

Class Register

Genereux,

Benkert, Louis A.

Edmond

A.

McGrory, John

McHugh,

F.

Cornelius F.

Bennett,

*Gillon, Charles

Blake,

Glennon, Christopher F.

McKenna, William

Boldt, William F., Jr.

Haggerty, William

McNally, Louis K.

Caldarone, Alfred A.

Hearley, John H.,

Cobb, Eben

Flennessey, Daniel E.

Malloy, John R.

Hickson, Leo T.

Mongovan, John

Edward F.
Thomas A.

S.

Cordon, Callahan A.
Corrigan,

Jones, George

Thomas D.

Crotty,

James A.

Curran,

Edmund

F.

Curtin, John F.

Daly, Leo

J.

Decker, Francis G.

C.

J.

J.

F.

Melaugh, William B.

Jr.

O'Connell,

W.

Edward A.

Bernard L.

Junker, Jules X.

Blouffe,

Keany, Thomas L.

Ranney. Charles

Keough, Edwin J.
Lanphier, Arthur B.

Raymond,
Reilly,

John A.

Lawlor, Augustine

Reilly,

John

J.

F.

J.

AVilliam

F.

Lawlor, John C.

Roddy, Charles M.

Donohue, Michael A.

Maingot, A. Graham

Salmon, Thomas

Dowd, John A.

Maloney, Charles M.

Schuhart, Elmer C.

Ducharme, Carl A.

Maloney, E. Vincent

Shepherd, Vincent

Duffy, William F.

Martin, John A.

Smith, John

Durkin, Harry A.

Martin, Le

Donoghue, Florence

Fitzgibbons, James
Foley, Cornelius A.
Foster,

Leo T.

Gallivan,

James A.

J.

J.

Roy

Sullivan,

T.

McCaffrey, Jerome

*McGlynn, AVilliam

J.

P.

McGrath, Francis A.

J.

J.

J.

J.

John

D., Jr.

Uniack, John R.

Widdowson, Francis X.
Willo, John A.

CLASS OF

1911
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The Class
The

of 1911

year entered the ranks of Philosophy, with sixty-seven members of
an original Freshman class of eighty-seven. All told, this year has been an exceptionally bright
one for ns. In Athletics at Holy Cross, 1911 was well represented
throughout the year.
IN
FOOTBALL we supplied the squad with much material some helped to build the skill ol others
some worked and won in their effort to secure honors for Alma Mater. And in addition we
can proudly boast an '11 man as captain of next year's team.
class of 191

1

this

—

—

-

i

IN

TRACK

with a 191 1

man

consideration the inexperience of

some

pride in having been a factor in
that the success of the
191

1

as captain

we

had unlooked

And

for success.

taking

into

m en we

turned out the Junior Class can well take
the making of this year's track team.
We may rightly say

team has been

of the

in a

great measure due to the unrivalled captaincy of a

man.

IN

BASEBALL — Well, we

have the captain and what else do we want. With a fast team
this 191 1 man has piloted us through as successful a baseball season as visited Packachoag in
many years. As regards class contests we were not found wanting. For even though we departed from the scenes of contest not laurel crowned, our efforts were not in vain. In the first
interclass meet of many years r.911 was a creditable second
a virtual win.
Then in the
winter months a series of interclass basketball games claimed our attention. At the beginning
However, by dint of perseverof the season our showing was not up to our usual standard.
ance, we climbed the ladder to an unhoped for third place.
1911 claimed for itself an eagerly
expected distinction by reversing precedent in besting the power of the Seniors' debating ability
in a keenly contested discussion, a boast in the possession of few Junior classes.
Goodfellowship can never be too often the topic, or at least the victim of an expressive
pen. For besides that, there is no greater means of lending to the comfort and enjoyment of a
family such as we make up. However, no spiteful factionary squabbles cloud the peaceful horizon by which we are ever surrounded. And if the "bien faisance" continues and we can vouch
it shall continue
we foresee for 191 1 an unprecedented career when it returns to don cap and
gown.

—

—

—

t^
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1912 Class Register
Sophomore A.

Sophomore

Boland, John F.

Bergholtz, Edgar A.

Bouvier, L. Arthur

Buckley, Charles A.

Cahill,

Coffey,

Henry

James

B.

J.

Conaty, Charles C.
Deneen, Cornelius

Donoghue, John

F.,

J.

Jr.

Dore, John A.
Dorger, Clarence
Finneran, John J.

Devane, Joseph F. X.
Emerson, William A.

Fitzgerald, John T.

Gilmartin, John G.

Donohue, Florence A.

Gallagher,

Foley, John

Honnen, Albert

J.

Edwin

P.

Kelleher, Dennis F.
Kelly, Francis A.

Kelly, John F.

Kennedy, Daniel

Hugh

>!:

Estes, Francis L.

J.

Manog-ue, Albert B.

McCormick, Edwin R.

McGowan, Francis P.
McKenna, Harold T.

Kelly,

Henry

Graham, Walter C.
Horan, John J.
*Joy, William P.
Keefe, James A.
King, Leo A.
Leamy, James P.
Magner, Thomas H.
*Mahoney, Daniel J.
Marron, John B.
McKeough, James A.

A.
E., Jr.

Hurley, Cornelius

Grady, William L.
Hassett,

James H.
Geary, Walter E.
Collins, John J.
Collins, William J.
Carr,

B.

J.

J.

Kirby, John F.
Mulcahy, William L.
O'Brien, Donald R.
O'Meara, John W.
Prendergast, John F.
Prendergast, John G.
Prohaska, George A.
Reavey, William A.
Slattery, John McCoy
Sweeney, Edward A.

Mellet, Francis E.

Monahan, James J.
Nagle, Walter G.
Nolan, James A.

Morrissey, John

J.

Nugent, John

A.

Tobin, James F.

*0'Brien, Denis A.

J.

Welch, John E.

O'Brien, William F.

J.

O'Brien, Francis

Reynolds, Patrick
Shay, John J., Jr.

John J.
Toner, James V.
Whalen, Joseph T.
Sullivan,

James G.
Sullivan, John P.
Russell,

J.

Sophomore

C.

Bannan, Francis E.
*Cagliostro, Vincent A.
Callahan, William L.

Sutliff,
J.

Edward A.

Tobin, Francis A.
Treacy, John P,

CLASS OF

1912
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The Class
Once more the

expectant youth, and yet once more
scribble a few

summons

bell clangs its

words about ourselves.

you run, you must

Our second milestone
ball,

football,

ings along

basketball,

life's

teen twelve!

Nor

is

is

once more the course

we tremblingly

but to look at our bulk to see our worth.
are; so, as

;

of 1912

Why we

is

thronged with eager,

dip our quill into the well of the past to

should do this

But, gentle friend,

we cannot

say, for

one needs

we have been asked and

here

we

read.

just past

— aye,

and

new

tennis and track,

way, but we will put none

to

laurels

are

all

crown the brows

blush by proclaiming our prowess.

predict the greatest class in the history of our

this

any empty mouthing".

do not

Base-

merely incidents, happen-

incidents,

We

We

of our heroes.

Watch

nine-

Alma Mater.

talk or boast as

much

as our brother classes,

but our representatives are the mainstay of every varsity team.

Now,

just a

word

of cheer for our departing fellows, the

"Comet A-i 1910"

class.

your fighting weapons keen and bright with use, so that when the cycle of your years

you may enjoy that peace and honor which

God speed

thee every one.

is

the portion of him

who

Keep
is

full

"has fought a good fight."

'

J
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1913 Class Register
Freshman A.
Baxter, C. Carroll
Berry, Francis C.
Brophy, Wilfred R.
Burns, Bernard J.
Burns, Edward F.
Cawley, Patrick J.
Cleary, John M.
Corey, William S.
Daley, Andrew J.
Desnoes, Percy H.
Ford, John F.
Glennon, Clarence

Keville,

George

O'Brien,
O'Tocle,

Jr.

C.

Thomas
Powers, Edward B.
Russell, Edmund, Jr.
San Souci, Joseph
Shea, John P.
Smith, A. Rogers
Tally, William P.

J.

O., Jr.

J.,

Jr.

J..

Wickham. Alphonsus
Wilmot, Charles R.

Freshman B.
Barry, James F., Jr.
Colleary, William B.
Coyle, Joseph P.
Creamer. John A.
Dalton, Joseph P.
Davitt, James L.

Diamond. Harry J.
*Dugan, Edward L.
*Dunn, James P., Jr.
Durgin, John F.
Foran,
Grant,
Healy,
Hines,

Francis L.

John F.
Timothy

J.

Alfred C.
Kenney, Charles T.

T.

J.

Grady, James F.
Halpine, Stuart F.
Hamel, Ignatius A.
Hanley, William J.
Hartnett, John T., Jr.
*Hazard, George N.
Hurley, John E.
Jackson, Lawrence J.
Keenan, Francis L.
Kelley, James P.
Kraft, John E.

Leahey. Maurice J.
McCarthy. Walter H.

Murphy, James B.
Murphy, Paul D.
O'Haire, Sylvester R.
O'Toole, Laurence F.
Quinn, John K.

Mullen, A. Vincent.
J.

O'Connor, John J. A.
*Pettine, Ulderico A.
Quinn, John J., Jr.
Regan, Francis G.
Reilly, John H.
Rhatigan, Clarence J.
Smyth, Anthony T.
Tracy, Martin J.
Special.

Callahan, Frederick

Dempsey, T. Clifford
Dooling, William H.
Dunphy, Pierce J.
Gilligan, Francis T.
*Hegarty, John E.
Hughes. George P.
Kreft, Edmund L.
Mayhew, Alfred F.

McDonnell, Edward F.
McMullen, Paul J.
McNally, Thomas H.,
Pickett,

John

Pombo, Jose Joaquin
*Prior, Francis L.
Rocney, James T.
*Spillane, Bernard

Freshman

D.

W,

Jr.

F.

Slein,

John J.
James P.
Wiseman, Robert R.

W.

Cogan, J. Edward
Cooney, Philip J.
Coughlin. Francis X.
*Craig, Francis P.

Sullivan,

Brady, Frederick

r

F.

O'Connell, John F.

Finley, Edmund L.
Fitzgerald, John A.
Freel, John H.
Gallagher. Francis I.
Gilrain, John P.

E.

Thomas

Murphy, John

Anglim, Harold T.
Burke, Walter F.
Dacey, George J.

Murphy, Philip G.
Nolan, Michael T.
O'Connell, Joseph V.
O'Neill, Ralph J.
Reran, Stephen P.

James

Raymond

Mulhearn, Daniel B.
C.

Mulroy, John R.

Rourke, Simon A.
Schuhart, Herbert
flattery, Allan W.
Voigt, Ernst T.

Lavelle,

Moriarty,

Dempsey, Thomas F.
Durkin, William F.

Reilly,

Duane, Thomas L.
Durkin, Joseph J.
Heffern, William J.
Lahey, Michael E.

McCarthy, Walter D.

Freshman
J.

Cogswell, Clarence E.
Conley, William J., Jr.
Dolan, Daniel J.
Donlcn, Charles J.
Doyle, John A.

Markham, Thomas F.
McCarthy, James M., Jr.

Walsh, Charles J.
Walsh, William A.

Mahoney, Joseph A.

McGowan, Daniel
Melick, Edward J.

L.

P.,

McGuire, James L.
Mooney, Donald S.
Mooney, E. Leland

Hartnett, Joseph F.
Hurley, James J.
Lahey, James A.

MacMahon. Thomas

William

Love, Joseph

Wholean, William

J.

de, Jr.

CLASS OF

1913
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The Class
The Freshman,

the

largest

of 1913

Holy

ever at

and by

Cross,

far

the

largest

country pursuing a strictly classical course, boasts close to one hundred and

We

have given a fresh impetus

college activities on

to

be a banner class and to set records, which will be

prominently
class track

in all

We

branches of athletics.

meet and incidentally the

Mount

St.

fifty

class

largely constituted of

James and bid

prominently.
in

class,

The Freshman team made

Freshmen have shone

difficult to surpass.

We

relay championship.

have outstripped

made

it

from us to profess ourselves

a brilliant record in the class

a

We

room.

for

fight

the end conceded the series to the Senior quintet

Far be

by

a

the basketball

last fall

championship, but

narrow margin.

class of grinds, but

held our

own

we do

in the

confess that

we have

debating society and

the utmost difficulty that the decision of the Philomathic Debate

was with

of

all

and on the baseball squad several 1913 men shone

game

a

fair to

started off well by handily winning the inter-

inter-class

men from our

the

members.

the other classes in contributing athletes to the varsity teams, and the football eleven

was

in

was awarded

it

to the

Sophomores.

We
which

were thoroughly imbued with the grand Holy Cross

spirit

we have

evinced

by our

fostered and developed

holds fair play as
lege

itself

its

motto.

and inter-collegiate

life.

it,

brilliant

spirit shortly after

showing on Holy Cross Night.

During the year

uniting a strong class with a stronger college

It is this spirit

which

our arrival,

spirit,

which

will actuate us in all the activities of col-
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Preparatory Register
Fourth

Year.

a

Bannan, James M.
Birt,

James

Brett,
Cahill,

G.

Henry W.

O'Connell, Joseph E.

Gruber, Charles

Shea, John F.

Leon, Joseph F.

Sheehan, Philip

Murphy, John M.

J.

Sweeney,

J.

Francis

Murray, Leslie B.

Walsh, David

Thomas

Curry, Francis

Third Year.

*Durack, Victor

J.

Costa,

J.

Harder,

Albert

P.

Smullens, William
Special.

Bowen, Roger

C.

Conner, Edgar R.

J.

Hanlon, Joseph P.

Hemsworth, Joseph A.

Cotter,

Harper, John H.

Henderson, Joseph A.

Donohoe, John F.

Hickey, Martin H.

Horgan, Paul

Doyle,

J.

Kelly,

Edmund M.

Kelley, John

Kelly,

Lawrence

McLoughlin, Joseph H.

La

Plante,

S.

Leo H.

O'Donnell,

J.

Cornelius G.

Thomas

O., Jr.

Frawley, Charles

J.

Chester

Garvey, John

J.

J.

Harris, Walter C.

Leahy, John F.

Rafferty, Charles F.

Healy, John B.

Lecesne, Victor G.

Rogers, Daniel R.

Kane, Thomas B.

*Maynard, Arthur

J.,

Kelly, A. Joseph

Jr.

Second Year.

McAuliffe, Ralph A.

McCabe, Francis E.
McPartland, Edward

Murphy, John E.

Connell,
J.

Charles F.

De Nomme, Arthur
Farrell,

John

T.

J.

J.

*Galvin, Joseph G.

J.

J.

P.

T.

Cunningham. Leo

J.

Andrew
Joseph

Riley,

Nicholas V.

Cowan, Charles

I.

Dorohovich, John

O'Rourke, Lawrence

J.

Quinn,

Carney, Frederick L.

Finn, John

Mignot, Ferdinand C.

J.

Francis P.

Thomas J.
Campion, Thomas M.

Jr.

J.,

Sullivan.

*Callan,

Courtney,

Giordano, Joseph F.

J.

J.

William

Cairns, Robert

Murray, Robert

Murphy, George
Rice,

J.

James

J.

Rice, William H.

*White, John M.

P.

PREP.
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Officers

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Of the College of the Holy Cross

RT. REV.

THOMAS

D.

BEAVEN, D

D., '70,

Honorary President.

DR.

MICHAEL

FALLON,

F.

'8*.

President.

REV.

JEREMIAH

J.

CURTIN,

'77,

First Vice-President.

JOHN

COLLINS,

J.

'84,

Second Vice-President.

THOMAS

H.

SULLIVAN,

'91,

Secretary-Treasurer.

THOMAS B. LAWLER,
REV. OWEN M. McGEE,
WILLIAM

I.

'85,
'89,

McLOUGHLIN,

Executive Committee.

'93,

DR.

MICHAEL

F.

FALLON

President Alumni Association.
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The Alumni
Loyalty to Alma Mater has always been characteristic of the sons of Holy Cross. The
of business, the world-famed surgeon, the silver-tongued barrister, and the missionary
toiling in far distant lands for his Master, all turn back in reverie to the days they have spent
at Holy Cross.
Wherever we have a handful of Holy Cross men we find a bond of union,
an esprit de corps, which is the marvel of the graduates of other colleges.
Holy Cross spirit

man

and Holy Cross loyalty have always been by- words all over the land, but during the past few
years, as the result of the efficient and persistent work of the officers of the Alumni Association, the "old grads" have shown more and more their affection for the college on the "Hill of
Pleasant Springs" that was, years ago, the scene of their joys and sorrows, struggles and
triumphs. Every year the "Purple" chronicles a long list of alumni who are sending sons or
brothers to imbibe the classic lore and spirit of Holy Cross, and the fondest wish oi a Ploly
Cross alumnus is that his Alma Mater may be able to point to his sons and say, as Cornelia
said of Tiberius and Cains, "These are my jewels."
In 1907 the number of our graduates passed the thousand, and the fact that this year
nearly three times as many are to be graduated as in 1900, shows what strides our alumni arttaking in numbers.
Social Alumni Associations are a thing of very recent origin at Holy Cross, the first
branch inaugurated being the Connecticut Alumni Association, organized in 1896. Other branches
were soon formed in Worcester County, Bristol County, Berkshire County, Northeastern
Pennsylvania, New York, Boston, Rhode Island and Philadelphia. On March 30 of this year
the graduates of the Merrimac Valley held their first annual dance, and steps are now being
taken for the formation of a Merrimac Valley Alumni Association.
As a lasting memorial of the financial support of our old students we have our magnificent new building, Alumni* Hall, erected in 1905, and which is being paid for by the generosity
of the Alumni.
Nor does, the student of the present day look upon an alumnus as some indefinite person
having little or no connection with him, for at each annual observance of "Holy Cross Night,"
our "Old Grads" who have blazed a trail of success in life come back to give a few words of cheer
and encouragement to the collegian, and without ruthlessly tearing away from him his rosytinted visions of success, to remind him that the road to prominence is long and strewn with obstacles. And each June as Alma Mater sends a few more devoted sons to add to the glory of her
name, the Alumni come back and make the rafters ring with their refrain:

"Thy sons are true
They fight for you
Oh Holy Cross."

THE PURPLE PATCHER
Officers 1910

WORCESTER COUNTY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Of the College

JOHN

of the

Holy Cross

McGRATH,

F.

'02,

President.

GEORGE

BELISLE,

E.

'89,

Vice-President.

THOMAS

SULLIVAN,

H.

'91,

Secretary.

GEORGE

F.

O'DAY, M.

D., '96,

Treasurer.

CHARLES
REV.
C.

J.

OWEN

HICKEY,
M. McGEE,

'95,
'59,

EUGENE McGILLICUDDY,
Executive Committee.

'91,

J31
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CONNECTICUT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Or THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS.
Organized Feb. 12, 1896.
Rev. William H. Rogers, '68, President.
Dr. Patrick H. Harriman, '81, Vice-President.
Stephen W. Wilby, '88, Secretary.
Patrick T. O'Brien, '91, Treasurer.

Executive Committee.
George E. Beam, '74,
Walter E. Monegan, '02,
Hon. Jeremiah J. Dempsey, ex-'73,
*Rev. Luke F. Lawler, 'ex-'94.
* Deceased.

HOLY CROSS CLUB OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
Organized 1906.
Rev. Edward J. Flood, '89, President.
Augustine P. Conniff, '02, Vice-President.
John J. Reedy, '99, Secretary-Treasurer.
Executive Committee.
Rev. Patrick J. Durkan, '00,
Rev. Andrew J. Brennan, '00,
Rev. Hugh J. Ruddy, '02,
Joseph A. Healy, ex-'04,
James F. O'Boyle, 'ex-'0*.

RHODE ISLAND ASSOCIATION

HOLY CROSS CLUB OF NEW YORK

OF HOLY CROSS ALUMNI.
Organized 1908.

Organized 1906.

Thomas

B. Lawler, '85, President.

James E. Gaynor, '90,
Rev. John E. Wickham, '99, Vice-Presidents.
John G. McTigue, '00, Secretary.
Henry S. Austin, '01, Treasurer.
Directors.

Rev. Thomas J. M. Hanselman, '90,
Rev. William J. Mulcahy, '91,
Rev. James T. Delehanty, '94,
Dr. Frederick J. McKechnie, '96,
Rev. Patrick J. Madden, '00,
Ambrose L. O'Shea, '03,
David B. Hoar, '05,
Edward J. Hogerty, '06,
John H. Beckley, '08.

BRISTOL COUNTY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OF THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS.
Organized 1900 v
Owen J. Eagan, D.D.S., '88, President.
Rev. Patrick E. McGee, '85, Vice-President.
Thomas A. Dolan, '06, Secretary.
Henry F. Nickerson, ex-'98, Treasurer.

Dr. John F. Kerins, '83, President.
Rev. Thomas J. O'Connor, ex-'04, Vice-President.
Edward L. Halliwell, '03, Secretary.
Joseph H. Gainer, '99, Treasurer.

William

HOLY CROSS CLUB OF BOSTON.
Organized 1907.
Dr. John T. Bottomley, '89, President.
James E. McConnell, '86, Vice-President.
John B. Dore, '91, Secretary.
Thomas J. Kelly, '80, Treasurer.
Executive Com mittee.
Rev. William H. Fitzpatrick, '62,
Michael J. McNeirny, '73,
William B. F. Whall, '74.

Executive Committee.
Pyne, ex-'96,

With the President,
Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer.

HOLY CROSS CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA
Organized April, 1908.
William M. Hussie, '03, President.
Dr. John J. Moylan, ex-'81, Vice-President.
Vincent T. Meaney, '07, Secretary.
Dr.

Andrew

J.

Downes,

'82,

Treasurer.

Trustees.

Eugene T. McCarthy, '07,
James J. Spring, ex-'09,
Nicholas

J.

Colman,

ex-' 10,

With the President,
Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer.

BERKSHIRE COUNTY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Executive Committee.
Michael H. Shea, M.D., '86,

James T. Cummings, '88,
John McCullough, ex-'81.

J.

OF THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS.

Organized 1903.
*Rev. Charles E. Burke, '69, President.
Rev. James J. Donnelly, '87, Vice-President.
James A. Treanor, '95, Secretary.
William J. Mercer, M. D., '91, Treasurer.
Executive Committee.
*Rev. Charles E. Burke, '69,
James A. Treanor, '95,
Rev. William J. Dower, '78,

Henry Howard, M.D., '94,
George A. Fagan, M.D., '94.

E.

*

Deceased.
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B.
It is

power and

with a laudable

From

ability.

contests has followed in

F.

Debating Society

feeling- of pride that

wake.

its

we

refer to this society as the

Full well did the early pioneers of

of such a society.

Holy Cross recognize the

later president of the

and Bishop Healy, took upon themselves to establish the forensic arena

Article

I

many and such important

of the constitution reads

thousand eight hundred and

and

"This society was founded

:

of eloquence

and readiness

forty-six, the seventieth

New

Catholic College in

in

debate."

men

wherein,

as

college,

since

those

questions have been discussed pro and con.

essentially a debating society, having for

is

of forensic

accord with their natural instincts, such

In

Judges Henry H. Dodge, Henry Brownson, Rev. Edward Boone,

felicitous days, so

home

very beginnings up to the present day, a long series of victorious

its

and needs

oft-told benefits,

J.

its

of the

in the

year of our Lord one

independence of the United States

object the increase of knowledge, cultivation

Three years elapsed between the founding

England, and the establishment of a debating society

of this oldest

which

it

had

thoroughly organized.

Another

article of the constitution

"The society adopts
initials of

as a token of affection

the Rt. Reverend Benedict Joseph

founder of Holy Cross."
proof

in itself that

An

a fund

nam e

the society cherishes the

between teams representative

membership

is

Fen wick, one

:

of the bishops of Boston,

and

the

The* fact that the socie ty has flourished constantly and victoriously

annual event of great importance

class debate
ty's

name and the reason of its selection
and gratitude the name B. J. F., these letters being the

informs us of the

limited.

The winning

founded by the Rev. John

J.

in

of

its

founder.

the history of the B.

of th e Seniors

side

is

is

awarded

Fallon of the class of

J.

F.

and Junior classes

is

the public inter-

to

whom

the socie-

a purse of forty dollars, the interest
'80.

on

B.

J.

F.

DEBATING TEAM
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1909-1910

Officers

MODERATOR,
Rev.

Michael

J.

Mahony,

S. J.

PRESIDENT,
First

Term.

Second

Edmund W. Flynn,

'10,

Cornelius

J.

Term.
Sullivan, '10.

VICE-PRESIDENT,
John

James A. Crotty, '11,

F. Reilly, '11.

SECRETARY,
Leo T. Foster,

John H. Hearlev,

'11,

'11.

TREASURER,
William

J.

O'Keefe,

William

'10,

J.

O'Keefe,

CENSOR,
D. Francis Curtin, '10,

John A. Willo,

'11.

'10.
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Philomathic Debating Society
The Philomathic Debating
records nevertheless in

its

though not

Society,

J.

F.,

history of thirty-five years an existence fully as eventful and interest-

Cherishing this priceless legacy with

ing.

as old as the sister society, the B.

Freshmen and Sophomore

all

due appreciation

of those

who founded

it,

the

classes of each succeeding year avail themselves of its vast opportu-

nities.

The
affords

its

object and aim of the society

members an opportunity

knowledge

of questions of an

custom

some generous alumnus

for

debate by

to offer three gold

the

the Philomathic Debating Society

seph

J.

e.,

1910,

two lower

O'Connor purse, being

sand dollars, donated as

a

our memory.
matter, as

we

a

happy faculty

classes.

make

to

award

name, "Philomathic:"

of speech,

Until this year

Previously,

the

its

last

mock

it

trust that

feel that

it

has been the
in public

trials, literary circles,

annual prize debate, however,

following

welcome

announcement:

for the Philomathic debate will be the Jo-

of

Joseph

J.

O'Connor, of the class of

1909,

who

died

at

17th, 1909."

been the inter-collegiate debates entered into by the Philomathic

We

"It

and of acquiring a

medals which were contested for

the occasion of

was able

its

purse of forty dollars yielded by a permanent fund of one thou-

memorial

Xewburyport, Mass., February

Few have

On

for the first time, the

)

derived from

of developing that

and private debates were the custom.

(i.

readily

economic or literary character."

members chosen from

"Next year,

is

some

class in the nea

r

— none

within

future will again adopt the initiative in this

would stimulate an additional

tivation of that admirable faculty of public oratory

interest in the society,

and power

of debate,

and

in

the cul-
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Officers 1909-1910

MODERATOR,
Fr. Johnson, S.

J.

PRESIDENT,
First

Term.

Hugh Gallagher,

Second Term.

Denis A. O'Brien,

'12,

'12.

VICE-PRESIDENT,
Patrick

J.

Daniel

Reynolds, '12,

B.

Mulhearn,

'13.

SECRETARY,
Daniel B. Mulhearn,

John G. Prendergast,

'13,

'12.

TREASURER,
John

Albert E. Honnen,

F. Kirby, '12,

'12.

CENSOR,
Edgar A. Bergholtz,

'12,

Cornelius F. Deneen, '12.

a
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Sodality of the Immaculate Conception
Of the many

societies at

who

upon the

lives of those

ception.

Organized Dec.

prolific

source of good

10 has been the

8,

Holy Cross there

participate in

in its history.

vital influence

exercises than the Sodality of the Immaculate Con-

— and increased constantly

all to

but one that exercises a more

has for these past sixty-six

1844, this society

most prosperous

the college, inviting

its

is

the

number

filial

untary exercises constitute the essence of the Sodality.

flourished,

welcome

to every student in

devotion to the Mother of God.

Thus

truly liberal education.

is

Vol-

the spirit of religion blends harmo-

niously with the intellectual and the physical training in the development of true manhood.
the society identifies itself with that which

—

of its sodalists, until the year 1909-

It extends a gracious

co-operate in furthering a

years

Thus

basic and of primary importance in the growth of a
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Officers 1909-1910
DIRECTOR,
Rev. Frederick

W. Heaney,

S. J.

PREFECT,
Term.

First

Stephen

P.

Second Term.

Phelan, '10,

Philip H. Donnelly, '10.

FIRST ASSISTANT,
Philip H. Donnelly, '10,

Augustine F. O'Neil,

'10.

SECOND ASSISTANT,
James

F.

John

Connors, '10,

F. Reilly, '11.

SECRETARY,
John

William

F. Reilly, '11,

F. Shields, '10.

REGULATOR,
Charles

J.

Rankey,

'11,

Ranney,

'11.

Charles M. Roddy,

'11.

Charles

J.

ASSISTANT REGULATOR,
Edwin

P.

Hassett, '12,

MUSIC LEADER,
Francis X. Widdowson, '11.
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Day
A

society that exerts a

attending Holy Cross
er of

God.

is

Its object in

the

Scholars' Sodality

marked

Day

general

is

influence on the religious character of the day students

Scholars' Sodality, auspiciously dedicated to the Blessed

deep and

filial

devotion to Mary,

Weekly meetings
on the duties of
engaged.

To

are held, at

a Sodalist,

Moth-

the fostering of religious fervor in the exercise of piety, and in

the practice of good works, while in particular
a

14J

it is

the instilling into the hearts of

its

members

Our Mother.;
which one

of

the

Reverend Fathers addresses the members

encouraging them to ipersevere

in

the

good work

in

the arduous and persistent labor of the moderator, Mr. Charles F.

which they are
Connor,

S.

J.,

nobly assisted by the Prefects, are due the rapid growth and widespread influence of this Sodality.

It is

the fond wish of the moderator and the

increase so that

it

may become

those inscribed upon

its roll.

members

a great source of pride to

that the society shall continue to

Holy Cross and

of spiritual benefit to
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Officers

1909-1910

MODERATOR,
Charles F.

Connor,

S.

J.

PREFECT,
Term.

First

\

Second Term.

Michael E. Lahey,

Alfred

13,

C. Hines, '13.

ASSISTANTS,
John

James A. Crotty,

F. Boland, '12,

Florence A. Donohue,

John

'11,

F.

'11.

Mongovan,

'11

.

SECRETARY,
Alfred

Thomas

C. Hines, '13,

J.

Salmon,

'11.

ORGANIST,
William L. Mulcahy,

'12.

SACRISTAN,
Thomas

J.

Michael E. Lahey,

Salmon, '11,

'13.

CONSULTORS,
Le Roy T. Martin,
James

J.

Hurley,

'11,

'13,

William L. Mulcahy,
Robert

J.

'12.

Cairns, Prep., '10.
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The Holy Cross Purple
The monthly magazine published
our institutions.

least venerable of

Many

at the

known

college and

years ago

made

it

at present

it

has quite a respectable standing

among

several letters sent to the moderator, Mr. Kimball, S.

J.,

"The Purple"
modest

first

its

pamphlet-like form, and has since gone on increasing in size and
til

as

— breathe

it

by old

staff

men

not the

appearance

gently

The

college magazines.

is

—

in merit un-

writer has seen

praising, in

most

grati-

How-

fying terms, the present volume of the Purple even at the expense of the older volumes.
ever,

it

may

be said that those old slim numbers

graphically depict the

Much
James

F.

life at

'10.

His

exceedingly

interesting

reading

and

the college of any given period.

credit for the present year's

Connors

make

in

editorials,

work of the Purple

is

due

to

its

editor-in-chief,

Mr.

always timely, forceful and natural are interesting and im-

pressive.

Too much cannot be
is

said for Mr. Kimball,

soliciting articles the Purple

As

S. J.,

who

keeps the

is

other through

functions

its

Alumni

is

that of keeping the

Section.

Alumni

grad" subscribers.

in

we may

game

or meet.

Not the

least

touch with the college, and with each

Each month there appears

gleaned from anywhere and everywhere, which,
ple's "old

While he

authority for everything pertaining to athletic

history recording in fullest detail each football contest or baseball
its

pens going.

need never fear a shortage of matter.

the chronicle of the college the Purple

important of

staff

a

plentitude of

be sure,

is

Alumni

gossip

not overlooked by the Pur-

PURPLE STAFF,

1910
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Purple Staff

BOARD OF EDITORS.
Editor-in- Chief,

James F. Connors,

'10.

Editors,

Francis de Sales Misner, '10,

Lawrence

James A. Crotty,

Edmund

John H. Hearley,

John

'11,

Edwin

'11,

F. Reilly, '11,

John McCoy Slattery,

'12,

Donald

R. O'Brien,

J.

F.

F.

O'Toole,

Curran,

Keough,

'10.

"11.

'11.

Denis A. O'Brien,

'12.

Walter G. Nagle,

'12.

"12.

Business Managers,

Stephen

P.

Phelan, '10,

William

P.

McGlynn,

'11.
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The Dramatic Society
Rev. Joseph H. Harm, S. J.
Leon A. Selman, '10

Moderator,
President,
Vice-President,
Secretary,
Treasurer,

Business Manager,
Stage Manager,
Assistant Stage Manager,
Electrician,
Dramatic Instructor,

Frank A. Bowes, '10
William P. McGlynn, '11
John H. Hearley, Jr., '11
Bernard W. Feeny, '09
Denis A. O'Brien, '12
Robert J. Murray, Prep.
Nicholas V. Costa, Prep.
Charles F. Connor, S. J.

Dramatics have always been an important item in the College Chronicle at Holy Cross.
During our course we have enjoyed four splendid productions, one at the close of each
year, which have been admitted by all to be among the first in the line of amateur dramatics.
In
this branch of College life the students have ever taken a lively interest
nor was this interest
lacking on the part of the faculty. The success which has attended the efforts of the society has
been, to a great extent, due to the untiring zeal of the competent moderator, Rev. Father Hann,
Yet his energetic coaching could have accomplished little had not the society offered excelS. J.
;

lent material.

The

quality of plays has always been that which should characterize all College productestify that this spirit was manifested in those

namely culture and refinement, and we can
which we have had the pleasure of witnessing.

tions,

The class, through the "Patcher" wishes to extend its sincere congratulations to
Charles F. Connor, S. J., who assisted Fr. Hann in the direction of dramatics this year.
play itself was the best expression of his dramatic ability.
1907

DRAMATICS

The

class of 1910 had it's first opportunity
an adaptation of Scott's novel of the same .name,

Mr.

The

1909.

of seeing the

work

presented on

May

of the society in
6,

1907,

in

"Rob Roy,"

the

Franklin

Square Theatre.

The leading
year.

was undertaken by Daniel
His voice and carriage were suited exactly

audience indicated

Thomas

role
its

Prior, who left us at the end of Freshman
to the part, and the hearty applause of the large
J.

appreciation of his efforts.

It was a
J. Median's interpretation of the character of Dougall was excellent.
part requiring much dramatic ability, and Mr. Meehan deserved the great praise that he won.

*48.
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William Conroy, also

a

member

in his presentation of the part of

of our class in

Freshman, acquitted himself very creditably

McGregor.

The play selected by the society for 1908 was "The Hidden Gem" by Cardinal Wiseman,
which was presented with decided success in the Franklin Theatre on May 4. In this production
Thomas J. Median had another splendid opportunity of displaying his powers of acting, in the
role of Bibulus, possibly a more difficult one than that played by him the year before. His marvellous facial expressions were the topic of much favorable criticism.
The work of John W. Finnerty deserves special mention. He played the part of Eusebius,
leader of the slaves, and his remarkable voice and graceful stage presence won for him much
merited applause.
F. Chester Leahy deserves great praise for the dramatic skill which he evidenced throughout the performance. His elocution was perfect and his portrayal of the part true to nature.
Other members of the class appeared in the chorus, composed of slaves in the house of
Euphemianus. Among them Francis A. Bowes and Augustine F. O'Neil were especially to be
noted.

On

April 27, 1909, the Dramatic Society presented in the Franklin Square Theatre a fouract comedy entitled "Professor Babbitt's Tragedy," an adaptation of Augustine Daly's "A Night
Off." This play was a departure from the style of those of the previous years, the cast being
composed of fewer members. Perhaps this may explain the decided success of the comedy as
greater attention could be given to each part.
The play was overflowing with comic situations in which excellent opportunity was afforded the actors to display their talents.
Thomas J. Median, who, by this time hadgained fame from- his previous appearances, impersonated the character of Justinian Babbitt. Here, too, Mr. Meehan had a difficult role and
again he measured up to the occasion in such a way as to merit unstinted applause.
Mr. Leon A. Selman, made his first appearance in Holy Cross dramatics in the character of
Lord Mulbery, a part which called for much dramatic ability. Mr. Selman's grace of carriage
and pleasing manner endeared^ him to the students and the Worcester patrons of the society.
"

"ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME."
The vehicle in which the Dramatic Society made its public appearance this year, on the
night of May 23rd, was one of Mr. Gillette's famous comedies, "All the Comforts of Home."
Universal opinion has it that one of the greatest hits of its career was scored. The comedy is in four acts, and its comic situations and amusing characters afforded delightful entertainment. The cast was well-balanced. Each member seemed thoroughly to understand his
production.
character, putting into the part the life it demanded, and the result was a finished
'10,
private
dwelling
into
a boardas Alfred Hastings, who turns his uncle's
James E. Mahoney
ing house during the latter's absence, won great applause for his excellent work. He was excep-
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tionally clever because of the naturalness which he sustained throughout. In fact, it may be said,
he "lived" the part rather than acted it.
The comedy role could not have been in better hands than those of Edmund A. Genereux, 'ii.
His admirable interpretation of the part ably assisted by his own characteristic
traits in the mirth-provoking strain furnished a pleasing contrast to Hasting's person, and enhanced with his ludicrous makeup, his antics kept the audience in continuous laughter.
Leon A. Selman, '10, appeared as "Jack Bender, a stage-struck youth." In the delineation
of that character, Mr. Selman's dramatic ability was clearly brought out, and that same grace
^

and natural manner in which he manifested in the plays of the previous year, once more gained
for him the applause of a delighted audience.
The character of Josiah Bender, Jack's father was ably portrayed by Charles C. Conaty,
'i2.
He displayed excellent skill in acting the role of an old man, and brought out strongly the
characteristics of the part.
most difficult character, that of Mozart
teacher, received an excellent delineation from
preciated by all.

A

John

McCoy

Slattery, '12,

worthy

of

Dabney,
William

a

nervous

P.

McGlynn.

and broken-down music
His acting was fully ap-

much commendation

for
his
impersonation of
Chester Playwell, another "Booth," as also does John A. Willo, 'n, who played the part of Egbert
Pettibone, the suspecting father. Both displayed rare abilities.
John H. Hearley, Jr., '11, and William J. Hefrern '13, as two medical students and bosom
friends, made a very good impression.
The natural abilities of James G. Russell, '12, who assumed the character of Judson Langhorn, a gentleman of leisure, made it very easy for him to carry his part with a finish that was
pleasing to all.
The part of Augustus McSnatch was ably performed by Gregory J. Scanlon, '10. His acting and appearance on the stage were a source of much pleasure.
A. Roger Smith, '13, was very clever as a typical messenger boy.
Michael A. Donohue.
'13,
'it, as the Butler, and Daniel T- Dolan,
as the man upstairs, also deserve mention.
To the able and energetic efforts of Mr. Charles Connor, S. J., instructor, Mr. Bernard
Feeny, '09, business manager, and Mr. Denis A. O'Brien, '12, stage manager, the success of the

play

is

is

large/y due.

THE CAST.
Alfred Hastings, M. D.

Tom McDow,
Josiah Bender,
Jack Bender,

Mozart Dabney,
Chester Playwell,
Egbert Pettibone,

Theodore Pettibone,
Victor Smith,
Judson Langhorn,
Augustus McSnatb,
Alphonse Struthers,
Ludkins,
Messenger,

Pettibone's Nephew,
Hastings' Protege,
Retired Banker,
His Sm. "Stage Struck,"

James

Broken Down Music Teacher,
Another "Booth,"

A

Suspecting Father.
His Son, Harvard Medical,
Harvard, Medical, '08,

Gentleman

'08,

of Leisure,

James

G. Rnssell, '12

The Man

Daniel

A

Butler,

'11

John McCoy Slattery, '12
John A. Willo. '11
John H. Hearley, Jr.. '11
William J. Heffern, '13
Gregory

Western Union,

'10

A. Genereux.

Charles C. Conaty. '12
Leon A. Selman. '10
William P. McGlynn, '11

Friend of Pettibone's Youth,
Upstairs,

Mahoney.

E.

Edmond

J.

Scanlon,
Dolan, '13

J.

Michael A. Donohue,
Rogers Smith, '13

A.

'10

'11
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Athletics in General.
When, one
which
tle

starts to write

on a subject

his feelings are so strong, he

like

this in

which he takes great pride and about

apt to indulge in glittering generalities which

is

and give the impression that the writer has nothing to

make our statements

Teams and

Holy Cross are

marks are made

"rooter" of us

When

strictly subordinate to the regular scholastic

is

to athletes, nor

to
is

be earned by satisfactory

class

No

work.

conces-

his course any easier than that of the humblest

all.

one considers that there

is

but one course open to students at Holy Cross, and

that course a difficult one, including six hours of Latin

and

and Sophomore, six hours each of Physics and Philosophy

Despite this
baseball prowess
of the College

is

is

fact,

in

and

Junior,

that the

life

in

proverbial.

hours per

of the

athlete at

Om

Hill.

Considering the size of our student body the football record

In track our one time glory has faded,

surprising.

Freshman

eleven

however, out-door sport has thrived wonderfully on the

revival of interest this year

it

is

true, but there

was

a

which promises well for the future.

Other colleges may equal us
all

Greek per week

five of

week of Philosophy in Senior, it immediately becomes evident
Holy Cross is no bed of thistledown.

dred pupils,

endeavor to

will

squads, games and meets are simply means of recreation, both for players

and student spectators, which recreation
sions as to

lit-

as particular as possible.

All branches of athletics at

work.

Hence we

say.

mean

in victories,

taking twenty-five hours a

week

presents such high ideal of purity in athletics,

In the matter of honesty, of using only

remain scholars after they become

althletes,

but where

the school of less than five hun-

of brain-exercising classics

and such
bona

no

is

a record

on the

fide scholars,

and science, which

field?

and of making these scholars

college surpasses

Holy Cross and few equal

her.

Plonesty and a love of
contest.

There

is

little

fair

grumbling

play are pre eminent also on the
at

the refe ree

or

field

in

the heart of the

umpire by players or students

in

the
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grand-stand.
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ugly disputes with our guests or hosts, as the case

may

be,

have marred our

popularity.

In speaking of athletics one must not forget the

grand-stand screen there
of the fight

unselfish

the

field.

who cannot

is

many

a strong

participate;

many

body and ardent
a youth, too,

it

spirit

Behind the

does not play.

yearning to be

whose devotion

to the

in the thick

team

the

is

more

because some requirement of weight, strength or physical condition keeps him

These and others without the time or

ability to play themselves,

give their financial support and their encouragement.

keep

man who

active.

And Holy

to the

Cross produces her

own

type of spectator.
least

He

is

of the

games,

athletics possible

For these does the team play and with these rejoice when victory

devoted and philosophical, and his antics are not the
football contest.

These men make

come

is

off

and

won.

enthusiastic, strong-lunged,

attractions

at

a

baseball or
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Football
Holy Cross
teams, which

easily explained and,

is

and our reputation
ill

football has never attained the height of

we

think,

prominence gained by the baseball

remediable.

Baseball

has yet

teams worthier of more than ordinary recognition,
cesses, such as with our

Progress has been

proud record

made

in

to
still

the four past years, at

in

be achieved.

we cannot

men

and strength,

game where speedy and

to a

Formerly a
part,

test

it is

a

game

light

in

minor college

heavy men are not available

Lack

;

at

is

the

filial

devotion than

mere physical weight

a test of

men have more chance

by the adoption

of successful competi-

men

of

the

larger

colleges;

again

the

universal

done away with, namely, the lack of capable substitutes.

light

men

with speed and stamina are

of capable substitutes has cost

us victories in the future, until

home through

which the smaller colleges may develop strong teams, freed

from the overwhelming assaults of the heavy
of the

suc-

endurance in which weight and numerous substitutes played

of physical

now

continuous

to

to represent the college,

through the transformation of the game from

bugbear

point

home and abroad

of finance; abroad,

prominent

Although we have had

system of coaching, which brings into play feelings more of

of the graduate

years, while

baseball.

very wise step of allowing only strictly college

a

many

for continued victories has attracted baseball players for

football a standard for general excellence

tion.

more firmly established

is

we

Holy Cross many

a

Where

common.

hard-fought game, and will cost

better our standing and attract

more

of the star athletes of
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who
and enrollment we

our

own

faith,

With
essential
is

at present flock to the larger

When we

institutions.

gain their attention

can look for an equal rating with our baseball brothers.

the wide, sweeping changes in the

and the typical minor college team, a

the opening for our future teams.

our baseball teams, and

we

character of the game, heavy

fast,

comes

light team,

are not so

into prominence.

Here

Let our alumni support our football teams, as they do

will quickly attain the standing so earnestly desired.

the past few years have accomplished

men

many

things to be proud

of.

In

1906,

Our teams

for

under the cap-

King '03, we finished the season with a very creditable showing.
Five of the members of that team later shone as stars at other colleges, which
fact was the primary cause of the poor record "of the 1907 team.
Our team in 1906 showed its
mettle in the Cornell game, leading 6 to 5 until the fresh men of the Cornell squad beat down
taincy of

"Doc" Connor and the tutelage

of

our exhausted team, suffering from a dearth of substitutes,

We

easily defeated

Fordham, our dearest

rival,

in

and stood high

the last five minutes of play.

in the

ranking of the minor

col-

leges at the season's close.

The
one

fact,

or losing,

1907 season, though disappointing in respect to victories, nevertheless demonstrated

namely, that the Holy Cross student of that year stood behind his team, winning

more

especially in the latter case.

The

solid student

Fordham game, which was played
even though we were sustaining a bad

driving rainstorm, through two peri-

ed the team in the

in a

ods of play,

defeat.

might say with Napoleon's guardsmen,

"I

cheered

in the

body cheered, sang and support-

As an expression of
Fordham game of 1907."

loyalty one

igog

FOOTBALL TEAM
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The new
Holy Cross,
to

field

for that year

our closest

we had
a

seldom

to

ness of "Hiker" Joy.

ing comparable

with

make

it

a splendid

s

eemed

to

new

inaugurate a

team, the best

We

in years.

era

in

football

was

a series of forward passes, splendidly planned

work

of

and ex-

we were almost perfect
Much of this perfection

by

its

efficiency.

"'Tim" Larkin, and to the accuracy and cool-

This team aided wonderfully
her baseball

some

a feature of the season's play, for

substantial gains

the indefatigable

at

administered defeats

stubborn fight, keeping the Blue on the defensive for

Dartmouth through

failing to

must be credited

and

1908,

In fact our forward passing

in its use,

difficult

in

gave Yale

rivals,

time, and scored on

ecuted.

was used

supremacy.

in

advancing Holy Cross football to a stand-

Coach Larkin and Captain Sweeney faced

a

proposition at the start of the 1909 season, in consequence of the loss of several stars

number of candidates. The team, as it was
The team comfinally chosen, was composed in the main of men new to collegiate athletics.
menced the season well by trouncing Norwich University and New Hampshire State by
round scores. At Yale the team made a remarkable showing, holding the strong Blue team to
a 12 to o score, with no score in second half, the best showing a Purple team ever made against

of the 1908 team,

the Blue.

and again because

of the small

Daly distinguished himself

in this

game by

his

wonderful punting, several times pre-

venting scores by driving out long punts from be hind our goal
played a loose game, tieing at

grand uphill

fight

5-5.

was witnessed

in

line.

The eleven showed the effects
the Bowdoin game, seemingly

Against Trinity the team
of the hard
in

many

Yale game.

A

instances against
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too heavy odds.

was

It

in this

game, trying for any leader, that Captain Sweeney especially

distinguished himself by his coolness and self-control,
Scheid, despite a severe injury, displayed

Bowdoin defense

substantial,

for

everything

with

grand offensive

qualities,

An

impregnable defense was shown, the

in the

second

in ten

yards and twice within five-yard
It

was

great

moment
In the

line

felt

in the

against

him.

time after time piercing the

to a 12-0 score; again

no score

holding for downs thrice with-

line.

at this juncture that the incapacitation of Captain

sence was sorely

going

In the Dartmouth game, handicapped

sorely-needed gains.

by the absence of several regulars, the team held our opponents
half.
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Sweeney occurred, and

his ab-

remaining games, for his experience and superior qualities were of

in a close contest.

Fordham game we sprang

a surprise

by scoring

a touch

down

after five minutes

of play

and only losing on a fluke touchdown, after injuries had forced the retirement of such

capable

men

as Scheid

and Dunn.

of luck, losing long runs

the whole season

was the

The Tech game saw

by Jones and possibl
brilliant defensive

and the stonewall defense of Leo Finn.

e

a

Holy Cross team playing

toucbdowns by severe

work and

frequent

Again numerous

penalties.

in the

A

worst

feature of

long runs of "Jiggy" Jones

injuries,

coupled with the lack of a

strong second team and capable substitutes handicapped the team's development.

With the great changes
ward

to a successful

team

in the football

for next year.

code, favoring light, fast teams,

we can

look for-
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Basketball in General
This branch of

while not considered so important as baseball or football, yet
furnishes for the student and spectator a fund
of excitement and pleasure.
From the sound
of the referee's whistle until the last signal is given, the game is pregnant with excitement.

While

athletics,

asserted that individuality has characterized our teams, yet a close study of the
players while in action disproves this.
"The right man in the right place' seems to be the
happy maxim of our men, and if it happens to be the same man frequently, then the opinion of
it

is

onlookers

formulated

— "Individuality."

True, such stars as Spring, Stevens and
others far outdistance their colleagues and opponents, but the work of the others must not
be slighted. Holy Cross has always been near the topmost rung in the ladder of excellence
at .basketball, even teams of the "big four" falling easy victims to our prowess.
This game,
less

vigilant

is

and fair play among the players, and in
For
the
nine
past
years, with the exception of 1907 and 1910,
this respect our teams
represented
quintet
been
by
a
on the basketball court, and each and every
has
Holy Cross
team gloriously upheld the reputation and success of its predecessor.
Nineteen hundred and seven saw the beginning of class basketball, and many and exciting were the contests furnished for the delectation of student and faculty. In 1908 collegiate
basketball was given another trial and proved successful, both financially and in the number of
games won. In 1909, under the leadership of Captain Casey, our team made a very good showing in the basketball world; financially, however, the team was a failure and it was decided by
the unanimous consent of the advisory board that basketball as an inter-collegiate sport be
dropped. This move paved' the way to class basketball, and the result has satisfied both the
student body at large and the faculty. We feel certain that if ever college basketball is attempted again at Holy Cross, no dearth of material will not be found, as every class has at least
one star.

more than

all

others, brings out the spirit of manliness
excel.

SEASON OF

1910.

was deemed advisable in our last year to discontinue basketball as an
sport and to inaugarate once more class basketball series. That the latter was
It

intercollegiate

a success can

be well attested by the closeness of the scores and the great enthusiasm exhibited at every
game. The Freshman class, as usual, furnished the surprise, and their remarkable playing
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would do

justice to a representative college

team.

But
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Senior team the laurels were
stars as Daly, Gasey, Fleming,

to the

awarded, and they were justly earned. Composed of such
Walsh, Flanigan and Coyle, the team vanquished all its rivals, and its success is all the more
meritorious from the fact that the team lost several fine players through athletic restrictions.
Under the leadership of Captain Daly the work of the team was noticeably machine-like and
smooth. The passing and accuracy of shooting in the more important games was little short
of phenomenal.
The real test of the series came when the Freshmen were tied with us for the
leadership.
Through our friends, the Juniors, t his state of affairs was made possible. The
Juniors, at first considered but a mediocre team, towards the close of the series developed in
whirlwind style and were feared by Freshmen and Seniors alike. They unexpectedly beat the
Freshies, thus giving the Seniors one more chance for the prize. There was not a single doubt
as to the superiority of the Seniors in the final contest, they simplv outclassed their opponents.
It would be almost impossible to describe the scene when Fleming and his classmates scored
basket after basket.
Pierce was the shining light of the evening; he seemed to be everywhere
and to shoot at almost impossible angles. Financially and in every way the series was a success and furnished enjoyment and excitement to every student in the house. And it is the concensus of opinion that class basketball, from this year's success, has received impetus and encouragement powerful enough to ensure its maintenance for years to come.

">
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Track
Track

athletics,

which ten or twelve years ago flourished on Mount

to decline with each ensuing year until,
stitute

our varsity squad.

Such

came

it

when

to the time

St.

James, seemed

men would

four or five

a deplorable state of affairs can be attributed to

causes, lack of interest displayed in track

by supporters

two

con-

principal

of our other branches of athletics,

and

lukewarm support of the student body. So men naturally preferred to devote their attention to other and more popular lines of endeavor. What our future managers must try to accomplish is to awaken both the interest of the people at large and the student body in particular in

to the

this

branch of

Again they must seek

athletics.

colleges and in other lines of sport.

Until

to attract material for track, as

we

gain the attention of such

who should be at Holy
coach may work, and how

records in other colleges and
for

no matter

how hard

a

foundation to build on, his best results must
competition.
tial as

The day

of a

one

man team

fall far

Cross,

capable

for

its

the case at other

men

suffer

as are breaking

from

be, unless

inferiority,

he has some

short of the high standard of collegiate

men are just as essenchampionship; many a meet has

has vanished; second and third

the winners of races in the counting of points for the

depended

we must
he may

is

outcome upon the winning of one

bearing these truths in mind, seek their fulfillment.

point.

Therefore

let

our future managers,

Then we may expect championships.
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SEASON

\6\

1906-1907.

Examinations played sad havoc with the track squad, many promising- point-winners being'

for the

disqualified

season.

The

relay

team was

just beaten

but later retaliated by scoring a clever win over Trinity
record which

is

still

unbroken.

don track athletics for the

It

at

by the men from M.

Hartford, establishing a

was deemed advisable because

new

I.

T.,

track-

of lack of material to aban-

rest of the season.

SEASON

1907-1908.

Our season opened auspiciously with an easy victory for our relay team, composed of
Foley, Jones, Maynes and Cogswell, over Boston College at the Boston meet.
Maynes won
In the Hartthe 40-yard dash and Shay made the fastest time of the evening in his heat.
ford meet our men took third place and only lost second by the questionable disqualification of
Jones in the mile, after he had won the event fairly and clearly in the opinion of the majority of the spectators.

^

T

e

competed against the

fast

teams of Amherst, Tufts and Wesleyan

and our showing was highly commendable, since we clearly merited second place.

was disbanded

after this meet, as Captain

Foley and several

of his

The team

team were obliged

to

re-

port for baseball practice.

SEASON

1908-1909.

The season began with a victory over Boston College at the Boston meet. The team,
composed of McKenna, Maynes, Cogswell and Jones, ran a heady race, outclassing their oppo-
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nents individually and as a team.
not permitted to compete in the

team made an excellent showing-

''Dan"
finals,

at

Mahoney won

his heat in the 40-yard dash, but

due to a mistake on the part of the

officials.

was

The

the Hartford meet, the relay team easily beating Trinity,

"Dan" Mahoney broke the track record in the 40-yard dash. Jones again
won the mile and Daly took third place. At the Emmet Guard's meet our relay team beat
Worcester Tech and Daly won the half mile. At the Fordham meet, against the relay teams
of Georgetown and Fordham, our relay finished second to Fordham.
Jones, our last runner,
lost his shoe, but made a plucky try for the win despite his handicap.
McKenna took third

Tufts and Wesleyan.

in

the 70-yard dash.

We

were elected

a

member

of the

New England

Intercollegiate Athletic Association and

entered in the Brookline meet, but failed to qualify.

SEASON
The beginning
made

to

awaken the

of a

1909-1910.

new epoch was marked

in the

.

season 1909-1910.

interest of the students in the sport

Great efforts were

and also to bring out and develop

Under the supervision of an energetic manager and an enthusiastic capAn inter- class meet was held, which was highly successtain such a result was but natural.
ful and its effect and that of succeeding cross-country runs was apparent in the large number
dormant material.

of

candidates

who answered

the call of the coach.

After due "cuts" the squad was narrowed

down

to

an

efficient

and capable squad

of

TRACK TEAM
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number we

twenty-five men, from which

culled a successful relay team.

We

easily defeated

Fordham only by a scant four yards. Sixteen
men were entered in the Emmet Guard's meet, which meet was easily won by the team. A
significant mark of our quality was evidenced by the fact that seven Holy Cross sprinters won
seven out of, nine heats, six Holy Cross men qualified for semi-finals, and four Holy Cross, men
ran in the final of the 40-yard dash. Thus it happened throughout the evening until the PurBoston College and

team bore

ple

lost

to

the fast quartet of

trophy and most of the individual prizes.

off the point

Although the squad reporting
ticipation of track

develop green

men

men

in

for

outdoor practice was much smaller, due

to

the par-

other branches of sport, Coach Holland again showed his ability to

into point-winners.

Our men

in the

Tech meet captured the 100-yard, 220-

yard, 120-yard high hurdle, were second in 440- yard and third in 880-yard and high jump, even

without the services of such sure point winners as Jones, Foley, "Dan" and "Jim" Mahoney
of the baseball
in

the

team; Joy was also unable

What
McKenna

weight events.

conjecture.

Captain

hear of him winning the

final

the

result

easily

won

to

compete.

We

also missed the services of

would have been with
his

heat

in

the

their services

Brookline

is

Casey

a matter of

meet and we expect

to

event next year.

Great credit must be given to Coach Holland for the successful development of the team

and

to the perseverance

tain

McKenna.

and good example of our young

New York

Athletic Club flyer, Cap-

Row— Bowes. Mgr. Track; Rd. Sweeney, Capt. Football; Finn, Football; Casev, Capt. Basketball; Scheid, Footand Baseball; Pyne, Mgr. Football. Middle Row— Foley, Baseball; Flynn, Baseball; McNulty, Mgr. Baseball;
Mahoney, Baseball; Neil Sweeney, Baseball, Bottom Row— Birennan, Baseball; Rochford, Track; Daly, Football;
Dowd, Baseball.
Top

ball
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Baseball in General
Truly has
ed, polished

been said that Holy Cross

it

and sent out

Only

ers of the bat.

to the

is

foundry where baseball players are mould-

a

major leagues as adepts

a glimpse into the past

is

needed

we

O'Drain and Mansfield, who pitched the quality of

tet

On

and

fair

Harvard.

As

catchers,

whose work not only graced the
turning over the pages

country can boast of such
Barry,

Flynn,

would be
ple the

of

Hoey and

see?

to a chapter

To record

of

Cahill will suffice to

also

the

infielders.

among them

the

of Carney, Coakley,

are

of

fields

a quar-

the big leagues.

Perhaps no college
Stankard,

Dyer,

in

the

Quigley,

the outfielders of rare and exceptional ability

which would resemble an index

the outfield in the past for old

The names

Open

ball that put to rout the lofty aspirations

monds but

Conspicuous

Cashen and Carney.

to present a list

names

stars.

skilful wield-

Noonan, Powers, Carrigan and Larkin form

college dia

we come

and

to substantiate this statement.

pages of Holy Cross baseball history and what do

of old Eli

in the art of fielding

show what

to a

voluminous work. For an exam-

fleet-footed fielders

and batsmen played

Holy Cross.

Contrast the present with the past and

we

find that the

sor for the best on the college baseball diamond.

The heroes

Purple Banner
of

the

still

past are

stands spon-

bedimmed

in

obscurity before the brilliancy which radiates from the phenomenal playing of our present day
stars.

The work

of

Sweeney behind

the bat is of the highest order,

throwing being especially relished by the baseball

fan.

— his

Spillane and

accurate and speedy

Gans are two noble

as-
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sistants

to

the catching corps.

Dowd

For three years

In the pitching department

167

Holy Cross was never stronger.

has humbled the "big four" and has blossomed forth into one of the

headiest pitchers Mt. St.

Foley, too, has been a top-notcher and a

James has ever produced.

splendid general in deceiving batsmen.

It

wa

s

not

"Jim" Mahoney

Junior year that

until

entered Holy Cross, but at once he jumped into the limelight and became one of our most re-

Very

liable pitchers.

Our

be the star of the college world.

been bombarded by opposing forces.
air

of certainty

in

all

his

in

At

movements.

infield

we

the past, but today

Regan whose future looks bright and who no doubt

claim one in the person of
will

Paws" been on our teams

rarely have "South

can be called "stonewall"

—

in a
in

few years

vain has

it

base "Ed" Flynn has not only style but also an

first

Second base

is

The

well protected by Captain Jones.

"Danny" Mahoney has been a treat and countless of his plays appeared to be shrouded with magic.
In Cawley, Holy Cross has the fastest third baseman seen on Fitton Field.
work

of

For outfielders we have

His speed and accuracy are of the tip-top order.
Burns, while Scheid, Whalen, Craig and

Perhaps

it

will not be

uted to our baseball teams.

Kennedy have performed

model of

The name

a

man

in

shines

the country.

Never

O'Hern, whose cleverness brought us home

McMahon,

Barry

of "Jack"

a first-class college fielder.

our class produced was

natural batter

in

like old-timers.

amiss to say a few words about what Nineteen Ten has contrib-

earned a reputation as the cleverest shortstop
as a

a

shall

many

we

out

luminously,

he

has

Cahill will always be referred to

forget the steady pitching of

Henry

Another pitcher

whom

a glorious victory.

of exceptional

— today

ability.

Orchard's

withdrawal

from

igio

BASEBALL TEAM
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who

school removed one of the hardest hitters

have been enumerated have
achievements.
eulogy, their

left

earned the coveted "H. C."

word

college, so that only a

The men of our class who
work speaks for themselves.

is

Only

their departure

won

so

many games even

in

The

great

work

Cross ever boast of another

shown great
a

grand

name

of

skill as

series

of successes.

Holy Cross

of our pitchers is

Dowd?

well as "Jim"

It

is

what

from the team

will

work and pinch

show

the

hitting, that

fond

191 o's

Mahoney, whose

efforts

that

she

and

to place

1910 started off with

in

Will Holy

be especially missed.

wish

work

fine

Foley has also

will.

have always been rewarded with

Nineteen ten has indeed done her share to propagate the

in baseball

of

supremacy need no

and "Eddie" Brennan's

will

fair

her foremost among the college teams.

BASEBALL SEASON
The season

men who

Freshman, when he was recognized as the youngest and one

of the best catchers in college ball, Scheid's fleet fielding

right garden.

All these

necessary to recall their past

are toiling today for the Purple's

true value of Flynn's timely "swats," Sweeney's classy backstop

has

169

many

1910.

changes.

Dr. P.

J.

Carney,

who

piloted

Holy

Cross teams through four years of unprecedented prosperity, handed over the care of the ship
to

William Dyer.

The

tions had to be filled

task of moulding a successful team

by new men.

By

skilful baseball

was

closely contested defeats.

one as several posi-

judgment and untiring

coach mastered the situation and sent a team South which came

two

a difficult

home with

efforts

our

new

three victories and

At the outset the team was handicapped by the injury

to

the
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veteran battery,
a

Dowd

and Sweeney.

"Joe" Foley and "Bert" Spillane, however, developed into

winning combination and made the "scouts" of the big leagues
Cornell opened the season in Worcester, April

flock to Worcester.

before one of the largest holiday crowds

19,

Through

that ever graced the stands and terraces of Fitton Field.

the superb pitching of "Joe"

Foley, Cornell suffered a 9-1 defeat.

Harvard was the next great

and although victory was not ours the game

rival

boys and the work of Foley deserved a better

Only four days

later

a source of great joy to the

made our

at

Holy Cross

of

Cambridge.
enthusiast,

The playing
and the

of

different luck

from that

"Danny" Mahoney was

steadiness

of

the

whole team

2-1 victory possible.

Yale came to Worcester Saturday,

ney made

fate.

Harvard appeared on Fitton Field but with

which was hers but a few days before

of our

his debut

May

against the "big ones"

21,

and played us a

and pitched

5-5 tie

game.

the article of ball that

"Jim" Maho-

made

the

name

Coakley famous.

With our big rival Fordham we broke even. The game at Worcester, replete with sensational plays, was a 4-2 victory for the Mt. St. James boys.
At New York we suffered a 1-0
defeat, although we played winning ball.
The season as a whole has been a grand success and with the nucleus of the team made
up of undergraduates the prospects for next season are auspicious for a
record in Holy Cross baseball annals.

brilliant

and unequalled
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Class Athletics
The
at

class of 1910 has a record in class athletics to be

Holy Cross with the best Freshman

football

steady string of victories, adding more and
In the class basketball series of

Our

Our

we were

baseball

football

team

Sophomore was again

No

basketball series

In Junior after beating the

men

by the

orable 3

—2

to the conquering splendor of our

loss of

Jack Barry.

of such

men

—a

In baseball

twelve-inning contest.

a

name.

finished second, losing but

opponents' teams

two

distinction indeed for

of an unblemished record.

was not
it

in football

as

had

successful and undefeated, while in baseball

was held, be

Freshmen

Inaugurating our advent

as bright as in

Freshman, due

to

said to our sorrow.

we

lost to

the Seniors,

who used some

against us and even then a varsity halfback scored the only touch down.

was weakened by the accession
also

men on our

consistently victorious, although our record

varsity drafting.

varsity

more glory

team was very strong and boasted
in

of.

earn the College has ever had, the class has

Freshman year our representatives

games, although contending with varsity
our team.

t

proud

Our team

Daly, Sweeney and Finn to the varsity ranks, and

we revenged

ourselves on the Seniors in that

mem-

CLASS FOOTBALL TEAM
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SEASON OF
Now we come

to our Senior year,

when the

J

73

1909-10.
class especially desired to

make

a

good show-

our rivals in the undergraduate body. Our wish was fulfilled. In football,
though numerous challenges were issued, we failed to win opposition. Our nrowess and experience seemed to have an intimidating effect on the other classes, making them chary of disputing our supremacy. Our representatives were the runners-up in the fall tennis tournament and
we confidently expect a victory in the spring set-to. Although but two Seniors scored in the inter-class meet, we must advance the defense that many of our track men were barred, because of
possessing the college letters. Nevertheless we captured twelve points. In basketball we vindicated our Freshman record, by capturing the championship honors, again demonstrating our excellence.
Because of the intense interest the series created, and the closeness of the contest, we
may be pardoned for going a little into detail. The team, composed of Captain Daly, Walsh,
Casey, Flanigan, Fleming and Coyle, was three games behind the leaders, the Freshmen, with
but three more games to play, but by beating the Freshmen and winning our other two games,
while the Freshmen dropped two, we drew up on even terms, and in the playoff of the tie we
easily defeated the overrated Freshmen 16 o. Our team exhibited dazzling speed and
grand
team work to the utter bewilderment of the aspiring juveniles. Captain Daly was conspicuous for
his clever defensive work, always totaling more baskets than the forward he was guarding.
Walsh played well at center, shot quickly and accurately and contributed much to the final outcome by his clever team work. Casey besides coaching the team, welded the team into one harmonious machine by his presence on the floor, and together with Flanigan invariably shattered
any offensive team play on the part of opponents. Fleming saved the day for the Seniors and
made a tie possible by scoring the deciding basket in our most important game. His shooting
while on the dead run, was excellent and disheartened our opponents, who were not as speedy as
he.
Coyle, last but not least, was a steady, consistent player, and it was a joy forever to watch
him taking the ball away from men of much greater size, and then unerringly pass it to the watchful Flanigan for the basket.
In baseball we were uniformly successful, thus terminating a four
years' record as embryonic, athletes, a record we believe that will stand the test of time.

ing, a fitting adieu to

—

igio

CLASS BASKETBALL TEAM
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Tennis
Tennis while

still

in a budding- condition at

new

Coincident with the election of

past year.

our new Moderator, plans were

memorable

conclusion.

for a fall

The

once drawn

and furnishing a model

success,

were completed

at

fall

Conroy, after a spirited contest.

by much

disposed of early

tournament was

-

up which aimed
t

of

won by

Freshman

to

pair, Paul

successful

a

finally

defeated the Senior entry, Messrs.

The spring tournament aroused

the

and was

won -by

saw four

college

closely

the

Walsh and

great enthusiasm and

The

a

Arrangements

officers.

which were carried

brilliant playing,

the contest and the semifinal round

finally

909-1910, and the advent of

making the ensuing year

at

closer contests than the preceding tournament.

in

1

he emulation of future

tournament was marked by

who

Cross, has decidedly advanced during the

officers for the year

and spring tournament, both

Junior team, Messrs. Junker and Donohue,

acterized

for

Holy

was

char-

champions were

matched teams.

The

Murphy and Percy Desnoes.

Communications and challenges were received from several acceptable college teams, but
to our regret

we were unable

Holy Cross, but with

to accept, since tennis has not as yet acquired varsity recognition at

the promising material at present in the College,

will be attained in the near future.

dent membership to draw from,
varsity representatives.

we

With

we

trust such recognition

the excellent courts at our disposal, and the large stu-

believe this fascinating sport will soon boast of

Holy Cross
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The College Orchestra
To stay in the orchestra any length of time one must have a heart of steel, besides some
musical qualifications. For it is every student's right and duty to "hammer" the orchestra unmercifully whenever it obtrudes itself on public notice. Nevertheless this organization has struggled
on through thick and thin, patiently grinding out overtures for entertainments, and barn-dances
for soirees until it has finally forced a few reluctant but eminently sincere words of praise from
the student-body. Most of the credit is to be given to the able direction and unselfish work of
Mr. Arthur S. Hart, S. J., and of Carl A. Ducharme 'n. They have, during the past two years
increased notably the efficiency of the orchestra and raised the musical taste of the entire
school.

HOLY CROSS ORCHESTRA
Director
MR. ARTHUR S. HART, S.
J.,

Carl A. Ducharme, 'n, Leader

Francis

Members
D. Mistier, To

William J. O'Keefe, '10
John J. Donohue, '12
John T. Fitzgerald, '12
Albert E. Honnen, Jr., '12
John P. Treacy, '12
Edward Cogan, '13
J.
"William J. Hanley, '13
Ignatius A. Hamel, '13
John E. Hurley, '13
James J. Hurley, '13
Thomas H. McNally, Jr., '13
Paul D. Murphy,

John J. Murphy,
James G. Birt

'13

'13

Charles F. Connell

Arthur

T-

McNamara

:
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Glee Club
Since Freshman
it

we have witnessed

has by no means reached

we can

its

the steady advance of this organization and although

zenith at present, yet

look with pride upon the activities of

we

feel that

the time

is

not far distant

when

Alma Mater

along this line.
It is true that Holy Cross cannot compare at present with some other institutions in regard to glee, mandolin and other musical clubs, but with the same help and encouragement
which has always been afforded by the faculty and with a more earnest endeavor on the part of
the students, certainly the latent powers will be aroused and Holy Cross can become as close
a rival to her sister Colleges in musical productions as she is upon the gridiron and ball field.
In our Freshman and Sophomore years not much attention was given to music, but in
Junior, and especially in our Senior year we have had occasion to hear and appreciate the efforts
the
of the Glee Club. Mr. Arthur S. Hart, S. J., who became Moderator, gave an impetus to
Glee Club which, in the first year of his leadership showed fairly good results, and reached a
much higher state of perfection during the past year.
We note with pride that the club has ever before it a high standard of music, as anyone
might see in glancing over the well-arranged programs of the entertainments to which we have
been treated. We print here the entire list, the Thanksgiving Musicale rendered on the evening of Nov. 21, the Shrovetide Musicale on Feb. 8, and the Concert given in honor of Rev.

Father Hanselman on the feast of the patronage of St. Joseph.
At these concerts, solos were rendered by members possessing remarkably fine voices,
especially Mr. John W. Finnerty and Mr. John J. Smith.
The vocal quartette, composed of four Seniors, Messrs. M. B. McNulty, F. W. Walsh, W.
several selections, while the entire chorus rendered many
J. O'Keefe and J. W. Finnerty, gave
pleasing numbers. It is the hope of the class that the Club may continue the excellent work, and
it

has our best wishes for the highest success.

The following

are the

members

THE PURPLE PATCHER
MR.

ARTHUR

S.

HART,

S.

J.,

Director

Francis W. Walsh, '10, President
Francis DeSales Misner, '10, Vice-President.

Harold G. Terwilliger, '10, Manager
John P. Treacy, '12, Pianist
William J. Hanley, '13, Librarian
William J. O'Keefe, '10, Asst. Manager
William J. Clancy, '10
Michael B. McNulty, '10
John J. Smith, '11
Francis P. Craig,

'12

William B. Colleary, '13
L. Duane, '13
William J. Hanley, '13
Walter D. McCarthy, '13
Thomas H. McNally, '13
Ralph A. McAuliffe
Donald B. O'Neill
John W. Finnerty, '10

Thomas

Patrick F. Bnrke, '10
Richard A. Rochford, '10
John H. Hearley, 'n

Thomas H. Magner,
Shay, '12
Ignatius A. Hamel,
John E. Hurley, '13

John

'12

J.

John J. Slein, '13
William J. Wholean,
James J. Rice

'13

'13

THANKSGIVING MUSICALE
By

Holy Cross Glee and Musical Club
Evening, November
Flail, Sunday
Twenty-first, Nineteen Hundred and Nine.
March "Under Northern Skies" A. L. Moquin
R. Gruenwald
Overture "Felicia"
the

Fenwick
:

:

College Orchestra.
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Chorus: "Winter Song"
Soloist: H. G. Terwilliger,

F. F. Bullard

Chorus:
Glee Club.
Violin Solo: "Berceuse"
G. Karganoff
F. de Sales Misner, '10.
Vocal Quartet: "Indian Lullaby" E. K. Heyser

M.

W.
F.
J.

J.

'10

McNulty,

B.

O'Keefe,

'10.

'10

W. Walsh, '10
W. Finnerty, '10

Waltz "Dreams

of Childhood"

:

E. Waldteufel

Orchestra.
Chorus "In Forests Deep"
E. Bernsdorf
Glee Club.
Vocal Solo "Cavalier's Song" F. H. Brackett
'10.
J. W. Finnerty,
Violin Quartette "Donx Repos"
C. Dancla
Ducharme,
'n
C. A.
F. de S. Misner, '10
:

:

:

W.
J.

J.

Hanley,

'13

T. Fitzgerald, '12

Chorus

:

"Dear Old Pipe"

R. Rycroft

Glee Club.

Vocal Solo: "Madrigal"

Carlo Minetti
'11
Smith,
J.J.
Characteristique "Dance of the Giraffes"
S. E. Morris
Orchestra.
Chorus "Holy Cross, Old Holy Cross"
:

:

air,

O

Tannenbaum.
Glee Club.

March: "Ben Bey"

J.

Jeodogus

Orchestra.

MUSICAL NIGHT
By

the Glee Club and Orchestra

Fenwick

Hall,

Holy Cross

Feast of the Patronage of
1910.

St.

College.

Joseph, April

17,

THE PURPLE PATCHER
March

"Our Starry Banner"
"The Crusader"

:

Overture

Panella,

Rollinson

:

College Orchestra.
Chorus "The Woods are Bright" McWhood
College Glee Club.
Violin Solo Concerto No. i in A Minor"
:

:

Accolay
C. A.

Vocal Solo

Ducharme, 'n.

"Because the Rose Must Fade"

:

McCoy
"The

Two

J. J.

Grenadiers"
Smith, 'ii.

Schuman

Vocal Quartette "The King of Love My
Shepherd Is"
Shelley
'10
M. B. McNulty,
F. W. Walsh, '10
W. J. O'Keefe, '10
T. H. Magner, '12
Waltz: "Eternal Ivresse"
Ganne
:

Orchestra.

Chorus

:

"Summer Roses"

Geibel

Glee Club.

Vocal Solo

"On

:

the

Way

to

Kew"

Foote

Woodman

"Dove Wings"

H. G. Terwilliger, 'io.
Violin Quartette: "Scene Pittoresque"
C. A. Ducharme, '11

Allen

W.
F.
J.

J. Hanley, '13
de S. Misner, 'to
T. Fitzgerald, '12

Chorus

:

"With

Violin Solo

:

a Fresh Breeze"

Glee Club.
"Regrets"

Linders

Gretchaninow

"Saltarelle"

Ortmans

F. de S. Misner, '10.

Chorus: "Sleep Time, Mah Honey"
Glee Club.

March: "The President's"
Orchestra.

Howell
Herbert

I8J
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1906— Banquets— 1910
Foremost among the pleasant memories
the class of 1910.

life,

bringing, as

and sympathy than any other occasion

it

the famous Banquets of

does, faculty

of the year.

and forgotten, and a new era of comradeship and intensified class

and good-fellowship, the keynote
teacher and student.

come

Perhaps no other occasion so peculiarly a class function, has such a distinct

and. salutary effect upon class and College
closer union

of College days

It is

of such gatherings,

foster

into a

Differences are then forgiven
soirit is

feelings

then our minds and hearts are opened,

and students

of

and

developed.

Harmony

mutual dependence of
an

insight

into

the

thoughts, feelings, ambitions and duties of both students and faculty are more clearly obtained.

That undefinable College
ly

engraven

our every

in

fibre.

spirit,

the true feeling of every loyal son of

our hearts, love and loyalty to

Under

Alma

Holy Cross

Mater, and to classmates,

is

is

more deep-

ingrained

in

the subtle influence and inspiration of such scenes and surroundings, the

tents of care are uplifted

from the mind, and the worries,

like

Arabs, silently steal away.
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FRESHMAN CLASS DINNER
December

13,

1906

Speakers
William P. Connery, Jr.
Michael F. Egan
Thomas A. McKenna

"Class of 1910"

Toastmaster

"The Ladies"

Poem

Thomas A. Aubrey
John M. Morrison

"The Future"

Poem

William A. Flanigan
"Alma Mater"
Daniel H. Pryor
Committee of Arrangements
Augustine F. O'Neil
Chairman
John J. Barry

Edward

F.

Sweeney

William P. Norris
George A. Daly

SOPHOMORE CLASS DINNER
March

1908

Wm.

"Class of 1910"

P. Connery, Jr.

Thomas

Meehan
Francis W. Walsh

Toastmaster
"Retrospect"

J.

Daniel R. Burns

"Athletics"

"The Ladies"
"The Future"
"Alma Mater"
Committee
Edward J. Callan
James F. Kelly
Patrick F. Burke
John W. Moran
Daniel R. Burns
Joseph G. Pyne

2,

Edmund W. Flynn
James J. Dowd
F. Chester
of

Leahy

Anangements
Chairman

1
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JUNIOR CLASS DINNER
May

13, 1909.

Gregory

"Class of 1910"

Edw.

Toastmaster

"On

Fitton Field"

"The Ladies"
"Time's Escapades"

'Alma Mater"
Committee

Leo M. Finn
William J. Clancy
William J. O'Keefe
Michael F. Egan

Edward

F.

Sweeney

of

Scanlon

J.

J.

Callan

George A. Daly
Frank A. Bowes
F. de Sales Misner
Lawrence F. O'Toole
Arrangements
Chairman
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Holy Cross Night
What

Holy Cross Night!
with this magic word.

a wealth of inspiration

Instantaneously

we

and happy recollections springs

transferred

are

to

Fenwick

Fairy

Hall.

up

music

greets our ears, the various costumes of the under-classmen present a fairy land, while the cap

and gown of Senior give
platform
at the

we behold

the

a touch of seriousness

Alumni

of different

and dignity

walks

to the

of life take

Upon

whole assemblage.

up the

the

spirit of the occasion, andJ

same time portray with vividness the numerous pebble stones we have

to

remove from

Here we hear the slogan, "Don't quit," which will
Holy Cross man's breast when promises prove not true, and pros-

the path which leads to the field of success.

surely ring within the true
pects look not bright.

Each succeeding year has given something new
years ago, with

its

mental equipment.

This year was one of wonderful growth and novelty.

gaze.

Alumni

a personal inspection of teacher

were conquered.

The tone

the celebration.

The babe

of

eight

swaddling clothes has matured to a robust child of splendid dress and orna-

sisted in a general invitation to the

make

to

to

with his students

Their senses were staggered
of simpleness

to an air of maturity

be present, not only

by

the

in

new

The

novelty

at the exercises,

the class room.

Many

vision of Mt. St.

James

con-

but also to

came, saw, but
that

met

their

and infancy that held sway but a few years ago had succumbed

and greatness.

They hardly

realized

that

the

Holy Cross

of

yesterday,
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with

its

quaint equipment, could develop into the Holy Cross of today with

buildings and conveniences.
guests.

That

Holy Cross

flood of true

that

their efforts

preceded

us

wished for success

Each student co-operated with the faculty

longed

be

to

in the future

This reciprocity had

as his model,

and

made

students

its

latent ben efits

Alumni

the

once more!

rejoice at

;

the

men

of the students

door of their elders.

So the wishing

made

it

and

how many

Yes, and

at the

of

cheer-

How

reigned in the refectory during the repast.

which has knocked

was mutual.

it

for the comforts

were crowned with success was demonstrated by the good

spirit that

modern

its

all

Alumni

the student hold up his

Alma

being the product of such a worthy

Mater.

May
low

fruit.

growth

is

the seeds that these

The

soil

they have fallen upon

Cross nights

which are
is

All that will be required

May

partake of

its

motherly

sured that the Holy Cross of tomorrow, the

embryonic Alumni

known

The outlook

they serve as a fountain wherein we,
infl

uence.

classes will follow in the footsteps of 1910 in preserving

spirit of the

ever been

poor crop.

a prevention against a

encouraging.

may come back and

is fertile.

are sowing, blossom forth into rich and mel-

The Holy Cross man has

diligence and care.

qualifications

Holy Cross nights

Holy Cross

will be as lofty

With

a fond

for

for
at

their

for

these

sterling

greater

still

rapid

Holy

that time Alumni,

hope that the succeeding

and cherishing

this

night,

night of the future, and the

as the peaks of the Himalayas.

we

rest

as-

Holy Cross

May

also

the

future Chief Marshals meet with the unprecedented success that crowned the efforts of Nine-

teen Ten's Chief Marshal,

Timothy O'Brien

of

Manchester, N. H.
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HOLY CROSS NIGHT
Seventh Annual Observance

Thursday Evening, October 21, 1909
March: "Up the Street"
R. G. Morse
College Orchestra.

Timothy

Introduction,

F. O'Brien, '10

Michael F. Fallon, M. D., '84
Chorus "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"
K. P. Harrington
College Glee Club.
Address,
James E. McConnell, '86
Address,
Rev. John A. O'Connell, '97
Address,
:

Humoresque "The Lobster's Promenade"
:

Porter Steele
College Orchestra.

Thomas H.

Address,

Chorus: "Lesson

in

Sullivan, '91

Parenthesis"

W.

A. Harding

College Glee Club.

Francis McSherry,

Address,

'05

March: "Second Reg't Conn. N. G."
D.

W. Reeves

College Orchestra.

Committee
Chief Marshal

in

Timothy

Class Marshals: Gregory

rence

Charge

O'Toole,
Denis A. O'Brien,

'10,

J.

F. O'Brien, '10

Scanlon,

'10,

Law-

Leo T. Foster, '11,
James L. Davitt,

'12,

'13-

Prep. Marshal

David

E.

Walsh
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Class History
FRESHMAN.
One hundred and
the opening day.
It

was on the eve

thirty-five strong, the

Without

a

of the first

Presides

was the
great football game,
doubt

this

filed into

largest class ever matriculated at

that the

rooms on
Holy Cross.
power and

their various class

Freshies showed their

which has been throughout the entire course the dominant feature of the class. "Bull
Connery" of prep fame, was chosen leader of the class, a task for which he was admirably fitted
and which he heroically carried out. Through his valiant efforts sectional spirit was curbed
to some extent, and peace and harmony towards the closing days of their first year reigned supreme. Our class furnished the nucleus of every athletic team in the college, furnishing such
stars as Barry, McCrohan, and others too numerous to mention.
In class games we far outdistanced our rivals, and our prowess became the by-word of the upper class men.
Holy Cross
Night served to bring out every ounce of spirit latent in the class, and it was the consensus of
opinion of those present, that for grotesqueness of costume, and magnitude of spirit our class
held the palm. The "mid years" depleted our ranks to some extent, but their places were almost immediately filled by new comers, who had heard of our fame. With the grand class of
'07 we divided the honors for popularity during our first year, an honor, since their departure,'
we have held alone.
spirit,

SOPHOMORE.
numbers, but every bit as powerful in spirit, we returned for our second
Friendships of the former year were renewed, and the sectional spirit of our first year
gave way to unity and co-operation. Death had called some of our most popular classmates,
and new fields of instruction and endeavor claimed others. Gradually the men came to know
each other, and to cement friendships that neither time nor tide could dissolve. Jack Barry had
been chosen the leader of our baseball team, and we were just as strong as ever in other
branches of sport. Experiences of our Freshman year stood us in good stead when the midyear's rolled around, and the hungry dollars found their way to down town restaurants, rather
than to the college treasury. At the close of this year the class was shocked and saddened by the
announcement of our beloved president, "Bull" Connery, that he was to leave us for other fields,
and it was with many regrets that we saw hi m depart, never to see his smiling face, as pre-

Not so strong

year.

in
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with Cicero and Oedipus adas
ardent
task
of
philosophers-to-be,
we
departed from the hill of pleasmirably fitted us for the
ant springs on our second vacation,- determined to return once more to drink from the fountain
of knowledge, and fill the largest Junior class room ever registered at Holy Cross.
siding officer over our college destinies.

efforts

JUNIOR.
Trunks, valises, grab-boxes and other baggage were unloaded, and the class of '10 were
back again, ready to brave the intricate difficulties of logic. The Sem. had claimed several of
our class at the close of Sophomore, but as usual new faces appeared to counterbalance, in part,
our losses. The study of Italian was introduced into our class this year, and even the mighty
Dante could not have distinguished Sancta Crux from Rome, and we are certain that if we
chanced upon him in any of the circles of inferno we could easily hold converse with him in his
mother tongue. Swelled with our importance as prospective Seniors, we so far forgot ourselves as to very nearly wrest debating honors from our elder brothers.
The oratorical contest was ably won by a new recruit to our class, and our older members also held up the prestige of the class.
Ed Callan, was chosen president to succeed our "Bull," but the ardent
duties of the office proved too much for his general health, so at Easter time he was forced to
give up the reins of governments to "Bunny" Scanlon, his able vice-president.
Our class banquet of this year furnished many surprises in the way of oratorical and after-dinner speeches,
and it was the opinion of Fr. Rector and our honorable guests, that 1910 had increased in
knowledge and grace since their Freshman year, and that when 1910 was ushered into the
world, their power for good would be instantly and permanently felt.

SENIOR.
Sixty-seven out of our original one hundred and thirty-five returned

in

the Senior year.

Lawrence F. O'Toole was elected president. On "Holy Cross Night" we first wore the cap and
gown, and frowned down on the gaudy raiment of the under class men. At the fall inter-class
meet the Seniors captured only twelve points, as varsity men were ineligible. In football the
work of Captain Sweeney, Acting Captain Sch eid, Daly and Finn was of high order. During
physiological
psycholthe month of January we met and conquered several exams, including
ogy, the bugbear of

Our

all

preceding classes.

The Seniors won

the inter-class

basketball

series.

contributions to the varsity baseball team were Foley, one of the best twirlers the Purple

ever had, Mahoney,

who

twice held Yale to a tie score, Eddie Flynn and Scheid.
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Chronicle
Sept. 13.

Seniors

Some do. "Twig" arhome on his summer vacation.

return.

rives

Moran
Sept. 14.

Sept. 21.
Sept. 27.

Nov.

25.

Dec.

3.

Dec.

8.

Dec.

11.

gets a letter.

Some more

near-dress-suits.

Seniors stroll

in.

Moran

gets

a letter.
Last Chemistry class of our Junior year.
Moran gets a letter.
The B. J. P. meets. O'Keefe scents some
graft and gets himself elected Treasurer.

Thanks

numerous Fresh-

Sept. 28.

Holiday.

Oct.

2.

men.
"Hockey" Burke joins the Glee Club.

Oct.
Oct,

10.

Oct.

13.

7.

to our

So
does "Bill" McMahon.
Yale game. We sit up and take notice.
Lawlor waxes warm over the nerve-muscle machine.
Inter-class
track meet.
"Gus" O'Neil
stars as

"Dorando the Man

Who

Dec. 14.

16.
21.

MacMahon

resigns (?) from the Glee Club.
We try to appear un-

concerned
Oct.

22.

Lynch

is

cap and gown.
discovered gesticulating

Dec.
Dec.

23.

Nov.

1.

Nov.

11.

28.

24.

to the Union Station from the College
in 13 5-6 minutes.
"Larry" O'Toole gets his first shave.

29.

"Spike"

13.

into

Dec.

31.

Scheid is real vexed.
Misner discovers he's good looking.

"Twig" reads a telegram

in

speed.

Jan.

4.

the

grave-

is

Jan.

7.

Jan.

10.

Jan.

17.

Jan.

21.

Jan.

25.

also happy.
rest of the

college.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

20.

21.

We

Year's

"throw-down"

in

Eve.

We

all

make

resolu-

Lawlor resolves never to swear
off smoking again.
Christmas vacation ends.
Back to the
old grind.
to tell.

Moran shows a burst

MacMahon

Deep gloom enshrouds the
Nov.

New

All Saints' Day.' Room 17 begins plugging
for the Cosmology paper.

of

a

tions.

Bowdoin game.

The Tech game.

Clancy gets

Misner walks

Milford.

in

yard.

Nov.

street.
starts.

Christmas vacation

the telephone.
Oct.
Oct.

gets a decision over Lawlor in a
three-hour argument concerning the
cost of production of a hot-dog sandwich.
Holiday.
Renehan wants some "nervedope."
"Twig" evolves his scheme for keeping
undesirable guests from his room by
locking his door and hiding the door
under the bed.
Freshman Banquet. They get real naughty
after it is over and do a snake dance

21.

Fell

Holy Cross Night.

May

down Main
Dec.

Down."
Oct.
Oct.

Thanksgiving.
Several unfortunates not
allowed home attend the theatre in

explain the riddle of the universe to
Renehan begins worrying
Fr. Smith.
over the Psychology exam.

Thanksgiving Musicale by Orchestra and
Glee Club. Violin Quartette plays and
is let off on promise of good behavior.

23.

The

24.

headed A. P. A." to the phone.
Bowes and O'Neil wade the Blackstone
and get their names in the papers.

MacMahon has some

tales

Some

bad, bad Seniors try to break up a
church banquet at the State Mutual.
They are requested not to sing. Management opens fire on them with a
phonograph.
Clancy and Hartnett are allowed at last
to live upstairs.
Great display of

room decorations.

porter refuses to call a certain "red-

Exams

begin to ccme.
distracted from our studies by
wondering if we "got by" the exam
before last and trying to remember
what the exam after next will be.
Decorations in Clancy and Hartnett's room
begin to collect in heaps.

We

are

—
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Jan.

27.

Quirbach missed a chance to ask a ques-

Mar.

23.

Mar.

30.

Mar.

31.

tion.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

31.

Feb.

15.

2.

9.

Mid-year holiday.

think of the Easter vacation.
Lecture on Dante in Fenwick Hall. Edifying show of interest on part of Worcester people. Grand success but the

walk
Feb.

16.

Feb.

18.

Feb.

22.

Feb.

24.

Feb.

28.

Mar.

1.

Mar

5.

Mar.

9.

is

Mar.

15.

17.

April

3.

April

4.

club.

April 11.
April 19.
April 23.

re-

voked.
Curtin forgets to wear his Esquimeau
hat down street.
"Tim" Regan attempts to revive his old

May
May
May

Moran

gets

two

"I

letters.

Sympathies

heard different."

life.

in Rational Psychology.
The Violin Quartette
Lenten lecture.
again woos the goddess of popularity.
No results except bad ones.

Patrick's Day.
Flanigan makes a
speech. May has a date to chop wood.
b orgets it and takes an outing in the

Hartnett ejected.
Last Lenten lecture.
Orchestra and Glee Club have a feed
given to them to keep them quiet the
rest of the year.

1.
2.

4.

Easter vacation ends.
The last lap of
nineteen ten begins.
"Bow Wow" Finn forgets to take one of
his "little walks."
Lawlor goes home with tonsilitis.
Patriots' Day.
Cornell game.
We entertain Fcrdham on our spacious

Sunday, blame it!
Last day for caps.
We begin work on the Patcher.

10.

Frank May

11.

debate. Meehan says the negative
side is a hoodoo anyway.
Holiday.
Great chance to study.
Sheehan rejects four cartoons.
Memorial Day. We study in the morning
that is we study nature first hand.
O'Toole shaves again.
Natural Theology paper. Our last exam
almost.
Retreat begins. Orals one week off. Fine

16.
29.

30.

Escapes

"Buck" Sweeney brings home the bacon

St.

"Gus" O'Neil ejected from the bachellors'

lawn inside the cinder track.

lottery.
22.

1.

Easter vacation begins at noon.
College
deserted at 12.30.
Holy Cross dance in Lawrence. "Larry"
Lawlor does a high dive onto the floor
while putting up decorations.
Holy Cress breakfast 1 p. m. in several
Lawrence homes.

of course.

country with Moran. Dance in CotilHartnett and Clancy get
lion Hall.
each other for partners in the "favor"
Mar.

April

May
May
May
May
May

with his

Mar.

Bad weather

"Cider" O'Brien makes a very interesting
discovery in Room 21.
Moran doesn't get a letter. Receives sympathies of his friends.

maxim
11.

slippery.

Several gallant Seniors suffering with
severe colds.
Great skating. Report has it that "Phil"
Donnelly did not skate alone all afternoon.
Another Lenten
Washington's Birthday.
lecture.

Mar.

All take a rest.

Many have recuperated from their rest.
Ash Wednesday. Eggs. Hamel begins to

193

June
June

4.

June

8.

2.

B.

still

—

weather for
June

11

rational.

J. F.

loafing.

Retreat holiday.
Selman
neckties trying to get

breaks

down

four
street

quickly.
_
T

1

Jlin e 16.

June

22.

Eve

of the Orals.
"Bill" Renehan up in
the air a thousand feet but game to
the last.

They are all over. Grinds inconsolable,
Renehan starts plugging entrance
exams to Amnerst Agricultural,
Alumni flock in. Tracy wants to know
what all the fuss is about.
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A

Philosophy Concerning Apple Sauce

Little

may

Several questions
tain apples?

If so, in

be asked about apple sauce a

what manner?

Third,

How

la
is

Holy Cross.
the

liquid

First,

Does

consistency of

it

con-

apple

The answers to these questions may be grouped unthree general systems, Nominalism, Extreme Realism and Moderate Realism.
The Nominalists as Callan, Murphy the Saracen, Hume, and Heney Burke, hold that

sauce a
der

Second,

J95

la

Holy

Cross, to be explained.

Holy Cross contains apples neither actually, potentially nor virtually, but that
various components are grouped together under the conventional name "apple-sauce."
The Extreme Realists, among them McNulty, Staunton, Scotus Erigena and Triste Lignum, hold that apple sauce is educed directly and immediately from the potency of the apples.
This theory is not in full accord with the liquid consistency of apple sauce. Its defenders however, answer this objection by saying that the apples from which apple sauce a la Holy Cross is
evolved are particularly juicy, being grown on the Hill of Pleasant Springs. This explanation,

apple sauce a

la

however, does not hold water.
The third and true opinion is the opinion of all the great scholastics as Lawlor, Rigali,
O'Keefe and Professor James, and it is also our doctrine. With the Nominalists we agree that
apple sauce is not educed directly and immidiately from the potency of the apples, and with the
Extreme Realists we hold that it really contains apples. In opposition to Extreme Realism we
hold that it is not directly and per se from apples, but indirectly and per accidens. The fundamental error of both Extreme Realism and Nominalism, as pointed out by Conrodie Ouirbach,
is in the supposition that the apples have the same mode of existence in the sauce, as on the
The Extreme Realists say that apples on the tree are solid with the solidity of formal or
tree.
entative specification, and that, therefore, the liquid consistency of the apples in sauce does
not enter as an essential note, but merely as an extrinsic accidental form.
The Nominalists,
on the other hand, sav
''Apples in "arbore" are solid.
But apple sauce is liquid.
There:

—

fore—"
Conrodie, seeing this error, formulated the principle,

mala

in se

cohaerunt, et alius est

the apples "in arbore" by
mal, at least

in

some

modus

fluendi

— "Alius

quo 'apple sauce'

modus cohaerendi quo
This means that if
fluit".
est

species of connection with the sense organs of a rational ani-

cases of acutus humanus, arouse a sensible impressed species, thereby pro-

ducing a phantasm whereon the intellectus agens

may work,

the resultant transcendental no-

—

—
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by the human supposite is
manner by apple sauce, not with

tion elicited
like

from the transcendential notion produced in a
a difference of substantial opposition, but only with a
different

difference of accidental variation.

Our

theory, in brief

apple sauce

friom apples, not immediately

per

but
through the medium of apple pie. The liquid consistency is readily explained by the supposition
that it was originally meant to be taken through a straw, and although the custom of eating it
through a straw has died out, the liquidity remains.

With our
I.

is,

position thus defined

is

we say

or

se,

:

Apple sauce does not entirely lack connection with apples.

Proof i. From the common consent of mankind at all times, the name "Apple Sauce"
has been an implicit admission of the presence of apples.
Apple sauce either has connec2.
tion with apples or it has not. But it is absurd to say it has not. Therefore. Major is evident.
The disjunction is complete. Minor evident from the fact that it is the opinion of Lawlor and
the other Scholastics.

Thesis

Apple sauce

II.

The

Probatur.

per se from apples,
facto,
Bill

it

is

not immediately and per se from apples.

is false,

cannot explain this

Extreme

immediately and
if it cannot explain
the liquid consistency of apple sauce.
But de
Evident to everyone, even to
Ergo. Major is evident.
Minor.

supposition of the

Realists, that apple sauce

is

McMahon.

Apple sauce comes mediate ly from apples through the medium of apple
In the second that it
pie.
Proof. We saw in the first thesis that apple sauce is from apples.
the
only
way
it could come mediis not from apples immediately.
Therefore, mediately. But
ately, is through apple pie.
Therefore
Thesis

III.

Nota Bene
abstraction,

— As

we do

the subject

is

an extremely

difficult

not claim to have attained certitude.

one and requires much metaphysical

Form

11

-$

O

08

- 30rr,

-

t)k-

A1

,

'

o

\

Class Absentees.
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Status Quaestionis
Home

Bacon To pass to succeed in exams by some stroke of genius.
Chocolate Soup
An innovation in the
menu introduced in nineteen ten. N. B. Not
to be taken from a glass.
Conroy A term borrowed from Esperanto
meaning "five."
Cotillion Hall
The place where "Bill'
Renehan took his post graduate course. HeadBring

the

:

;

:

:

:

quarters of the Ladies Auxiliary.

Decorations

:

A

negligible

quantity

in

However, when the amount of
decorations in each room is multiplied indefinitely, as in the case where visitors are expect-

Deny

"collegium dies" effect is produced.
It: i. Awesome expression used at

times by philosophy examiner. 2. Expression
used by philosophy student to gain time in the
orals.

Drag:

A

pull (i)

on a cigarette,

(2)

with

the Faculty.

Duck

It

:

on occasions
door.

Remove from
when there

view.
is

a

This term has wide significance.
1. "Tommy and Crisps" at the store at
4.15. 2.
"Dropped on, twenty three with, and make it,"
at the Capitol.
Light lunch consisting' of
3.

Chiefly used

knock

at

the

:

mushrooms, pommes de terre, cafe noir
and Roman Punch at a restaurant. 4. A gluttonous orgy at the home of some Worcester
steak,

friend.

Fireball
if

most rooms.

ed, a truly

Feed

:

A man who
A

he doesn't get 90.

page

doesn't give a
bold,

whoop

bad man.

See

74.

Gook

:

Most anything.

"Most

horrible of

endearment.
Synonyms
"Waf," "Solid ivory," "Mutt," "Gink," "Geek."
Holiday: 1. Essential note of a visiting
bishop. 2. Final cause of a class president. 3.
The day before you write home.
Ibi
Classical expression for the uncouth
slang term "I'm there." e. g. "Ibi, brother,
ibi," means I can get two tricks all right.
Ideal: 1. Unpunchable meal ticket at the
Touraine. 2. Branch refectory which attracts
college men by the lecture-room style of its

term

gooks,"

:

chairs.

of
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Moran's dessert. 2. The thing
that made "Barney" Gorman famous,
e. g.
"Letter from home," usually a signal for a
visit to the office.
"Letter home," an indicaLetter:

tion of a series of visits to the office.

Marks

:

The aftermath

of exams,

tough

o to 59,
61 to 94,

it

No

Credit:

1.

Sign hung in the store sig-

2.

from.

Syn.

Brother Infirmarian.

"Deram cigarette."
Rummy: The man you swipe your

Maynardese

corruption

of

make

a sack of

two hours. One who enters your
room with one cigar and asks for a match.
Ship Financial relief from home.
Simp Contraction of "Simpleton." Pyne's
:

opinion of the other sixty-six of us.

Soak:

1.

To charge

collars

Roomie.

exorbitantly.

2.

To

entrust your valuables to Uncle.

Soap
way.

:

Soiree

lum

to

fit

Something

A

:

to

branch

in

keep out of O'Neil's
the college curricu-

us for the social side of

Solid Cheese

:

life.

Clintoaian word expressing

self-contempt, anger, disgust, merriment, etc.

X. B.

Has nothing

to

do with Rochford.

A modern Inferno.
Teddy Bear: A tonsorial crime resulting in
Study Hall

:

a hirsute uprising.

The

known only

to

and wonderful beverwashing down cast-iron con-

fearful

age, suitable for

fectionery.

for

Clancyesque
Wifey.

tries to

last

Tommy: A

nifying "Starve, you pauper, starve."
Pill: Official title of

Durham

One who

:

99

:

luck.
60, the world is mine.
on the bean. 95 to 100, worry about the
next exam.
Matter: A scholastic term always found
with the term "form." e. g. "What's the matter, the pitcher out of form?"
2. The basis of
a "dope" on an exam.
e. g\
"Is your matter
in your head or in your pockets?"
Match: 1. A pastime with small coins. 2.
An inexpensive luxury which is a rare curiosity on the Senior corridor.
May First: Last day for caps.
hit

Serine

i.

J

ingredients of the

Rochford and

Tommy

Waces Otherwise known as
Hard kick against "Nits and Lits,"
:

are

his accomplices.

"Bullets."
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Fraternities
Note.
Cross.

—

It

may come

Nevertheless such

boast that

we have no

as a surprise to
is

the sad fact.

societies

many
Let

won

informed that there are

Tim Larkin

next

fall

refrain

and cliques to interfere with the coach

Let the advocates of College democracy beware
conquered, the Snobs have

to be

the day,

its

Holy Cross

assertion will be found' on the following page.

sad plight.
is

at

last

The

from

frats

his

at

Holy

customary

in the choice of teams.

last

exclusive.

stronghold has been

The proof

of

this
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y

Object of the Society— To advance the Art of Conversation.

CHIEF BULL,
Francis

J.

Lynch.

HORNS,
Gregory

J.

Neal M. Sweeney.

Scanlon,

MEMBERS,
E. T.

Murphy,

J. P.

Sheehan,

P. F.

J.

Burke,

C. J. Sullivan.

D. L. Donovan,

L. M. Finn,

The Band

G. Pyne,
T. F. O'Brien,

A. L. Hamel,

of

Hope — Holy

Cross Branch

PRESIDENT,
James

J.

Dowd.

PRAYER LEADER,
Joseph F. Foley.

MEMBERS,
J. A. Hartnett,

B. A.

Gorman,

P. J. Fleming,

H. G. Terwi'.liger,
N. M. Sweeney,
F. A. Bowes,

W.

J.

Clancy,

H.

P.

Burke,

J.

E. O'Brien.
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"

Object

Rainspouters

—To introduce "color" and

"

adventure into college

life.

PRESIDENT,
Philip

H. Donnelly.

MEMBERS,
J. F.

M. B. McNulty,

Connors,

T. P. Regan,

S. P.

M. Brennan,

E.

W.

R. Renehan,

J.

E. J. Callan,

W.

Finnerty,

T. F. Sullivan,

H. Tracy,

F.

Phelan,

C. J. Quirbach,

T. A. Carey,

L. A. Selman.

MEN'S AUXILIARY
Of the Woman's Suffrage League
PRESIDENT,
L. A. Lawlor.

CHIEF MARTYR,
W.

R. Renehan.

MEMBERS,
W.

A. Flanigan,

J. B.

Thompson,

R. A. Rochford,
J.

E. O'Brien,

A. L. Scheid.

J.

W.

Hester,

E. F. Sweeney,

A. F. O'Neil,

H. M. Staunton,
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"Serves Societatis'
BIG ROAR,
John W. Moran.

SQUEALS,
J.

W.

A. Hartnett,

R.

McMahon.

MEMBERS,
F. A. May,
F. de S. Misner,

W. J. Clancy,
L. A. Lawlor,

R. A. Rochford,
L. J. Louis.

JANITOR,
A.

J.

Lawlor,

Weston

'11.

Clul?

CHIEF LONG STRIDE,
William F. Tobin.

MEMBERS,
T. A. Carey,

W.

Clancy,
F. H. Tracy,
J.

T. F. Sullivan,
P. F. Coyle,
F. C. Leahy.

T. J. Meehan,
P. J. Fleming,

;
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Clinton
two thousand, (foreign estimate)

Clinton, a bustling city of from

to one

hundred thou-

sand (home estimate) seems according to best traditional accounts to have been settled
year of the big wind by an Irish adventurer
situated around

let

Puck Hester.

Its

who

Every morning the

bound

in

street cars are

Though

A

dialect.

station

if

stranger visiting Clinton for the

he needs an interpreter.

interpreter
for a cigar,

splinter in

The

is

But

a "condicio sine qua non."

after

your mahogany

top.

is

it

will

extremely favored by
retains

time,

town

is

its

own

Take

it

peculiar

astounded

for a

from me,

I

The

and
its

to

Holy

to

Duck Harbor

locality,

the

Holy
Cross.

Acre
being

characteristics,

being asked at the

at

few minutes, he learns that an

For instance, he might go into

drug store and ask.

a

times.

I

love

every

haven't got up the third teesis."

It

is

Holy Cross, but the townspeople point

be on the

related of one Clintonian that he did not
to

and that he did not move

a sore point with the inhabitants of

for an elevated to

that

in

of

classes,

characteristics of a son of Clinton are his absorbing passion for politics, his love of

of the scholastic year,
is

first

great

ham-

little

who have gone

and be greeted by the following reply, "Solid cheese, three

get honors at

but this

it

being

personal liberty, and good marks in his classes.

months

is

it

situated in the center of the surrounding country,

and

two

into

that intend to go

crowded with denizens

for the Hill of Pleasant Springs.

peaceful

It is a

turn subdivided into those-

Holy Cross, and those

are at present at

O'Toole.

inhabitants are divided

O'Tooles and the Burkes, and these are
Cross, those

named Burke

in the

Little

the fact that he

was

to Clinton until he

Ireland.

The

latest

sick during six

was ten years old

agitation in Clinton

South Worcester, and some of Clinton's most loyal sons confidently hope

map

in less

than four hundred years.
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"With Apologies
There are three things that turn the
days

to

Solomon"

art editor's hair gray,

:

The ubiquitous

The

sleeve which blots his

curious wight

who wants

The solemn one who

new

to see the

sketches;

new

cartoons;

takes himself too seriously;

AND
The

intrusive individual

who

rejects other

205

men's cartoons.

yea four which

shorten

his

:

tHE PURPLE PAT CHER
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The
A
From

Ideal Write-up

Suggestion for Future Patcher Editors.

the Editor's point of view

RUDOLPH McTIFFIN

I

"Most Horrible

"Snake."

"Rat."
"I

Podunk, N.
of

Gooks."

"Swell Head."

thought I saw an albatross fluttering round a lamp.
looked again and saw it was a penny postage stamp."

College Orchestra

He

qualities.

is

the

most

as scriny as they

make

of

be. heartily glad to graduate
to feel sick so

we

Mahogany."

(Carroll)

(4).

The Most Honorable
redeeming

"Solid

J.

if

Gooks

man on

the corridor.
He. has few
'em and besides is an awful grind. We will
for no other reason than to be rid of the Rat.
are beginning
is

disliked

We

will stop.

From

the Subject's Point of View.

RUDY McTIFFIN

Podunk, N.

J.

"Rudolph"

"What

a

work

man."

(Shakespeare).

Capt. (4). Football
Editor-in-Chief of the Purple (3, 4.)

Varsity Baseball
3, 4).

is

When we

(1, 2, 3, 4).

(1, 2, 3, 4).

Capt. (4).

Class President

(1, 2,

attempt to describe Mr. McTiffin our pen fails us. The English tongue, rich
though it be, has no adjectives which will give an approximate idea of his bodily strength,
The only way Rudolph can escape the presibrilliance of mind, and strength of character.
dential chair is by accepting one of the numerous offers which he must surely get from captains of industry, to manage their enterprises for them.
We would give Rudolph our best
wishes, if the very thought of his needing any encouragement or help were not so supremely ridic
ulous. Reluctantly, then, we pass to the next man.

THE PURPLE PATCHER
Staff
Note

— Since the

art editors

to help out:

June

/

Uf

j

7

i

e

-v
-1

r

/

*

*
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Drawings

were rushed, the "lit"

men handed

in

the following

•208
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"THE THREE PRIVATES"

THE PURPLE PATCHER

A. ROCHFORD
Varsity Relay Team.

RICHARD

GARDINER

209

J.

CONROY

Capt. Senior Track Team.

2J0

THE PURPLE PATCHER

Another Mansfield

"

The

Invincibles

"

THE PURPLE PATCHER

The

Mailman

The New York Bunch

"

2U

2T2

THE PURPLE PATCHER

Damon and

Phythias

The Senior Quartette

THE PURPLE PATCHER

The Three Larrys

"

"

Father and the Boys "

213
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Our Captains

Mtei

JOHN

J.

BARRY

Capt. Baseball in 1908

EDWARD

F.

SWEENEY

Capt. F'ootball in 1910

THE PURPLE PATCHER
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©
$

JOSEPH W. FOLEY

WILLIAM

Capt. of Track in 1907-1908

Capt. of Rasketball

J.

CASEY
in 1908-1909.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Notre Dame, Indiana
Offers courses in

Architecture;

Law;

Civil,

Journalism;

Send ten cents

Mechanical, Mining,

History and Economics;

and Chemical Engineering:;
Biology; and General Science.

Electrical

to cover postage of Catalogue.

REV. JOHN

CAVANAUGH,

C.

S.

C,

President of the University, Notre

Dame,

Indiana.
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READY FOR WEAR.

The

Jrrofter dlothes for Crr actuation

DAVID
522

Main

E.
St.,

SHERIN
Cor.

Chatham

CO.
St.
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Open Saturday

Telephone 5152
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FIRE INSURANCE

A#£

GLASS INSURANCE
'Patrons

Have Their Choice

Evenings

AND PLATE

YOZ7

PROTECTED?

W
X

of Companies Representing over

=

AT THE

LOWEST
RATE!

$50,000,000
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Roottl 4, JDurnside Building
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Engravings
by

The Electric City Engraving Co
Buffalo. N.

Y.

ADVERTISEMENTS

IV

F,

A.

EASTO<N

E.

Established 1875

M.

WHSfLEN

Incorporated 1903

r A. Easton Company

Superior Group and Portrait

.

Work

5^^

Frederick 1/V.Rice
F^r\oto<5p§v.pr\ep

(EottfertiottprB
476 MAIN STREET
Students Always Welcome

Corner JYLain

3Wb

& Pleasant Streets

vvorcester, J\Lass.

CRACE

M.

SIMARD, Mgr.

&

JAMES MITCHELL

PETER FONTAINE,

EUGENE

President
J.

HENRY

L. BELISLE, Director
FOISY, City Weigher and

JOHN

B.

WHELEN

Treas.

Clerk

BAY STATE COAL COMPANY
LEHIGH VALLEY COAL CO/S FAMOUS HIGH GRADE COAL
WYOMING FREE HARD COAL, HAZLETON & PARKER MEDIUM
HARD COAL AND JEDDO VERY HARD COAL, ALL SIZES BROKEN
EGG, STOVE, CHESTNUT AND WALNUT. PUREST CARBON COAL
POCOHONTAS AND RELIANCE BITUMINOUS COAL

HAgent

for

;

r/iT.r

Central
TELEPHONE

Office,
940

WRITE OR TELEPHONE

452 JVlain Street,
Yard, 107 Gold

=
Oftftosite

Street

City

Han

Is

just\

ADVERTISEMENTS
The Best Too Good
For You?

V

NEW
W FROM
ROM

^PUBLISHED

COVER TO COVER

WEBSTER'S NEW
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
Some cfthe Men Who Made

DIVIDED PAGE
IMPORTANT WORDS ABOVE
:

W. T. HARRIS former U. S. Coo,
of EDUCATION. Prof. KITTREDGE
and Prof. SHELDON of HARVARD. Pres. HADLEY of YALE.
Mr. RUSSELL STURGIS.
Dr.

Prof.

TODD

Prof.

NICHOLS

of

less important below.

SYNONYMS

line of

6000 ILLUSTRATIONS,

which has been revised and

(400 pages

reset.

in

new book

fj

THE MECHANICAL
a triumph of the

bookmakers'

art.

contains more information of interest to more people than any other

o-

.«-!-»-

»«» *^fc. **'

L.

G

»

:

T.

vS

MBRRIAM

S

Dr.

is

DICTIONARY.
in SCHOLARSHIP, COlKrVENTENCE, AUTHORITY, UTILITY.
WRITE for Specimen Fasces and see the new Divided-Page arrangement, Illustrations, Etc., and read what
eminent authorities say of the NEW INTERNATIONAL. You will do us a favor to mention this magazine.
G.
C.
CO., Publishers, SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

GET THE BEST

.«» ^fc.

»

treated.

Less than half this number in the old International,

)

NEW INTERNATIONAL

&

a*-

G

400,000 Words and Phrases Defined. WORK

is practically

the same size and weight.
The

each selected for the clear
explication of the term

excess

of old International and yet

the

thousands of Subjects.

Gazetteer and Biographical DICTIONARY up to date.

CORNELL.

2700 PAGES, every

skillfully

ENCYCLOPEDIC INFORMATION on

AMHERST.
of

more

treated than in any other work.

McGee

i

F. B.

Flo r is t

»

DENTIS7

MADAUS

I

i
a

i
a

JVLake this your purchasing j>oint for
everything Floral at

Room

/,-,

:

Knowles Bldg.

I
a

§iS Main Street

W

*

372
orcester

,

Mass.

»»-

>««

^^ **'

.«-;-»-

>«»

*^ «»-

-«»-

MAIN STREET

i
a

»

i
a* ^fc

Commencement

time ana every time

Telephone 5075

I

ADVERTISEM ENTS

VI

MRS. A.

T.F. HENNESSEY

gTTSgg^

&Wb?rw$.

c?Wbc

H.

DAY

TEACHER OF

DANCING and DEPORTMENT
The

College Man's Friend
POOL and CIGARS

Classes Re-open September 10th
SPECIAL TERMS TO HOLY CROSS STUDENTS
Member of the American National Association
Teachers of Dancing

of

2oth

Worcester

III Southbridge Street,

SEASON IN WQRCEJTER

AT TERPSICHOREAN

HALL,

311

Daily from 3 to 10

rm,c

Main

Street

p.m.

&W6

cf&bc

&W$£

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
New York

NEW PARK HOTEL

City

JOHN

Conducted by the Jesuit Fathers

RUS
Suburban
Classical,

Salubrity

Commercial and

IN

URBE

With Urban

F.

KELLEHER, Manager

Catering best trade, Ladies

and Gentlemen.

New in every

and Cold Water.

Conveniency
respect. Hot

Scientific Courses.

Electric Light

Law
MEDICAL SCHOOL

in

School in the

CONNECTION

Midst of the Courts

with

FORDHAM HOSPITAL

5?
Write

for

PARK JTREET,

Worcester, Mass.

Catalogue

5^^t

ADVERTISEMENTS

Good

/OUTH WORCESTER

Bookbindin:
:

SINCE

1845

VII

MARKET

:

JOHN

WESBY'S BINDERY

P.

SHANNAHAN,

First-Class
38 z

Main

Street,

50 Foster street

Meats, Groceries,

Provisions
Telephone

Worcester, Mass.

Proprietor

and

Fish

6256

602 Southbridge Street, Opp. Princeton Street

WHEN

IN

BOSTON PATRONIZE

s
Hotel
piey square
Cod!
and visitors. A
high-class modern house.
One block from Boston & Albany
"Huntington Avenue Station" and N. Y., N. H. & H. "Back Bay
Station."
Electric Cars pass the door to B. & M. R. R. " North
Station" and connect with "L" and surface lines running all

The most

over

New

centrally located Hotel for travellers

England.

Intelligent service,
sine.

Long
ROOMS.

200

PRIVATE BATHS.

prices, pleasant rooms, superior cui-

Ladies travelling alone are assured courteous attention.
distance telephone in every room.

Headquarters
360

moderate

for College

and School Athletic Teams.

ADVERTISEMENTS

VIII

Drawing; Inks
Eternal Writing Ink

'Ike

W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Jewelers

Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, Etc.

HIGGINS'

ana Silversmiths

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST GOODS OF THEIR KIND

Ecclesiastical

Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-smelling' inks and adhesives and adopt the Higgins Inks and

Art Metal

Workers

Adliesives. They will be a revelation to you, they are so
sweet, clean, well put up, and withal so efficient. Their excellent working qualities make their use economical.

Medalists

AT DEALERS GENERALLY

CHAS. M. HIGGINS &

PROVIDENCE, RWe

271 Ninth

Island

CO., Mfrs.

Street, Brooklyn, N.

Branches:

Chicago,

Y.

London

WARE-PRATT CLOTHES
THE BEST

We

continue to set the
Clothes and the truth about them. Always the leader.
highest standard of excellence. Nothing less will suit. To quality we add our guarantee
Sole Agents
ot value and satisfaction by the lowness of our prices.

Dunlap Hats, Manhattan Shirts
and Charles Case Shoes

WARE-PRATT
Complete

Outfitters

for

Men and Boys

SLATER BUILDING

CO.

ADVERTISEMENTS

TOM

DEGNAN

IX

CAFE REGAN

AND

Timely Toggery
THE COLLEGE BOYS

can

find

both

TOM'S FRONT STREET SHOP

THINGS TO EAT AND
THE BEST OF THEM

at

23

and 2i Mechanic

Street

HEYWOOD BOOT & SHOE COMPANY
WORCESTER MASSACHUSETTS.

TRADE MARK

U.

S.

A.

TRADE MARK

SHOE,

.SHOE,

1861

186"

RETAIL STORE

415

Main

St.

MAN AC ER
H. P.

Shean
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RYAN

PHILIP
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Catholic Supply House
Church and Sunday School Supplies, Books of
all

ST.

TUnbertaker

kinds, Statues, large or small, full weight

Beeswax Candles,

Oils, etc., at

Lowest

MURPHY

T. H.

Prices.

ANTHONY'S HOME ALTAR AND
CALL SETS. LOWEST PRICES.

SICK-

Worcester,

:

Massachusetts

•?

*P
t

T
T
t

i
"'

Pictures, both

Framing

Framed and Unframed, Picture

to Order,

any style desired.

most

Lowest

....

Missions supplied on the

Prices in the city.

Reasonable Terms.

T.

HENRY MURPHY,

JR., Ex-'IO

i

T
t
"f.
t

T

PHILIP RYAN,
24 Trumbull

St.,

.

A. O. H.
.

BLDG.

Worcester, Mass.

OPEN EVENINGS
J ames

F.B arry

Eye-Glass

Aim
Goethe
thing

in

"The important

said:

life

is

to

have a great

aim and to possess the aptitude
and perseverance to attain it."
Our aim is to MAKE PERFECT

EYE-GLASSES.

Oculists' pre-

scriptions filled promptly.

311

Main

St., Central Exchange Bldg.
Worcester, Mass.
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A YOUNG MANS SHOP OF

......

IDEAS AND IDEALS

.

^k

*

*:

Our ideas of Fashion, Fabrics and Finish are constantly freshened by intimate relationWhatever is new, is shown here and
ship with the foremost manufacturers of America.
shown here

first.

Our ideals are to serve you so helpfully, that your dependence upon us will be lifelong, and to serve you so courteously, that you will come often and stay long.
maintain it, but you sustain it, a little difference in words
This shop is your shop.
but a big difference in meaning.
Exclusive Agents for

:

-

.

We

SYSTEM CLOTHES
STETSON, LAMSON & HUBBARD, HAWES VON GAL HATS

KUPPENHEIMER, STEIN-BLOCK
.

.

.

and L

*

College Man's Classy Clothes Shop

KENNEY-KENNEDY
-••-•;••.:.

CO., 412 Main

Street,

Worcester, Mass.

.

.

.:

.

.<?.

.*-

f

m
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33;

:

.

*

*:

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
Large ana Small Banquets a

*-:

Specialty

A

-

1
•

•

THE

WARREN
WORCESTER, MASS.

.§

New
C.

J.

and

Modern

in

Every Particular

POMEROY,

— European

Plan

Manager
*.

«-:
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FABIAN

LOUIS

BACHRACH

PHOTOGRAPHER
TO CLASS OF

Q

10

ONE CHATHAM STREET

WORCESTER

»JlOoooooooooooooooooooooo ^oooooooooooooooooooooooo ^
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*

'I

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

j
•

*

CONDUCTED BY THE JESUIT EATHERS

I

I
I

j
'

FOUNDED

1843.

OLDEST CATHOLIC COLLEGE

President, Rev.

Thomas

E.

IN

Murrhy.

*

NEW ENGLAND

k

*

S. J.

j
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*
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